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EDITOR’S

COMMENT

How deep does the looting go?

D

eeper than we think or would like to believe if
you consider the hastily issued press statement
sent out by the state-owned Denel Group on
the 15th December 2017 confirming to its employees
that it would pay the December 2017 salaries, as
well as the outstanding 13th cheque payments.
The announcement came after a week of intense
engagements the company held with its shareholder
representative, the Department of Public Enterprises,
and the National Treasury, about its severe liquidity
challenges.
Denel was forced to issue the statement after
meeting with representatives from Trade Union
Solidarity, who in turn issued the following statement
quoting Solidarity’s deputy secretary general Deon
Reyneke: “This is yet another telling example of a
state-owned entity that is suffering severe losses as a result of mismanagement
while its workforce - and the entire South Africa for that matter - have to suffer the
consequences. The company is still short of around R130 million just to make its
December salary payments. This is in addition to the huge amounts of debt which its
creditors are now demanding.”
In addition, the union has declared a dispute with Denel because, Solidarity
affirms, the company “squandered money” that should have been ring-fenced for its
employees, to pay their annual bonuses (13th cheque). This money formed part of the
workers’ “cost packages”.
“Not only could Denel employees go without pay this month but the company,
without having obtained the necessary permission to do so, has also exhausted the
money workers have paid themselves to receive a thirteenth cheque. That is unheard
of,” asserted Reyneke.
“Solidarity will not hesitate to do the necessary should Denel not fulfill its
contractual obligations towards its employees.”
If you go back to September 2015 it was revealed that Denel Group CEO Riaz
Saloojee, chief financial officer Fikile Mhlontlo and group company secretary Elizabeth
Africa were suspended, while the board investigated what they called a variety of
issues, including recent business acquisitions made by the state-owned company.
Saloojee said later in 2016: “It was Denel chairman Daniel Mantsha’s board
who verbally told me on September 10 last year my contract will, without a doubt,
be extended for another five years. Two weeks later he suspended us.” This was in
response to Saloojee finding out in April 2016 that he had been officially fired without
being found guilty of any misconduct. The timing of his discharge was suspicious and
lent credence to the notion that his dismissal was linked to his refusal to broker arms
deals with the politically connected Gupta family. Our erstwhile Public Enterprises
Minister Lynne Brown linked the firing to “discrepancies with a profit declaration”.
However, at the same time the “dodgy” VR Laser/Denel joint venture that planned
to set up a company, Denel Asia, in Hong Kong were also disclosed. Denel did exit this
deal in 2017, as the joint venture hadn’t operated because of ‘differences of opinion
with South Africa’s National Treasury’.
More recently the Sunday Times newspaper claimed that it has been informed by
a reliable source that the government of Qatar is negotiating with Jacob Zuma about
possibly buying a majority share in Denel.
Denel was among the state entities bailed out last year to prevent a call on its
government-guaranteed debt. This list includes South African Airways, the South
African Post Office and the South African Broadcasting Corp. which all may require
further intervention, the National Treasury said in its mid-term budget report.
I have been told that Denel’s creditors have not been paid since October 2017
and are not expected to get payment in the near future.
Brown has even admitted to this. So how deep does
the looting of SOEs continue to go unabated? It seems
like the money is starting to run out. Where next will
the attack come from?
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VIEW

POINT

Are AM parts as strong as
those made conventionally?

T

he last few months, I have been focusing on several of
the safety concerns related to using metallic powder
feedstocks in additive manufacturing (AM), including
inhalation risks, safe powder handling and pyrophoric
hazards. While these concerns may have scared off some
of you, it is important that everyone understand all aspects
of AM as it gains industry acceptance. Too many stories just
focus on the power and potential of AM, creating unrealistic
expectations and fairytale scenarios.
This month, however, I want to return to discussing the
benefits of AM and share a case study we have been involved
with in the Center for Innovative Materials Processing through
Direct Digital Deposition (CIMP-3D) at Penn State. As the
co-director of CIMP-3D, I help give tours to the more than 1
000 people that visit each year to see firsthand our powderbed fusion, directed energy deposition, hybrid manufacturing
and computed tomography (CT) scanning capabilities. We field
a lot of questions during those tours, and the most frequently
asked one is: Are AM parts as strong as the same part made
using a conventional manufacturing process?
For years, we had to reference data, studies and
experiments comparing properties of AM-made parts with
traditionally made parts. Now, we simply hold up a link

The MV-22B Osprey link and fitting
assembly is one of CIMP-3D’s recent
manufacturing demonstration projects,
and it could be considered one of the
more significant projects in the AM
industry, because it was the
first flight-critical component
manufactured additively to be
used on a military airframe
and bracket assembly additively built from titanium and
explain how these two parts helped secure the engines on a
helicopter and not just any helicopter, but one of the Navy’s
MV-22B Ospreys.
The MV-22B Osprey link and fitting assembly is one of
CIMP-3D’s recent manufacturing demonstration projects, and
it could be considered one of the more significant projects
in the AM industry, because it was the first flight-critical
component manufactured additively to be used on a military
airframe.
My colleague, Dr. Edward (Ted) Reutzel, led the CIMP3D team on this project, working closely with the Naval Air
Systems Command (NAVAIR) headquarters in Patuxent River,
Maryland, the Naval Air Warfare Center (Lakehurst, New

Jersey) and other NAVAIR organisations. Ted and his team
helped perform build-orientation and layout studies for the
components, characterise distortion and build quality, and
support final build design for production. The effort also
included comprehensive powder characterisation, post-build
material characterisation, thermomechanical build simulation
of components and builds, and evaluation of dimensional
measurements through various stages of post-processing
(such as before and after heat treatment, and part removal).
Those interested in reading more about the postprocessing and the testing that the AM parts underwent to
ensure they were as good as the original can check out the
recent paper by NAVAIR’s J.M. Kasprzak, A.B. Lass and C.E.
Miller titled “Development, Test, and Evaluation of Additively
Manufactured Flight Critical Aircraft Components.”
So an additively built part can be as strong as a
conventionally built part. But why choose AM? In this case,
it was not about cost or performance so much as validation
that an AM part could be approved as a direct replacement
for a conventionally made part for flight demonstration - a
first for the Navy. Given that the potential benefit is speed AM
shows promise in providing the ability to source parts quicker
or make replacement parts in the field instead of waiting for
them to be delivered. In this way, AM can improve logistics by
providing spares and repairs more quickly than with a direct
part replacement.
Finally, I want to express how incredibly proud we are of
the work performed by Ted and his team, which spanned
about 18 months. As you can imagine, it was a very stressful
project, and I often joke that, while I’m glad CIMP-3D was
involved, I’m also glad that I wasn’t on Ted’s team. My team
and I were working on a much less stressful project with a
broader timeline to improve the design of a piston crown.

This article by Timothy W. Simpson (Paul Morrow Professor of Engineering Design & Manufacturing, Pennsylvania State University)
originally appeared in Additive Insights, a monthly column in Modern Machine Shop magazine.
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The Nikon Story -

Industrial measuring systems and solutions
Owning a Nikon system is just the beginning…

S

and other metrology
ince its founding
in 1917, Nikon
services.
has harnessed
Nikon Metrology
the power of lenses
multi-sensor
to contribute to the
technology provides
advancement of
manufacturers with
imaging culture and
greater measurement
sciences, as well as
flexibility and a better
the development of
understanding of
industry, creating
product conformance
breakthrough
while increasing
technologies and
CMM throughput.
products in the
The interoperability
process.
across CMM platforms,
With the
sensor technology and
acquisition of Metris in
manufacturing sites, is
2009, Nikon enlarged
a unique advantage.
its portfolio with
optical 3D measuring
Coordinate
instruments. The
measuring machines /
“Nikon Metrology”
portable arms
Through thin and thick:
division today offers
Nikon Metrology
The ByStar Fiber from Bystronic opens up the full potential of fiber laser cutting
the broadest range of
provides best-in-class
metrology solutions for
precision equipment
applications ranging from miniature electronics to the largest
and metrology solutions for use on CMMs and articulated
aircrafts. Nikon Metrology’s innovative measuring and precision
arms CMMs. Optical CMMs are portable, handheld coordinate
instruments contribute to a high performance design-throughmeasuring machines, with a proven track record in engineering,
manufacturing process that allows manufacturers to deliver
preproduction and quality control applications.
premium quality products in a shorter time.
The product lines available in the Nikon Metrology portfolio
Laser scanning
provide best-in-class precision equipment and metrology
Next-generation digital LC and XC laser scanners confirm
solutions for dimensional measurement and inspection for use
market leadership for CMM-based laser inspection, offering
on coordinate measuring machines (CMMs) and portable arms.
full surface and feature measurement. Digital ModelMaker 3D
Adopting an ‘absolute-accuracy’ policy, Nikon Metrology systems
scanners are ideally suited for use on articulated measuring
measure internal and external geometry efficiently in a nonarms, serving a variety of inspection and reverse engineering
destructive process.
applications. The HN-C3030 multi-sensor 3D metrology system
Nikon Metrology now offers the most complete and
provides fast, high-precision, non-contact inspection of complex
innovative metrology product portfolio including state-of-theshapes with tactile accuracy.
art vision measuring instruments complemented with optical
inspection and mechanical 3D metrology solutions. These
X-ray and CT inspection
reliable and innovative products respond to the advanced
The X-ray and CT inspection systems provide detailed insight
inspection requirements of manufacturers active in consumer,
into the internal structure of parts. Typically used for inspection
automotive, aerospace, electronics, medical and other
of loaded PCBs, compact castings and plastics, these imaging
industries.
systems facilitate the detection of connectivity failures, material
Systems and solutions include coordinate measuring
defects and assembly issues.
machines, CMM laser scanning, handheld/portable laser
scanning, metrology software, large scale metrology,
Video microscope measuring
robot metrology, X-ray and CT inspection, video measuring
CNC video measuring systems from Nikon Metrology’s cover
instruments, measuring microscopes, industrial microscopes
precision optical and digital imaging systems for inspection and
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non-contact surface inspection, reconciling high
precision with maximum productivity.
Microscope systems
Measuring microscopes focus on industrial
measuring and image analysis, designed for
complete digital control for maximum measuring
accuracy. Industrial microscopes
(stereo, upright, inverted) serve
a wide range of visual inspection
application. Recently added to
the microscopes portfolio is the
portable ShuttlePix enabling users
to simply grab the instrument and
take images and measurements
anywhere needed.
Rugged optical comparators
are built to provide bright
crisp images of an incredible
range of specimens, whereas
autocollimators provide
exceptional measuring accuracy
and reliability in demanding
measurements, such as
flatness or height by simple
geometry.
Large volume applications
The Laser Radar is a top large-scale
metrology solution available to the manufacturing industry,
performing fully automated, non-contact measurement and

inspection up to 60 metres. The iGPS is a modular,
large-volume tracking system used in manufacturing
and assembly, enabling factory-wide localisation of
multiple objects with metrology accuracy.
Nikon Metrology also provides a full range of
complementary software solutions for CMM and point
cloud based inspection and reverse engineering
applications. The product portfolio is
completed with a vast range of support,
metrology and integration services.
With 100 years expertise in the
field, Nikon has achieved a level of
optical excellence unrivalled by any other.
Combined with innovative technology and
intuitive software you can be reassured that
your Nikon equipment is second to none.
B&R Metrology Solutions
“While many companies invest heavily in CNC
machine tools and related equipment, the implementation
of new metrology strategies tends to happen more slowly.
However, today the call for more accountability when
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Nikon Metrology provides best-in-class precision equipment and metrology
solutions for use on CMMs and articulated arms CMMs. Optical CMMs are portable,
handheld coordinate measuring machines, with a proven track record
in engineering, preproduction and quality control applications
manufacturing large or small components is getting louder. In
fact it is reaching a crescendo because of ISO requirements,
traceability, CE marking and many other regulatory rules and
standards that are the norm rather than the exception
as they were in the 20th century,” explains Bryn
Labuschagne, Sales Director of B&R Metrology
Solutions.
B&R Metrology Solutions are the Gauteng agents
for Nikon Metrology Systems and Solutions. WD Hearn
Machine Tools represent Nikon Metrology in the rest of
South Africa.
“Additionally, price pressures and the ability to
supply more accurate components are testing even the
most competent engineering companies.”
“For these reasons manufacturing companies are
having to rethink their metrology plans and in many
cases are having to fast track their purchases for their
metrology departments.”
“On the other hand companies wanting to make
purchases of advanced and accurate metrology equipment
have been hamstrung in their ability to make decisions on
what to purchase. Shopfloor CMM, inspection and metrology
technology has advanced a great deal over the years such that
highly accurate measurements can now be attained in most
environments. That’s largely because today’s devices combine
hardware and software elements that cancel out the influence
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of a facility’s fluctuating ambient temperature.”
“However, unlike machine tool suppliers who will generally
have a machine tool and in most cases more than one on their
showroom floor to carry out live demonstrations for prospective
buyers, metrology equipment suppliers have been reluctant, or
more accurately reticent, to have equipment in stock and ready
to show the machines capabilities. There are many forms of
measuring and metrology equipment, whether it is hand-held,
portable or a stand-alone unit, so you can understand why.”
“Additionally, no two companies are the same and have
different requirements when it comes to measuring or
inspection.”
“Since its inception B&R Metrology Solutions has
focused on supplying cost-effective metrology equipment
for the manufacturing industry while providing metrology
professionals with the knowledge, confidence and
support that empowers them to make the critical
decisions required in the role of quality management.”
“We specialise in CMMs, portable inspection,
portable scanning, reverse engineering and planar inspection
equipment.”
For further details contact B&R Metrology Solutions on
TEL: 082 852 6371 or 072 392 4934 or visit
www.brmetrology.co.za

MSC Technical Durban

invests to attract more business

O

ver the past few years, the Port of Durban has seen
larger vessels calling and this has put a strain on the
resources that are at hand to speed up turnaround
times and reduce the cost of doing business. The Port of
Durban is a relatively small, but busy port, where large
vessels have to be moved over shorter distances quickly.
Going some way to relieving the pressure on the port was the
latest launching of the Umkhomazi and Usiba tugs that were
unveiled at a ceremony in the Durban, KwaZulu-Natal harbour.
The nine tugs being built by M/S SAS, for Transnet National
Ports Authority (TNPA), will improve the ports operational
efficiency, speed up vessel turnaround times and assist bigger
commercial vessels.
“The R1.4 billion investment by TNPA is a step in the
right direction, but there are many other areas that need to
be addressed and the Port of Durban is under prepared for
servicing the new generation of ships that are travelling the
high seas these days. This includes logistics, infrastructure and
manpower,” said Ravy Sankaran, Technical Director of MSC
Technical Durban.
“The port and the local municipality of Durban are missing
out on opportunities in an industry that is fast growing and
becoming ever more dynamic. If the authorities were to focus
on the shipping industry and all associated service partners, it

The new Yu-Shine VL-1000ATC +C heavy duty CNC
vertical turning lathe that MSC Technical Durban has
purchased comes with turning, milling and grinding functions.
The machine has been supplied and installed by
WD Hearn Machine Tools

would go some way in addressing the need to grow the ship
repair, engineering and service sectors and create more job
opportunities in the eThekwini region.”
“A recent case to highlight the challenges faced by the
ship repair and engineering companies based here, was the
freak storm that hit the area on the 10th October 2017 and
the resultant damages to the harbour and ships berthed in the
harbour.”
“One of the MSC Shipping Company container ships in the
harbour at the time – the MSC INES – broke its moorings and
ran aground in the harbour entrance. Fortunately, the port
authorities could expeditiously assist the vessel and secure her
back to berth, but she did suffer major damage to her steering
mechanism.”

Technicians from WD Hearn Machine Tools installing the
new Yu-Shine VL-1000ATC +C heavy duty CNC vertical turning
lathe at MSC Technical Durban
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Engineering challenge
“This has created an engineering challenge for those
that are involved in the repair work. Currently the Port of
Durban’s dry dock (Prince Edward Graving Dry Dock) can only
accommodate ships that have a width (beam) of 33.56 metres
and less.”
“The damage caused to the stern block section of the MSC
INES during the running aground includes the rudder blade,
which weighs 131 tons, the stock, which weighs 29 tons and
the stern block, including Rudder Horn that weighs in excess 

After stripping and cleaning a piston
crown and checking for any defects
through NDT, MSC Technical Durban
then begin a process of metal deposition

of 150mt. The hydraulic rams for the steering gear, tiller arms
and the other internal components suffered bending damage.
The101 ton propeller suffered damage to its blades and would
be eventually replaced, at a subsequent dry-dock, in the near
future.”
“The challenge is to remove these large components
and once repaired, replace them again. A suitable dry dock
would have facilitated this operation but as there are none
to accommodate the size of the MSC INES, the repairs have
thus to be done afloat and this presents a huge engineering
challenge. M/S Dormac has been contracted and assigned
this work. Repairs of this nature to a vessel of this size and
magnitude have not been done in South Africa before.”
“Keeping this ship out of service for between three to
four months is also going to be costly. Furthermore, the
replacement components have to be imported because they
cannot be made locally and are also not available locally.”

MSC Technical Durban has evolved into being specialists in
machining, welding and reconditioning of piston crowns, and
repair and recondition a sizeable amount of the company’s
requirements for piston crowns

With the South African ports located on a busy shipping
route, not having the facilities to accommodate the new
generation of ships results in the majority of the repair and
service and dry dock requirements going elsewhere. Countries
such as China, Dubai and Singapore have built their shipyard
facilities and infrastructure around them and are benefitting
from it. The South African authorities and the shipping
fraternity need to take note and plan ahead if they want to
compete and create plenty of local employment opportunities
and enjoy the associated spin-offs for all the stakeholders,
sub-contractors, suppliers and service providers.”

MSC Technical Durban’s service includes repairs and fabrication
requirements, general repairs, mechanical and electrical
repairs of components and running gear

MSC Technical Durban
“The importance of offering repairs/services for the
company’s ships passing the southern tip of Africa was
recognised by management of MSC Shipping Company. MSC
Technical Durban has been operating in Durban for nearly
25 years and is one of three such MSC Shipping facilities
worldwide. Others being situated in Antwerp, Belgium and
Naples, Italy.”
“Compared to the other two facilities, we here, in Durban
work exclusively for the MSC vessels and are recognised as
a ‘not for profit operation’ whereas the savings realised are
inherent in the ships smooth operation, by way of improved/
efficient-running abilities plus fewer breakdowns.”
“The service includes repairs and fabrication requirements,
general repairs, mechanical and electrical repairs of
components and running gear. We are also facilitators in
emergencies, such as in the case of the MSC INES.”
“MSC Technical Durban has evolved into being specialists
in machining, welding and reconditioning of piston crowns and
we repair and recondition a sizeable amount of the company’s
requirements for piston crowns.”
“A piston crown on a ship will need to be replaced once it 
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and requirements. The Yu-Shine CNC
machine is going to increase our
capability, productivity and efficiency
several fold.”
“The machine is a C-axis machine,
allowing indexing and milling to be
performed on the machine as well as
drilling, tapping and thread milling, which
is essential in the scope of work on the
piston crowns.”
“The versatility of the machine, by
having a C-axis, will now allow us to
carry out repairs and refurbishment of
large gears, housings and other similar
components that need to be machined,
all work that we have not done in the
past.”

has been in operation for a reasonable
length of time and then be replaced at
the makers recommended interval. On the
older generation of ships, this used to be
at 8 000 - 10 000 hours of running.”
“This is one of the main reasons why
we have purchased the new Yu-Shine
VL-1000ATC +C heavy duty CNC vertical
turning lathe that comes with turning,
milling and grinding functions. The
machine has been supplied and installed
by WD Hearn Machine Tools. At the same
time we purchased the latest version of
Edgecam machining software and our
machinists have been through some
comprehensive training to get to know
both the machine and the software.”
“Our aim in Durban is to improve/
increase the number of crowns being
reconditioned from the present 20-a-year
number to 80-a-year in the near future.
The Yu-Shine, which is the first CNC
machine that the company has invested
in for the Durban operation, should help
us to achieve this target and once and
the machinists become more familiar and
conversant with the use of the machine,
we will up this number even further.”

South African advantage
“Even though labour costs have risen
in South Africa, we are still competitive
if you compare us to Europe, Singapore
or Dubai. For example a typical Sulzer
MSC Technical Durban also carries out general
RTA 84 piston crown would cost 6
repairs and fabrication in emergency situations
000 euro to refurbish in Europe, Dubai
or Singapore, whereas presently our
cost would work out to be 2 500 euro
per piston crown, duly considering the fact that several of
the processes concerning machinery, sub-arc welding, heat
Repair and refurbishment/sub-arch weld of piston crowns
treatment and other processes are done in house.”
“After stripping and cleaning the piston crown and checking
“Being a Chief Engineer and having spent 10 years at sea
for any defects through NDT, we then begin a process of
and 12 years working in MSC’s erstwhile ship management
metal deposition. The piston crowns are naturally subjected
set-up in Hong Kong, I have been exposed to numerous
to heavy wear while in use. The piston crown forms part of the
requirements involved with ship repairs and servicing. For
combustion chamber in a marine diesel engine. The crown is
the last five years that I have been in South Africa, I have
subjected to the high temperatures in the combustion space
endeavored to transform the operation from one that was
and the surface is liable to be eroded/burnt away.”
an emergency repair facility, to one that offers beneficiation.
“For this reason, the material from which the crown is made
South Africa also offers a cost advantage and we have used
must be able to maintain its strength and resist corrosion at
this to diversify our area and scope of
high temperatures. Steel, alloyed with
work/repair. At the same time we are
chromium and molybdenum is used, and
creating several job opportunities for
some pistons have a special alloy clad
the local skilled workforce, in a currently
welded onto the hottest part of the crown
depressed economic period.”
to try and reduce the erosion caused by
“The quantum of large ship repair in
the burning fuel. The crown also carries
South Africa is low, compared to some of
four or five piston ring grooves, which are
the other regions of the world and this
then chromed.”
has resulted in a large pool of skilled
“When overhauling the piston, it is
manpower remaining unutilised.”
important to check the thinning/burn-out
“Considering the higher demands
of the piston crown. The piston should be
on speed and performance, quick turndismantled to check the cooling space. If
around in ports, vessel maintenance,
this is subject to a build-up of carbon (in
overhauls, general repairs and
replacement/refurbishing of worn parts
an oil cooled piston) or scale (in the case
could often suffer or get delayed due
of a water cooled piston) then this may
to paucity of time. With the changing
have led to reduced heating transfer and
regulatory environment, and the
thermal stressing of the piston, which in
additional workloads and documentation
turn can lead to cracking of the piston
pressures on the crew, shore assistance
crown. If the cooling oil or water is allowed
from an in-house technical facility can
to leak into the combustion space, then
be useful, effective and beneficial. We
the consequences could be disastrous.”
in Durban intend to enhance our value
Machine capability, background and
offering services and become more
cost analysis
recognised within the group.”
“The background to acquiring
For further details contact MSC
the Yu-Shine CNC vertical lathe is
Technical Durban on
to modernise our facility with newer
MSC Technical Durban has also developed
and fabricated its own products that are now
TEL: 031 466 2227 or
machines, developing new skill sets
used throughout the MSC Shipping Company
visit www.msc.com
and to keep up with the changing times
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Atlas Copco acquires South African
exploration manufacturing business

L

eading provider of sustainable productivity solutions,
Atlas Copco, has agreed to acquire the assets
of Renegade Drilling Supplies Proprietary Ltd, a
South African manufacturer and distributor of drilling
consumables for mining exploration.
Renegade Drilling is based in Johannesburg, South
Africa, and sells its products throughout the Southern
African region. The company manufactures and
distributes mining exploration drilling consumables, such
as drill rods, in-the-hole tools and diamond drill bits.
“We are happy to bring the strong team at Renegade
Drilling into our Group,” said Helena Hedblom, President
of Atlas Copco’s Mining and Rock Excavation Technique
business area.
“This acquisition will expand our product portfolio and
establish a regional footprint for manufacturing of mining
exploration consumables.”
The acquisition is expected to be completed shortly. The
purchase price is not materially significant to Atlas Copco’s
market capitalisation and has not been disclosed.
“The business will be part of the Rock Drilling Tools
division in Epiroc, the wholly-owned subsidiary of Atlas Copco
that will be listed on the stock exchange in 2018 subject to
shareholders’ approval,” she added.

Since its inception in 2005 Renegade Exploratory Drilling
Services has specialised in the manufacture and supply of
products to the exploration drilling and mining industries.
Renegade has been able to steadily grow, expanding its
product range to include everything from capital equipment
to everyday consumables. The product range now includes
drill rigs, diamond products, core barrel consumables, drilling
fluids, tools, accessories and safety equipment.

ZF Lemförder South Africa

Z

celebrates the production of
its one millionth axle set

F Lemförder South
Africa, a subsidiary
of global technology
giant ZF Friedrichshafen
AG, recently celebrated
the production of its
one millionth axle set
at its Rosslyn plant.
To commemorate the
milestone achievement,
the facility hosted a family
day with its employees,
executives from the global
division and local customer
representatives.
ZF Lemförder SA is a well-established automotive supplier
and has been supplying BMW Group South Africa with axle sets
for the BMW 3 series since its foundation in 1998. This includes
the E46, E90 and F30 series.
“We are proud to have reached a milestone in the history
of our facility here in Rosslyn. Not only are there one million
vehicles on the road safely using our axles, but our quality is
proven and is going from strength to strength. We have achieved
this through relentless focus on training, efficient workplace
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organisation methods and
of course most importantly,
understanding our customer
requirements. We would
like to thank our employees
for their hard work and
commitment over the years,”
said Ian Myburgh, managing
director and plant manager
of ZF Lemförder SA.
The ZF group of
companies is active worldwide
in the specialised fields of
transmission, steering and suspension
technology. Cars, commercial vehicles, agricultural
and construction vehicles have all become more comfortable.
ZF components have made a considerable contribution to this
development. ZF was established in South Africa in 1969,
represented by Trade Relations International. In July 1980, ZF's
operations was strengthened when ASTAS begun manufacturing
ZF Transmissions under license. ZF Lemförder’s production
facilities in South Africa operate non-stop 24 hours a day, 5
days a week, producing parts for 350 cars per day.

Time and quality influence Mesh Gear
to invest in five-axis capabilities

“T

he modern flexible machine tool provides a
machining operation with the ability to exceed
customer expectations on quality, part accuracy
and lead times. In a niche market like gear manufacturing,
the space that we operate in, the advantage goes to the
company that seizes each opportunity when it comes to new
technology and then takes the decision to implement it into
their production process,” said Trevor Clayton, a director and
one of two brothers that have joined the family business
started by dad Mike in 1976.
Mesh Gear specialises in the manufacture of gears,
associated components and an array of other industrial
consumables on a production basis for the local as well as
international heavy equipment industry such as the mining,
construction, agricultural, railway, military and industrial
sectors.
“The manufacture of industrial power drive componentry
which can be used in the world market requires machinery
and proven processes which can achieve and maintain
these world standards on a consistent basis. This, along with
the ability to control the complete manufacturing process
from start to finish at your own premises under one roof,
is what allows Mesh Gear to achieve and maintain these
high standards. Having total control over all heat treatment
processes from normalising, annealing, conditioning,
stress relieving, carburising, nitriding, tempering and press
quenching is what sets Mesh Gear apart.”
“This along with our own metallurgical laboratory and
metallurgist, allows us to continuously monitor and verify
that we are achieving our customers heat treatment and
metallurgical requirements.
“Since the economic downturn in 2009, Mesh Gear has
been on a drive to increase and diversify our customer and
product base. At the same time we have been introducing
new machinery, to improve the quality and productive
efficiency to our then current customer base.”
“With this expansion and consolidation comes the
inevitable need to invest in your manufacturing processes.”

One of the two new gear grinding machines that
Mesh Gear has invested in
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18 months ago Mesh Gear installed their first 5-axis CNC machine.
A second was installed in November 2017

Gear grinding
“Mesh Gear had to ensure that we improved on our gear
grinding abilities. Gear grinding is usually employed as the
final machining process when manufacturing a high-precision
gear. We had to ensure that we catered for both high volume
gear grinding for the automotive and heavy equipment
industries, as well as the smaller volume larger gear grinding
requirements for the mining, rail and industrial client base.”
“In order to address our high volume gear grinding
demands, we imported two new gear grinding machines with
the latest technology from Germany.”
“The new machines are equipped with the latest CNC
controls, a dialog-driven user interface, digital drives and
a newly developed profiling unit. The new machines are
universal machines for grinding gears and pinion shafts and
are used by manufacturers from the automotive, agricultural,
construction, machine tools, mining, aircraft, textile as well as
a variety of other industries. They can be used for individual
production, small-scale production as well as for mass
production.”
In order to cater for the larger sized gear grinding
requirements, two Hofler gear grinders were also imported.
These are capable of grinding up to 1000mm in diameter and
also allow for gear tooth profile correction if required by the
customer. We are also capable of running all four of these
gear tooth grinders on two shifts, which allows for additional 

capacity if required by our customers
when demand goes up.”
“These gear tooth grinders are
also verified continuously to ensure
they are achieving the required AGMA
standards. These include involute
and parallelism profile checks as
well as 100% checks on the surface
finish of the teeth. All components
are thoroughly checked by our quality
team before being dispatched to our
customers.”
“We also invested in a worm/
thread grinding machine, which
removes the distortion in the worm
shaft after heat treatment and due to
the far smoother finish, allows for a
far longer life in the worm drive unit.”

setup and production time and
costs. These factors influence your
decision and make a difference
to the speed of the return on
investment.”
“18 months ago our first 5-axis
machine was installed. We chose
a 5-axis machining center that has
XYZ travels of 950 x 850 x 650mm,
can take a table load of 1 000
kilograms and has a 20kW motor.”
“The machine has been used for
the final machining of gears in a soft
state as well as in a hardened state
if required after heat treatment.”
“We have achieved dramatic
time saving on real time machining
of spiral and straight bevel gears so
we have invested in another 5-axis
CNC turning and milling
machine but this time a universal
“Over the years we have been
machining center, which was
continuously increasing the number
installed in November 2017.”
of machines in the CNC turning and
“Again the machine is alleviating
machining department. We feel this
bottlenecks for the milling of spiral
is the engine room of the business
and straight bevel gears. An added
as it feeds through to all the other
advantage is that we can now offer
The 5-axis CNC machine has been used for the
departments. The latest to arrive,
5-axis milling for other components
final machining of gears in a soft stage but 90% of
the machine time is taken up machining gears in a
installed earlier this year, is a Victor
that our clients require.”
hardened state after heat treatment
V-Turn 26 CNC lathe. Another Victor
“Highlights of this new machine
CNC lathe is on order and will be
is that it has a XYZ axis work area of
installed in early 2018. This now takes it to over 20 machines
650 x 520 x 475mm, XYZ rapid traverses of 42m/min, a table
in this department.”
work surface of 630 x 500mm and take a load of up to 300
“But our biggest and most significant investments were
kilograms.”
still to come.”
“It must however be remembered that the 5-axis machine
is not the complete answer to your straight and spiral bevel
5-axis move
gear (crown wheel and pinion) problems. There are up to 10
“The 5-axis CNC machine tool is the mainstay on many
important processes to be considered when making these
machining shop floors internationally but not so in South
parts, with heat treatment and distortion control still being
Africa. Local companies prefer 3-axis CNC machines, but this
the most important, however, 5-axis machining has definitely
is changing. While these 5-axis systems were once reserved
helped in improving the end product and allows for the
for undertaking complicated and specialised applications,
interchangeability that the customers require.”
large and small manufacturers now
realise the value in using a 5-axis
Eliminating distortion in gear
machine for a variety of projects. Many
manufacture
of them have been able to minimise lead
“There is a long list of factors to
times, bolster accuracy and efficiency,
consider when heat treating gears.
and improve profitability as a result.”
High performance steel components
“12 years ago we started
are usually heat treated at the end
manufacturing bevel gears (crown wheel
of the production process in order
and pinions). We eventually ended
to obtain an optimal functional
up with seven bevel gear generators.
performance. However, in nearly all
However, even with controlling the
cases, this final heat treatment also
distortion in heat treatment through
leads to distortion, which means a
a lengthy heat treatment process and
change in dimensions and shape
press quenching we were still getting
of the part. If the deviations exceed
up to 0,10 - 0,20mm distortion. This
the permissible tolerances, the
may seem like very little, but when the
components have to be reworked.
bevel wheel and pinion were put back
Since these corrective measures have
on the roll tester and blued, the change
to be taken in the hardened state, high
in contact pattern was noticeable and
additional costs occur.”
limited the interchangeability. This forced
“Over the years we have invested
us to rethink our strategy on how we
substantially in our quenching and
manufacture the bevel gears and the
heat treatment processes and are
5-axis route was certainly the one to
unique in that we are one of the few
take.”
gear manufacturers that have these
“Although they remain costly in terms
facilities and processes on site.”
of capital investment, 5-axis machine
“Our in-house heat treatment
A gear on the gear grinding machine
tools offer the opportunity to save on
facility consists of two gas carburising 
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Mesh Gear specialises in the manufacture of gears and associated
components on a production basis for the local as well as
international heavy equipment industry such as the mining,
construction, agricultural, railway, military and industrial sectors

Over the years Mesh Gear have been increasing the machines in
the CNC turning and machining department. The latest to arrive,
installed earlier this year, is a Victor V-Turn 26 CNC lathe. Another
Victor CNC lathe is on order and will be installed in early 2018

furnaces and one gas nitriding furnace, all of which are fully
automated and programmable.
A number of other furnaces and a quenching press are
also required and are in place for heat treating bevel gears.
The above is well backed up by our heat treatment laboratory
(metallurgical, case depth and hardness testing) and a
qualified metallurgist.”
“This allows us to cover the following heat treatment
processes in-house: annealing, normalising, conditioning,
stress relieving, gas carburising, gas nitriding, tempering and
press quenching.”

“Distortion in gear manufacture is universally a huge
headache and if you do not control the processes in-house, it
is going to be inconsistent and costly.
“Our investment in new equipment is already paying
dividends. Not only with the resultant process time saving and
quality improvements, but also with the additional interest
from new clients as word gets out about what Mesh Gear is
able to offer the mining, construction, agricultural, railway,
military and industrial sectors.”
For further details contact Mesh Gear Manufacturers on
TEL: 031 461 1121 or visit www.meshgear.co.za

Metal workers union
continues strike action
at Agni Steel

A

frican News Agency reported that Liberated Metalworkers
Union of South Africa (Limusa) said that it will proceed
indefinitely with its strike at Agni Steel South Africa in
Port Elizabeth due to protracted wage negotiations that started
in 2016 with the company. The union was demanding R48 per
hour at the time while the company was paying workers R24
per hour. The union has now reduced their salary demand to
R40.37 per hour. According to other reports the company is
offering R31.01 per hour.
Limusa general secretary, Cedric Gina, in a statement
accused Agni Steel of making several attempts to delay
engagements or negotiations on the demands by raising
frivolous jurisdiction points, but said all those attempts had
failed. Gina said: “The company attempted to address the
demands while we were engaging on the offer and making
counter proposals. The company went on to sign an agreement
with a minority trade union (Numsa) which never submitted
any demands or was part of the dispute. The action by the
company led to a deadlock and Limusa issued a strike notice
to the company on 27 September 2017.”
Gina said the company had approached the Labour Court
for an interim interdict on October 1 and the interim order was
granted. A week later, the matter was heard by the Labour
Court and Limusa won the case and the interim order was
discharged, meaning the Labour Court confirmed that the

strike was protected.
“On the 8th December 2017 the company and the union
met in an attempt to resolve the dispute but the company
failed to address the demand of R40.37 and backpay. That has
resulted in the collapse of negotiations and commencement of
strike action,” said Gina.
Gina said: “The strike is set to proceed indefinitely as
workers are firmly behind their demand for R40.37. If addressed
by the employer the demand is set to bring workers at par with
their colleagues in the Metal and Engineering Industry.”
Agni Steel South Africa is a black-owned, Indian-backed,
joint venture that runs a R400 million state-of-the-art, ministeel mill, at the Coega industrial development zone (IDZ) near
Port Elizabeth. The company employs about 270 people and of
those, around 200 are Limusa members.
The strike began in December 2017.
“It is illogical for employees to strike at this time of the year.
The principle of no work, no pay applies. Our employees are
misled by union officials. People do not have money to buy food
or clothing for Christmas. We urge those who are not affiliated
to the union to return to work, and the unionised members to
speak to their union and go back to work,” said Agni’s human
resources manager Mncedisi Papu in December 2017.
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Lonmin contributes to South Africa’s first
3D printing prototype using pure platinum

P

latinum is seen by many as the most precious of
the precious metals, a material to be found only
in the rarest and most expensive jewellery.
However, its applications go beyond adornment.
Platinum is also used in the oil and gas industry, in
electronics, medicine, and more. It’s also sometimes
seen as a 3D printing material - particularly for
jewellry, but also for high-performance applications
like aerospace components. Often what’s being 3D printed is
a platinum alloy, but a group of organisations in South Africa
decided last year to experiment with 3D printing pure platinum,
for the first time in the country.
The group behind the project is called Platforum, a
partnership between the Central University of Technology,

North West University, Vaal University of Technology, and
platinum producer Lonmin. The team was well aware
of platinum’s benefits - it’s one of the densest metals
known, it’s extremely corrosion-resistant, and highly
ductile. They wondered how those benefits could
be better leveraged if the metal could be additively
manufactured.
To 3D print with platinum, two main components were
needed - a platinum powder and a 3D printer optimised to print
it. Lonmin started by modifying an EOSINT M 280 from EOS,
fitting it with a volume reducer because filling the full build
volume with platinum powder would have been prohibitively
expensive. A team worked on developing a platinum powder,
and decided to test it with a small design - a complex ring. They

With the ability to 3D print pure platinum, a number of applications open up,
including the development of new medical implants or the improvement of existing
ones, the creation of advanced circuit boards for aerospace applications, and
chemical and power generation applications. Of course, jewellery will always be
a large market for platinum as well, and the ability to directly 3D print the material
carries a lot of potential for rapid production and customisation that goes beyond
what is possible with traditional jewellery manufacturing techniques
first 3D printed the ring in late 2016, and it didn’t turn out so
well, unfortunately, so the team went back to work, altering
and testing new iterations of the powder. They changed the
parameters of the machine and finally, in October 2017, 3D
printed the ring with a powder that had been recharacterised for
a more spherical particle shape, and it printed beautifully. The
powder was 99.99% platinum.
The ring prototype was revealed to the public at the recent
RAPDASA (Rapid Product Development Association of South
Africa) conference, which took place last year in November in
Durban. It was the product of an impressive collaboration, with
the participants working together to design the ring, produce the
powder, manage the machine parameters, and post-process the
ring.
With the ability to 3D print pure platinum, a number of
applications open up, including the development of new medical
implants or the improvement of existing ones, the creation
of advanced circuit boards for aerospace applications, and
chemical and power generation applications. Of course, jewellery
will always be a large market for platinum as well, and the ability
to directly 3D print the material carries a lot of potential for rapid
production and customisation that goes beyond what is possible
with traditional jewellery manufacturing techniques.
“3D technology has gained in popularity in recent years, and
the introduction of additive manufacturing using precious metals
will contribute and add to the range of applications where the
properties of PGMs (Platinum Group Metals) are used,” said
Wilma Swarts, Head of Marketing at Lonmin and Director of
Platforum.
“This latest development showcases the potential of 3D
printing of Platinum Group Metals (PGMs). Through additive
manufacturing, intricate and light weight PGM products can be
manufactured at speed, presenting new opportunities for PGMs,
socioeconomic development, Lonmin and the platinum mining
sector,” said Swarts.
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Group Five to sell stake in pipes
business to LB Pipes

S

outh African JSE-listed construction company Group
Five has said it will sell its 50% interest in Group Five
Pipe to LB Pipes for R80 million ($5.76 million) to
LB Pipes Proprietary Ltd, as part of plans to exit non-core
assets. However, a deal to sell Group Five’s Investments and
Concessions business to Greenbay Properties, for 1.6 billion
rand ($112 million) collapsed in October 2017.
“Although the manufacturing cluster remains a strong
performer within the group and contributes solid earnings and
cash flow, it is regarded as a noncore operation,” Group Five
explained.
Group Five Pipe manufactures large bore spiral-welded
steel pipes, from 500mm to 3 500mm in diameter, using steel
up to 25mm thick, mainly for water transport systems.
LB Pipes is 51% owned by a black industrialist, 26%
by Marine Civils and 23% by the Industrial Development
Corporation (IDC).
In addition to the sale proceeds, Group Five will receive a
cash distribution of at least R25 million, being its share of the
cash available in the joint venture in excess of the minimum
working capital required.
The implementation of the transaction was subject to the

fulfilment by December 15, or the waiver of some material
conditions present.
South Africa’s construction industry has slowed sharply
since the 2010 FIFA World Cup, with few major infrastructure
projects awarded and those that have been approved risk
being curtailed by fiscal strains.
As a result, construction firms such as Group Five, Aveng,
Basil Read and Murray and Roberts are exiting non-core and
loss-making construction businesses as they try to adjust to
changing market conditions.
“All clusters and businesses have… been reviewed and
evaluated against certain criteria to determine their alignment
with the group’s revised strategy,” Group Five’s group chief
executive Themba Mosai said in a statement.
“Those businesses that have a high probability of meeting
or exceeding the group’s targeted return on capital will be
retained.”
The group said it was evaluating multiple expressions of
interest received for its manufacturing business, which makes
building materials, and would sell it because it is a non-core
operation.

Murray & Roberts sells Genrec
to black-owned group
Sheds its steel fabrication business.

M

urray & Roberts has sold its Genrec steel engineering
and fabrication business to black-owned and managed
Southern Palace Group for R185 million.
Henry Laas, Murray & Roberts group CE, said that Genrec
would now have greater opportunity to unlock its order book
potential in the public sector. Southern Palace had been
involved in the steel services business as an investor for the
past 15 years.
“This acquisition is a continuation of Southern Palace’s
strategy to be a leading, black-owned, industrial operating
company particularly in the infrastructure, mining services
and value-added steel manufacturing industries,” Lucas Tseki,
Southern Palace CEO, said.
“It is important for us to leverage this experience and to
tap into the vast networks and connections we’ve built up, in
order to grow Genrec in SA and the rest of the continent.”
The assets and liabilities included in the transaction have
been sold at book value and exclude certain undisclosed
assets and liabilities that will remain with Murray & Roberts.
Southern Palace already owns 100% of the former Murray
& Roberts infrastructure and building businesses, as part of
a settlement concluded in late 2016 between the government
and SA’s seven largest construction and engineering groups
for their part in collusion in the run-up to the 2010 Soccer
World Cup. This had required them to sell at least 40% of their
domestic infrastructure businesses to black empowerment
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partners, or to mentor up to three black construction
companies over a period of seven years.
“The sale of Genrec to Southern Palace was concluded
in a separate transaction,” said Ed Jardim, Murray & Roberts
group investor and media executive.
The sale of the group’s infrastructure and building
businesses was concluded in April 2017 for an aggregate sum
of R314 million.
The proposed sale of Genrec to black-owned investment
manager Nisela Capital was not concluded and new potential
purchasers were engaged. Murray & Roberts has in recent
years changed strategic direction. This has resulted in a
significant change to its portfolio of businesses. Genrec was
the last remaining manufacturing business to be sold.
“The majority of the group’s manufacturing businesses
were sold in June 2013. The group has now transformed
from being predominantly a South African civil and building
contractor, to a multinational engineering and construction
group, focused on three natural resources market sectors: oil
and gas, metals and minerals and power and water,” Jardim
said.
Garth Arenz, an analyst at Avior Capital Markets, said
Murray & Roberts had identified Genrec as being noncore
to its new strategy given that its primary business was steel
fabrication and it was unprofitable.

Custom fabrication shop PQJ
invests in Lincoln Electric Torchmate
plasma cutting system

“I

ntegrating cutting of sheet metal and
the modern practice of high density farming. This entails
plate into the services that we offer was
movement of fences and gates and inevitably they get
inevitable,” said Peter Johnson,
broken. His frustration was what led me to expand on my
the owner of PQJ, a
idea of a custom
custom fabrication
fabrication shop.
business based
It is very hard to
outside Pretoria,
find a company
Gauteng.
that would
“We already had
fabricate a onepipe bending, press
off, and if you do,
brake bending,
it would take
guillotining, iron
weeks. You were
working and welding
not a priority
services that we
as metal cutting
could offer but were
companies like
lacking on the cutting
to have long
PQJ, a custom fabrication business based outside Pretoria,
side. It was always in
production runs.
Gauteng, has invested in a Lincoln Electric 4800 Torchmate
our plans but it became
He, like many
plasma cutting system. The machine was supplied and installed
a necessity as we
others, needed a
by Cosmo Automation Solutions and is the first of its kind to
became more involved in
quick turnaround
be installed in South Africa, according to Cosmo Automation
the industry. It was not a
otherwise it would
Solutions. The machine has dimensions of 1 880 x 2 900 x
case of spending to build
start to cost him.”
1 600mm and is happy cutting mild steel with a sheet size of
2 500mm by 1 250mm and up to 16mm thick
capacity because we are
“Added to this I
noticed that these days
a custom fabrication shop
the gates and fences, as with
and have no intention of
many other metal components, are made with a material
becoming a production-based business. At least at this
that is not suitable for the situation or environment that the
stage we do not.”
product is used in. And quite often it is an imported product. I
The launch of PQJ by Johnson came about when he
know I am generalising and I understand about costs etc, but
saw an opportunity after becoming frustrated with the
you have to be realistic.”
maintenance company that had been contracted to look after
“From the beginning I said we are going to do it better and
his property portfolio. The idea was galvanised after visiting
have a satisfied customer, whether he is a private individual
his son’s cattle farm and observing the frustrations he was
or a business. We knew the market would also respond to
experiencing getting replacement components for gates and
us turning jobs around quickly and then we would have more
fences that were damaged during transit.
customers come calling.”
“My son is essentially a weekend farmer but has adapted

PQJ have also added equipment to the company’s welding
department with the purchase of a further two Lincoln Electric
MIG welders and a modular fixture table that will greatly enhance
fixturing and clamping when welding
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PQJ also has an Intellifab Series Two 40 ton by 1 600mm press brake
and an Intellicut 6mm by 3 200mm hydraulic guillotine, both
supplied by Machine Tools Online, as well as an
iron worker

The first machine that PQJ purchased was an Ercolina pipe bending
machine, supplied by PBS Machine Tools

“It seems that some larger shops have a tough time
managing lead time and making lead time predictable. We did
not want to fall into this category and earn that reputation.”
“Our first machine that we purchased was an Ercolina
pipe bending machine. A strange one to start off with but
when you look at the gates and fences that my son uses there
is quite a bit of pipe used when manufacturing them.”
“This was followed by a press brake, a guillotine, an iron
worker and the welding equipment. We have recently added
to the welding department with the purchase of a further
two Lincoln Electric MIG welders and a modular fixture table
that will greatly enhance our fixturing and clamping when
welding.”
Lincoln Electric Torchmate plasma cutting system
“The most recent purchase, which was installed in early
December 2017, is the Lincoln Electric 4800 Torchmate
plasma cutting system. You usually associate plasma cutting
with machines that have a large working area and need to
cut thick plate rather than smaller size plates. They are also
hungry beasts that need to be fed and kept busy to make
them economically viable.”
“We did not want to get into this segment of the market
but still needed a machine that could cut production-grade
components. The Lincoln Electric 4800 Torchmate is ideal
for a small-to-medium-sized fabrication shop and is used by
hobbyists and homeowners, small welding shops, and even
maintenance departments of larger companies to cut precise
parts in-house, without breaking the bank.”
“The machine has dimensions of 1 880 x 2 900 x 1
600mm and is happy cutting mild steel with a sheet size of
2 500mm by 1 250mm and up to 16mm thick. What we like
about the operating system is the ease of use, an intuitive
touch-screen and the ability to import files, such as DXF and
Coral Draw, and then cut the material. The Torchmate 4800
is a complete package and all that is needed is a decent air
pressure supply and you can be up and running in hours.”
“If, for example, my neighbour wants an outdoor
sign fabricated in metal this can be done in a few hours,
depending on the complexity. He would not have to wait days
or even weeks for a bigger shop to fit him in. In some cases
it could be a walk in and order and wait for your product,
obviously depending on the complexity of the cut.”
“Light industrial CNC plasma cutting options now make
it possible for small businesses and hobbyists to complete
amazing jobs that were almost impossible a decade ago.”
For further details contact PQJ on TEL: 012 803 1631 or
visit www.pqj.co.za

Local Manufacturing
Exhibition 2019 launched

Organised by the South African Capital Equipment Export Council (SACEEC), in association with
Specialised Exhibitions Montgomery, and endorsed by the Premier of Gauteng the exhibition is
scheduled to take place at the Expo Centre, Nasrec, Gauteng from 21 to 23 May 2019.

T

he South African Capital Equipment Export Council
(SACEEC), in association with Specialised Exhibitions
Montgomery has announced the launch of the Local
Manufacturing Exhibition 2019 (LME), an exhibition that
aims to showcase South Africa’s local manufacturing
capabilities.
The manufacturing sector offers the potential to
significantly accelerate South Africa’s economic growth
and development. With a specific focus on Gauteng,
the exhibition will showcase leading local industries to
thousands of potential national and international investors.
Cutting across a wide range of sectors, the exhibition’s
objective is to demonstrate the power of local manufacturing
as the key to unlocking vast economic empowerment,
growth, development, job creation, export opportunities and
investment, according to the press release.
“SACEEC has been working closely with the Gauteng
Provincial Government, which has identified key sectors of
the economy that have the potential to address multiple
imperatives such as greater economic inclusion and
additional employment opportunities,” says Eric Bruggeman,
CEO of the SACEEC.
“The manufacturing sector is considered one of
Gauteng’s largest economic sectors and with its labourintensive characteristics and other socio-economic benefits,
it has the power to create jobs and export opportunities
faster than any other sector,” said Bruggeman.
“The show will provide a definitive platform to present,

“This will significantly enhance the value of the exhibitor
and visitor experience,” she adds.
“LME aims to promote and showcase local
manufacturing across all industry sectors, to promote these
leading local players to local and international markets,
increasing their competitiveness, providing greater exposure
to global markets and demonstrating South Africa’s strong
export potential,” adds Bruggeman.
“South Africa has faced some economic challenges
in recent years, but with Government’s support we are
focusing our efforts on establishing manufacturing hubs
that will revive this economic sector, accelerate job creation,
increase export opportunities and eliminate competition
from cheap imports,” says Bruggeman.
“Part of our mandate to promote the globalisation of
local industry is to provide opportunities for promotion
through events such as the LME,” he says.
In 2017 the Gauteng Growth and Development Agency
(GGDA) entered into a partnership with SACEEC to promote
transformation in the manufacturing industry in Gauteng.
The GGDA’s key objective is to spearhead economic
development efforts for Gauteng by targeting local and
international business stakeholders. The GDDA recognises
the importance of investment as a driver of job creation,
skills development and economic growth.

“South Africa has faced some economic challenges in recent years, but with
Government’s support we are focusing our efforts on establishing manufacturing
hubs that will revive this economic sector, accelerate job creation, increase export
opportunities and eliminate competition from cheap imports.”
launch and showcase leading local manufacturing
capabilities to a highly qualified and targeted audience of
decision-makers with major purchasing power. For visiting
delegates, the show will present the best that South African
manufacturing has to offer, across a broad spectrum
of industries, including civils and construction, mining,
agriculture, process industries and power and utilities, to
name just a few,” according to Charlene Hefer, Portfolio
Director of the LME.
“The LME’s interactive style will provide multiple
networking opportunities and free-to-attend seminars,
providing exhibitors and industry experts with an opportunity
to highlight industry challenges and opportunities,” says
Hefer.
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One of the pillars of the partnership between GGDA and
SACEEC is the development of existing and emerging black
owned companies to integrate such businesses into the
formal manufacturing sector in Gauteng.
The LME is organised by Specialised Exhibitions
Montgomery. Specialised Exhibitions will be working in
collaboration with the SACEEC, a representative body for the
capital equipment and machinery project sector, which has
a mandate to facilitate the globalisation of South African
industry, and take a proactive role in creating growth and
export opportunities for local companies.
For further details on the Local Manufacturing Exhibition
visit www.localmanufacturingexpo.co.za

GOM and RGC Engineering

to hold a one day conference on optical
measuring techniques for industrial
casting processing
New aspects in industrial 3D metrology, inspection and testing to be presented –
15 March 2018.

G

OM, a global industrial company that develops,
produces and distributes software, machines and
systems for industrial and automated 3D coordinate
measuring technology and 3D testing and local partner RGC
Engineering will hold a one day conference on 15 March
2018.
The conference is an industrial meeting platform for
design engineers, tool makers, production and quality
assurance executives, metrologists, foundrymen and experts
from well-known companies and research institutions to
learn about the latest developments in optical measuring
technology.
Executives from GOM along with their local partner
RGC Engineering will provide insight into the use of optical
3D metrology in the casting and foundry industry. They
will present examples from the day-to-day practice, show
how integrating optical measuring systems into the entire
process chain helps you shorten development times,
improve production workflows, and thus enhance your
company’s profitability. Alongside these presentations the
GOM Team stage live demonstrations to introduce the latest
developments in 3D metrology related hardware, as well as in
measurement and inspection software.
New trends in automated quality control as well as recent
developments in sensor technologies and software for the
entire production process ranging from materials testing
through design and toolmaking up to series inspection will
also be discussed.
The conference is a must attend for anybody involved in
the manufacture or machining of castings. There is no charge
to attend.
The conference will take place at the Metal Casting
Technology Centre, University of Johannesburg, Doornfontein
Campus Q/K Building, Cnr Siemert and Beit Streets,

Doornfontein, Johannesburg, Gauteng. Secure parking has
been made available in front of the John Orr Building. The
conference will take place in the open plan area around
G100. To access enter at the UJ Main entrance and park,
then walk through the John Orr Building and over the sky
bridge that connects to where UJ’s Resolution Circle is
housed.
This will be the first conference that GOM, based in
Braunschweig, Germany, will hold in South Africa. However,
the company holds its internationally recognised GOM 3D
Metrology Conference every second year. Over 600 delegates
attend this conference that has been held 13 times and they
include representatives from OEMs such as Audi, BMW, Opel,
Porsche, VW, Boeing, Liebherr-Aerospace and Rolls-Royce.
For further details contact RGC Engineering on
TEL: 011 887 0800. Alternatively visit
www.rgcengineering.co.za or www.gom.com
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BAIC moves forward with
vehicle assembly plant

B

AIC South Africa (SA) has recently announced that the
first shipment of vehicle assembly plant equipment
for the new automotive manufacturing facility under
construction at Coega has arrived in Port Elizabeth, Eastern
Cape.
The R11-billion car plant - a joint initiative between
China’s Beijing Automotive Group (BAIC), which is the majority
shareholder with a 65% stake, and the Industrial Development
Corporation (IDC) - is South Africa’s largest motor investment in
nearly 50 years.
BAIC SA said the equipment was shipped from Tianjin,
located in the Northern Coastal mainland of China, late in
September 2017.
The shipment comprises components for vehicle assembly,
welding and painting plant equipment.
BAIC noted that industry standard equipment, on-linetesting, installation service, logistics and consumable items will
be locally procured, accounting for 15% of the total equipment
value.
BAIC SA’s head of Marketing and Planning, Gary Yang, said
their production lines would be adjustable, enabling them to
produce both left and right-hand drive vehicles.
“The assembly line is flexible to handle various body
structure vehicle assembly. Our modular engineering design
will accommodate a variety of assembly procedures for

different models. The painting line is also flexible for various
models,” he said.
Yang said that BAIC SA was “on track” with its projected
timelines, with a major milestone being completion and
installation of assembly shop roof structure.
“The equipment will be installed early in 2018,” he said.
“The first phase will have installed capacity to assemble up
to 50 000 units per annum. This number is expected to double
at full capacity in the second phase,” he said.
He added that phase one is anticipated to be completed in
the second quarter of 2018.
Around two-thirds of the production is earmarked for the
export market and the vehicles will include passenger cars,
sport utility vehicles, light commercial vehicles and pick-ups
both for domestic and export markets.
Meanwhile some SMMEs have said they were not
benefiting from millions of rand distributed by the Chinese car
manufacturer. The small contractors allege tender documents
created by BAIC did "not speak to us SMMEs" and were too
large and complex. "Those [document] pages are too much for
SMMEs and we’ve told them about it."
Yang said recently that memorandums of understanding
had been signed with six South African component suppliers
but these companies were not divulged.

Bombardier hands over
Traxx Africa locomotive to Transnet

I

n December 2017 Transnet Freight Rail formally accepted the
first of 460 TRAXX Class 23 E locomotives at the Transnet
Engineering head office, in Durban.
To date, 15 locomotives are in the final stages of dynamic
acceptance testing and are expected to start work in 2018. A
further eight are already in production. Production will ramp up
in 2018 with all 240 locomotives expected to be delivered by
the end of 2019.
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Bombardier was awarded a contract to supply 240 of the
100km/h dual-voltage (3kV dc/25kV ac) units in March 2014
as part of a R 50 billion investment in 1 064 new diesel and
electric locomotives for TFR.
More than 60% of the R 15billion contract value will be
spent on locally manufactured materials, components and services for the fleet, with around 90 South African companies in
the supply chain.
Mitrac traction equipment for the order is being produced
at Bombardier’s plant at Isando near Johannesburg, which
opened in August 2016. Bodyshells are being manufactured
by DCD at its facility in Boksburg, while Transnet Engineering’s
Durban plant is responsible for production of bogies and
assembly, commissioning and static testing of the locomotives.
In total, the order has created around 300 jobs in South Africa.
“We are committed to South Africa through local production, a strong local supply chain, job creation and transfer
of technology, in line with the latest localisation and BroadBased Black Economic Empowerment programme (B-BBEE)
requirements,” says Mr Aubrey Lekwane, managing director of
Bombardier Transportation South Africa.
“We are proud to say that from the first to the last, each
Traxx locomotive Africa for our important customer Transnet
Freight Rail will be manufactured in South Africa."

Paramount Group ramps up deliveries
of armoured vehicles to Kazakhstan
Armed Forces

P

aramount Group, the African-based global defence and
aerospace company, and its joint venture in Kazakhstan,
Kazakhstan Paramount Engineering (KPE) have delivered the latest batch of armoured vehicles to the Kazakhstan
Special Forces as the company’s local manufacturing facilities
continues to accelerate production.
The latest delivery of the localised version of the Marauder
MRAP, the Arlan, will see the vehicles in operation with the
Ministry of Defence, Special Forces and other law enforcement
agencies. The company has already started production on the
next large order for Arlans with further deliveries expected during 2018.
Ivor Ichikowitz, Group Chairman of Paramount Group
said: “In less than two years we have built a new state-of-art
armoured vehicle factory from the ground up, we transferred
skills to establish a highly efficient local workforce, we
industrialised a new vehicle, and now we are ramping up
production as we further increase deliveries to our customers.”
“This is a major achievement of which we are very proud
of. It shows that our portable production model works. It
shows that with the right partners we can set up production
anywhere in the world and deliver world-class technologies to
our customers in a fast and efficient way.”
The Arlan vehicle is the localised variant of the Paramount
Group’s Marauder MRAP multi-role vehicle. The Arlan has
undergone extensive testing in extreme conditions and
environments across Kazakhstan, this was followed by a
design phase at Paramount Group’s Innovation Centre to fully
‘winterise’ the vehicles.
The Arlans for the Special Forces are equipped with various
auxiliary equipment inclusive of various special communication
suites, other electronics, roof mounted wire cutting blades, a
barricade breaker blade mounted to the front of the vehicle
which is hydraulically operated from the driver station. Some of
the other features installed include night vision equipment, IR

cameras, laptop station and GPS.
The winterisation of the Arlan included some of the following features: Additional heating of the crew cabin, changing
specifications of all fluids, lubricants and fuels to an all season
type covering a range of 100 degrees Celsius from minus 50 to
plus 50 Degrees Celsius, and heated ballistic windows.
The 15 000m² KPE armoured vehicle factory in Astana is
the largest armoured vehicle factory in Central Asia and the
first defence manufacturing plant with this scale of capability
in Kazakhstan. It has a capacity of more than 200 vehicles per
year for the production of the world’s most advanced armoured
vehicles to meet the regional demand for land systems
technologies.
Kazakhstan Paramount Engineering (KPE) is the joint
venture between Paramount Group and Kazakhstan
Engineering Distribution. The establishment of armoured
vehicle manufacturing in Kazakhstan follows the technology
transfer and local manufacturing model championed by
Paramount Group globally, and realized through strategic
alliances with governments and strong local partners.

ArcelorMittal South Africa
appoints new CEO

A

rcelorMittal South Africa (AMSA) has appointed former Aveng CEO Hendrik ‘Kobus’ Verster to succeed
Wim de Klerk, who will step down on January 31, as

CEO.
Verster joined the company on 2 January 2018 as CEO
designate to ensure a smooth handover and will assume
the position of CEO and executive director on 1 February
2018.

He has previously served as AMSA CFO and has held
various other senior roles in financial management.
“In our search for a CEO, we placed a high premium on
a candidate with knowledge of and experience in the steel
industry. In Kobus we believe we have found such a candidate, who will also provide much needed continuity with
our strategic turnaround programme,” said AMSA chairperson Mpho Makwana.
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Significant milestones
for Ford Struandale engine plant, expanded
production for 2018 and beyond
Plant exceeds three million engine production milestone.

T

he Ford Struandale Engine Plant in Port Elizabeth has
reached significant production milestones this year
as it gears up for expanded production to support the
R3-billion investment in its local operations by Ford Motor
Company of Southern Africa.
In December 2017, the Struandale Engine Plant
assembled its 500 000th Duratorq TDCi turbodiesel engine
since the program was launched in 2011 for the new Ford
Ranger, which is built at Ford’s Silverton Assembly Plant in
Pretoria and exported to over 148 markets in Europe, the
Middle East and Africa.
This takes the total volume of engines produced at the
Port Elizabeth plant to 3.3-million units since it opened its
doors in the Struandale industrial area in 1964.
Ford has a long and proud history in Port Elizabeth, having
started its operations in the city in 1923. The Struandale
Engine Plant has been a cornerstone of Ford's South African
legacy, evolving continuously over the past 53 years to
become a regional centre of excellence for the Ranger engine
export program.
“Reaching 500 000 Duratorq TDCi engines, and a
cumulative 3.3-million engines since 1964, is a fantastic
achievement for the Struandale Engine Plant which competes
with some of the best Ford plants in the world,” says Ockert
Berry, vice president of Operations, Ford Middle East and
Africa.
“It is one of the Eastern Cape's top exporters, contributing
to the success of the automotive industry and its supplier
network in the region.”
Fully assembled 2.2-litre four-cylinder and 3.2-litre fivecylinder Duratorq TDCi engines are supplied to the Silverton
Assembly Plant for installation in the locally-built Ford Ranger
pick-up and the seven-seater Ford Everest SUV. Engines are
also exported to India and China to support their production of
the Ford Everest, along with five-cylinder units being shipped
to North America for the Ford Transit. A total of 34 engine
derivatives are produced for the various vehicle applications.
Along with its assembly operations, the Struandale Engine
Plant also machines components for the Duratorq TDCi
engines, comprising the cylinder head, block and crankshaft,
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which are used for local engine assembly, as well as export
to Ford engine plants in Argentina and Thailand. More than
1.3-million component sets have been produced since 2011.
R3-billion investment to expand production capacity
“Due to its unprecedented global success, demand
continues to grow, both locally and internationally for the Ford
Ranger,” Berry states.
“Accordingly, we have invested R3-billion for both product
and capacity related actions to accommodate the increasing
market volumes for the Ranger in South Africa and our export
markets.”
“The Struandale Engine Plant already achieved its highestever volumes for component machining and engine assembly
during 2017, and we expect to set new records again in
2018,” he adds.
“The R3-billion investment reaffirms Ford’s ongoing
commitment to South Africa as a local manufacturer, exporter
and key employer in the automotive sector, supporting a large
number of direct jobs as well as indirect employment through
our extensive supplier base.”
Additionally, Ford is preparing for the launch of the firstever Ranger Raptor.
“The Ford Ranger is already one of South Africa’s bestselling vehicles, and we’re exceptionally proud to confirm that
this highly anticipated performance model will be assembled
in South Africa from 2019,” says Dr Casper Kruger, managing
director of Ford Motor Company Sub-Saharan Africa Region.
“This is yet another fantastic achievement for our local
team, and signals our ability to produce world-class products
of the highest calibre.”
As an exciting new addition to the Ford Performance
family, the Ford Ranger Raptor is a purpose-built, desertracing inspired model that builds on the unrivalled heritage of
Ford Performance's legendary F-150 Raptor, the world’s most
extreme production pickup.
Designed and engineered to deliver an adrenalinepumping driving experience, the Ford Ranger Raptor sports a
head-turning exterior look that exudes toughness as well as a
level of capability and off-road performance never before seen
in this segment.
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Shaping up to the demands at
Frankwen Forge

T

Forging, heat treatment, machining and SANAS testing
he popular manufacturing “stock photo” these days shows
a guy in a hardhat in nice clothes looking at a clean plant
Considering all this, I think manufacturing’s image
full of machines and a spotless floor. I’ve seen plants like
problem has less to do with what actual plants look like
that in a precision sheet metal fabrication environment and
and more to do with the actual work employees perform.
maybe some machine shops where the company is producing
For nearly 50 years Frankwen Forge has built an enviable
components and/or products for the medical or some highreputation of supplying forgings in various metals to the
tech industry. These plants work with sophisticated machines
petrochemical, power generation, mining, marine, heavy and
and you need to have employees working in designer style
general engineering industries while at the same time offering
type personal protective equipment. In fact the operators
more than just a forging.
hardly need to get their hands dirty anymore. For instance,
The company’s facilities might not look like the inside
in a highly automated structural fabrication plant, a machine
of an ICU unit but then what facility involved in shaping and
operator needs to
treating hot metal
ensure the right
does?
programme and
Situated in
the right material
Benoni, Gauteng,
reach the work
Frankwen Forge
envelope at the right
has a unique
time. If they don’t,
diversified
a sophisticated
manufacturing
machine can
facility that offers
produce a lot of
the customer
scrap in a hurry.
forgings in
But the message
plain carbon,
I get from these
aluminium,
stock photos doesn’t
copper, low to
match reality.
medium alloys,
Consider plants
austenitic,
that specialise
martensitic or
in heavy welding
duplex, stainless
and structural
steel and round
fabrication, or
bar as well as
heavy stamping?
heat treatment
What about a heat
(stress relieving,
treatment facility,
normalising,
Frankwen Forge has built an enviable reputation of supplying forgings in various metals to the
or a forging plant?
annealing and
petrochemical, power generation, mining, marine, heavy and general engineering industries
These environments
through hardening
while at the same time offering more than just a forging
are certainly
by means of
safer and cleaner
oil and water
nowadays due all sorts of regulations and laws that have
quenching and salt bath hardening), as well as machining
forced companies and manufacturing plants to change their
and non-destructive testing to conform to the clients most
ways from our ‘father’s manufacturing’ time that was full of
stringent needs, requirements and specifications.
grubby plants with loud machines.
Managing Director Allan Traube has been with Frankwen
However, things still get loud and hot if a company is
Forge since 1985, having previously been involved in the
involved in metal beneficiation. Manufacturing’s image
industry in various forms for some years.
has improved a great deal in recent years, as have the
“Forging is one of the oldest known metalworking
manufacturing processes. But you may still need to deal with
processes and in South Africa you can trace it back to the
lubrication, slag, welding fume, and other “dirty stuff”. It’s
19th century. Traditionally, forging was performed by a
better than it was, but not every plant has guys in lab coats
blacksmith using a hammer and anvil, though introducing
working in cleanrooms. The work dictates how clean a plant
water power to the production and working of iron in the
can reasonably be expected to be.
12th century allowed the use of large trip hammers or power
Thanks to modern software and sophisticated equipment,
hammers that exponentially increased the amount and size
the nature of the work has changed dramatically. Many
of iron that could be produced and forged easily. The smithy
machines have straightforward user interfaces, so machine
or forge has evolved over centuries to become a facility with
operation isn’t as opaque as it once was. The difference now is
engineered processes, production equipment, tooling, raw
that jobs move so quickly. Pull up the wrong job on the beam
materials and products to meet the demands of modern
line, or fixture an assembly in a robot cell incorrectly, and an
industry,” explained Traube.
operator can lose a considerable amount of money for a shop
“In modern times, industrial forging is done either with

very quickly.
presses or with hammers powered by compressed air,
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electricity, hydraulics or steam.
be hot forged, followed by
These hammers may have
hardening.”
reciprocating weights in the
“Production forging
thousands of kilograms. Smaller
involves significant capital
power hammers, 230 kilograms
expenditure for machinery,
or less reciprocating weight, and
tooling, facilities and
hydraulic presses are common
personnel. In the case of hot
in art smithies as well. Some
forging, a high-temperature
steam hammers remain in
furnace (sometimes referred
use, but they became obsolete
to as the forge) is required to
with the availability of the
heat ingots or billets. Owing
other, more convenient, power
to the size of the massive
sources.”
forging hammers and
“Forging can produce a
presses and the parts they
piece that is stronger than an
can produce, as well as the
equivalent cast or machined
dangers inherent in working
part. As the metal is shaped
with hot metal, a special
The management team at Frankwen Forge: Vincent Horsburgh,
during the forging process, its
building is frequently required
Allan and Donovan Traube
internal grain deforms to follow
to house the operation. In the
the general shape of the part. As a result,
case of drop forging operations, provisions
the grain is continuous throughout the part,
must be made to absorb the shock and
giving rise to a component with improved
vibration generated by the hammer. Most
strength characteristics. Additionally,
forging operations use metal-forming dies,
forgings can target a lower total cost when
which must be precisely machined and
compared to a casting or fabrication. When
carefully heat-treated to correctly shape
you consider all the costs that are involved
the workpiece, as well as to withstand the
in a product’s lifecycle from procurement
tremendous forces involved.”
to lead time to rework, then factor in the
“Frankwen Forge was established in
costs of scrap, downtime and further
1971 and operated principally as a forge
quality issues, the long-term benefits of
until I acquired the shareholding. To be a
forgings can outweigh the short-term costleader in the industry it was my mission
savings that castings or fabrications might
to make the company as integrated and
offer.”
diversified as possible by offering more
“Some metals may be forged cold, but
related services to our clients.”
iron and steel are almost always hot forged.
“Through acquisitions, mergers and
Hot forging prevents the work hardening
commissioning of new equipment and
that would result from cold forging, which
services we have grown to be one of the
would increase the difficulty of performing
largest companies operating in this arena in
secondary machining operations on the
South Africa. We now occupy 100 000m² of
piece. Also, while work hardening may be
land with 39 000m² under roof. This area
desirable in some circumstances, other
comprises two sites – one where the forge,
Frankwen Forge offers a wide spectrum
methods of hardening the piece, such as
heat treatment and metallurgical services
of heat treatment processes, backed up
heat treating, are generally more economical by a full range of straightening facilities are housed and the other where we have a
and more controllable. Alloys that are
and top hat furnaces for stress relieving, modern 3 000m² machine shop housing 35
amenable to precipitation hardening, such
normalising, annealing, through harden- machines.”
ing and tempering processes
as most aluminium alloys and titanium, can
“Most of the 200 staff that we employ

Frankwen Forge forges all sizes and shapes of components in plain
carbon, aluminium, copper, low to medium alloys, austenitic, martensitic
or duplex, stainless steel and round bar as well as heat treatment (stress
relieving, normalising, annealing and through hardening by means of oil
and water quenching and salt bath hardening)

The normalising process
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Components being oil quenched

are engaged in the various services at our bigger and main
facility.”
The forge
“History shows that we have always tried to increase our
capacity in this division by adding more equipment. We now
have a number of forging presses installed with the biggest
being a 1 500-ton open die forge press. Some forgings we are
capable of manufacturing include gear blanks up to 2 000mm
Ø by 650mm high, bushes up to 1 700mm Ø by 1 200mm
long with various bore sizes and various rings up to 3 000mm
in diameter. Two expander sizers are also used to ensure
perfect roundness of forged rings.”
“We manufacture all types of forgings from 10 to 10 000
kilograms and our forging hammers range from one to three
ton capacity.”
“The forge is under utilised at the moment due to the slow
down in orders from the mining industry for example but we
can comfortably produce 1 500 tons of castings a month.
Unfortunately most of our raw materials are imported as we
cannot source them locally.”
Franktech Metallurgical Services
“Frankwen Forge maintains pace with the latest testing
methods in the critical petrochemical and marine fields and
prides itself in providing the customer with metallurgical and
technical guidance as part of its customer service philosophy.
This service also entails the services of an independent
SANAS Accredited Metallurgical Testing Laboratory
(Franktech), which is housed on site. This was an important

Components that have been through the heat treatment process
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Frankwen Forge also offers ring rolling

addition to the company’s services offered.”
“Frankwen Forge has also successfully maintained TUV
ISO 9002 certification since 2005.”
Forgings
“Our range of input material includes the popular grades
of carbon and low/medium alloy steels of the BS/EN, AISI/
SAE and ASTM/ASME ranges. Selected grades of martensitic,
austenitic and duplex stainless steels are also kept in stock.
Horizontal band saws with capacities of cutting up to 1
000mm diameter are used for the preparation of feedstock to
the forge.”
“For the client whose requirement warrants a ready to
use component, our fully equipped machine shop is always
available. A bevy of vertical boring mills, center lathes,
horizontal boring mill and radial arm drills are fully tooled for
almost every eventuality. The CNC machining/drilling section
is the pride of this department, and a must for precision
machining of components and perfection drilling of tube
sheets, baffle plates and flanges.”
“We also manufacture bars/shafts from 100mm Ø to
850mm Ø by up to 7 500mm in length, either stepped or
parallel.”
Heat treatment
“Frankwen Forge offers a wide spectrum of heat treatment
processes, backed up by a full range of straightening facilities
and top hat furnaces for stress relieving, normalising,
annealing, through hardening and tempering processes.”
“Our facilities include oil and water quenching up to

Most of Frankwen Forge’s raw materials are imported as they
cannot source them locally



Horizontal band saws with capacities of
cutting up to 1 000mm diameter are used for
the preparation of feedstock to the forge

7 300mm in length and 3 000mm
vertically, normalising and annealing up
to 8 000mm long and stress relieving
up to 8 000 x 3 000 x 1 500mm. We
can also do heat treatment of aluminium
forgings. All this is backed up by our
in house mechanical testing facility Franktech Laboratory.”

Some forgings that Frankwen Forge are
capable of manufacturing include gear blanks
up to 2 000mm Ø by 650mm high, bushes
up to 1 700mm Ø by 1 200mm long with
various bore sizes and various rings up to 3
000mm in diameter. The company also has
a speciality steel bar stock division stocking
standard merchant bar stock in prime lengths
and sizes in the popular steel grades and are
available ex stock. A recent expansion to the
company’s product range is the production of
stainless steel round bar in the size range from
170mm Ø to 450mm Ø

Various shapes of feedstock that have been
prepared for the forge

shafts and pinions and other general
industry components – anything up to
10 tons. The majority of the machined
items are used in the petrochemical
and marine industries (locally and
internationally) and conform to the
required international specifications.”

Special steels
Machining
“We also have a speciality steel bar stock
“This division is an integral
division stocking standard merchant bar
component of the company.
stock in prime lengths and sizes in the
Not all of the forgings
popular steel grades and are available
that we manufacture end
ex stock. We can also cut to length. A
up here for machining,
recent expansion to our product range
but a sizeable amount
is the production of stainless steel round
do. Depending on client
bar in the size range from 170mm Ø to
requirements we carry out
450mm Ø.”
pre/rough machining and final
machining of components on
Laboratory services
our 25 different machines
“To further enhance our services to our
that include lathes, milling
clients we have a laboratory equipped with
machines, vertical and horizontal
a full range of mechanical testing equipment.
boring mills and radial arm drills.”
This includes a universal testing machine, an
“Our 3 and 5-axis CNC
impact tester, microscopes, a Belec portable
A range of components that Frankwen Forge spectrometer that enables us to identify
capabilities allow us to machine
has manufactured for clients
complex integrally re-enforced lip
incoming feed stock or positive material
type nozzles and final drill tube
identity on the clients’ final product, hardness
holes in plate and forged sheets to
testers and a host of metallurgical sample
customers’ drawings and specifications. We can machine up
preparation equipment. The fully-fledged laboratory is capable
to three metres in diameter and proof machine shafts up to six
of mechanical testing including compression, impact and bend
metres in length, which are also manufactured by us.”
testing, metallography or a complete metallurgical evaluation/
“Other components include baffle plates, flanges, gear
investigation is therefore available for every eventuality.”

Depending on client requirements Frankwen Forge carry out pre/
rough machining and final machining of components on 25 different
machines that include lathes, milling machines, vertical and
horizontal boring mills and radial arm drills

An integral component of the company is the machine shop, located
on its own site in a modern 3 000m² facility. Not all of the forgings
that Frankwen Forge manufacture end up in the machine shop for
machining, but a sizeable amount do
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For nearly 50 years Frankwen
Forge has built an enviable
reputation of supplying forgings
in various metals to the
petrochemical, power generation,
mining, marine, heavy and
general engineering industries
while at the same time offering
more than just a forging

A recent addition in the CNC department is a Doosan Puma VTS 1620M
vertical turning center supplied by Puma Machine Tools

Various components pass through the machine shop.
Here we see the machining of a tube sheet that will be used in
open cast mining applications

Frankwen Forge’s 3 and 5-axis CNC capabilities allow them to machine
complex integrally re-enforced lip type nozzles and final drill tube holes in
plate and forged sheets to customers’ drawings and specifications. They can
machine up to three metres in diameter and proof machine shafts up to six
metres in length, which they also manufactured in the forge
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“All these laboratory services including NCS
traceable, AIA witnessed (third party inspectors) and
daily verification on certified test blocks are done on
international specification guidance and the quality
control plans are supported by individual job cards.”
Melt shop could be reopened
“Because of diminished orders in the forging
industry as a result of OEMs and machine shops,
particularly those involved in the mining industry,
reducing production, we have had to look at other
opportunities.”
“This economic downturn has meant that there is
a lack of major capital projects being approved and,
coupled with an increase in imported products, has
also caused the recent closure of two well-known steel
mills, ArcelorMittal Vereeniging and Evraz Highveld
Steel.”
“The closure of these two mills has created an
opportunity for us to investigate whether to reopen our
melting facility, which we commissioned in 2006 and
closed down in 2009 because of weak demand during
the worldwide downturn.”
“The closing of the ArcelorMittal Vereeniging plant
that was manufacturing billet in carbon alloy steels
is very detrimental to the local industry. ArcelorMittal
Newcastle is able to satisfy some demand but only in
the smaller sizes, which for example does not suit our
needs.”
“We specifically commissioned our melt shop to
compete in this area but circumstances beyond our
control forced us to mothball the plant. However, it is
now very feasible for us to consider reopening. There
will have to be a capital injection to upgrade existing
equipment and add vacuum degassing and a ladle
furnace. We are busy with the plans and negotiating
with financers.”
“In anticipation we have even raised the roof by
three metres in the facility where the melt shop is
housed. Currently all the merchants are importing the
material and users are experiencing quality problems.”
Trump affect
“One of the more disappointing occurrences that
we have recently endured is the cancelling of orders
from the OEMs that have US affiliations. We have put
this down to the Trump affect and his US First policy.
But we are already seeing a change in attitude from
these companies as they realise the cost implications
as a result of this policy.”
For further details contact Frankwen Forge on
TEL: 011 746 9200 or visit www.frankwenforge.co.za

Experience spurs success
at Afrilaser

Afrilaser utilises state-of-the-art machinery and the latest versions of design and manufacturing software for its processing

D

ale Hughes built his reputation in the laser cutting and
material bending industry by being the employee that
the company could rely on to get the job done. Hughes
has been in the sheet metal processing industry for the whole
of his working career having started off in the industry when
it was in a fledgling stage in South Africa and there were not
many companies that had laser cutting machines on their
books as capital equipment.
At the stage that Hughes joined the industry, companies
were still very skeptical about this ‘expensive’ technology and
wanted nothing do with it. This can be borne out by the fact
that less than 50 machines were in operation in South Africa
before the turn of the century.
But he joined the industry at the right time. The rapid
growth in the industry from the year 2000 has seen a
proliferation of machines being installed countrywide with
many companies now owning more than one machine. Some
are even on their third, fourth and fifth machine.
Since those early days, laser-cutting technology has
continued to mature and ace operators have learned how
to tweak parameters to get the most out of the system particularly when cutting thicker materials. It is the old saying:
Experience counts.
This can be said of Dale Hughes because he has built up a

wealth of experience in the laser field and today views himself
as an ‘expert’, he said tongue in cheek.
His ability to recognise and offer a specialised service that
is aimed at identifying areas of a client’s current production
that can be streamlined by laser cutting and precision bending
– leading to tremendous time saving in assembly, reduced
labour costs and eliminating the need for expensive tooling –
naturally paved a way for success.
Of course utilising state-of-the-art machinery, the latest
versions of design and manufacturing software and years of
industry experience is a big help too.
“The company I worked for when I started off as an
operator had quite a sizeable order book for manufacturing
signage. Combining signage with metal and laser cutting is not
a good idea because the client is looking for perfection in the
surface finish and generally speaking it is just not possible, if
you consider the number of times the material is handled. This
presents numerous opportunities for scratching and bending
to take place. Nonetheless, it was a good area in the industry
for me to start in and it set the tone for me – excellence or
nothing.”
“Today my company is manufacturing toolboxes and
canopies for bakkies for a client whose mantra to us was to
produce the highest possible quality product on the market,

Dale Hughes, who established Afrilaser in 2014, built his reputation in the laser cutting and material bending industry by being the
employee that the company could rely on to get the job done

Afrilaser installed a Bystronic ByStar 3015 6kW fiber laser that
includes a ByLoader for material handling, in April 2017
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using 409 Grade stainless
primary source of cutting but I
steel and automotive
knew there had to be change
at some stage.”
production methods. This
“However, the transition
approach succeeded in
from CO2 to fiber cutting has
bringing my client one
to be made at the right time
of the largest canopy
as it is a big investment. The
deals in South African
investment has to contribute
history when they signed
to the reduction in production
up to equip a fleet of
costs and we needed a drastic
2 500 bakkies. The
improvement in laser cutting
SmartCanopy, as it is
speed, to justify the purchase.
known, is a patented
We took our time and we had
modular CKD (Completely
to understand exactly what
Knocked Down) design
was going to happen when the
with a number of benefits.
new fabricating technology hit
Because the canopies
the shop floor.”
were assembled using
Afrilaser manufactures for a client the SmartCanopy, as it is known, a
“We are not a job shop
separate component
patented modular CKD (Completely Knocked Down) design with a
where
anyone with an idea
parts, the client could
number of benefits
for a metal contraption might
replace individual parts
walk through the front door.
when damaged, instead of
We
are
interested
in
gaining
new
customers but we don’t
the entire canopy. Flat-packing of the components also meant
want
short
runs
or
one-offs.
Our
strength
lies in identifying
that five flat-packed kits fitted into the same space as one fully
and improving the manufacturing process of a product and
assembled canopy, with savings on shipping and distribution
processing those components that have longer production
costs.”
runs.”
“Now my client makes a variety of canopies well suited to
the leisure 4x4 and overlanding markets, offering a number
of optional extras to tailor each canopy to individual needs.
Among these options is a fully kitted kitchen unit with a builtin stove and twin stainless steel fold-out tables. The canopies
feature neat little touches like a positive pressure vent to help
keep out dust, and the unique thumb tabs for locking the rear
and gullwing doors are unlike anything else on the market.”
“My client must be commended about not only the
design aspect of the canopies but also for his ambitious
and revolutionary decision to move from manufacturing the
products in aluminium to stainless steel. He was subsequently
recognised for this fact.”
“I established Afrilaser in 2014 and manufacturing
toolboxes and canopies for this client was one of our first
contracts. We were involved with the design of the products
and of course the processing. We are very strong in these
areas because of my experience and the team behind me.
I work with an amazing group of people who are dedicated,
highly experienced and passionate about this work. This
enables us to achieve exceptionally high standards of
workmanship and full scale production no matter how large or
technically challenging the job.”
“My history includes working as an operator, starting a
laser cutting department for a steel processing company
where I was appointed the manager and then I started my own
laser cutting service centre. During this whole period I have
continued to operate the machines at my disposal because I
love the work, and also so that none of my employees can lead
me down the garden path because I know how to operate the
machines, whether it is the lasers or the press brakes.”
“When I started off in the industry we only had CO2 lasers
as a choice of machine. This has now changed today but I still
think there is a place for CO2 lasers, at least at the moment,
depending on the type of work you do. I was one of the first
to order a Trumpf 5kW laser in South Africa and that same
machine is still in operation today. I subsequently ordered
another Trumpf 5kW machine and the machine I have on the
floor, the first laser that Afrilaser purchased, is a Trumpf 5kW.
The bed size is pretty standard - 4 x 2 metres - which suites
our needs.”
“I have been very comfortable using CO2 laser as our

Bystronic ByStar 3015 6kW fiber laser
Afrilaser installed a Bystronic ByStar 3015 6kW fiber laser
that includes a ByLoader for material handling, in April 2017.

The first laser that Afrilaser purchased is a Trumpf 5kW. The bed
size is pretty standard - 4 x 2 metres

Afrilaser convinced its client to change from manufacturing its
canopies and toolboxes in aluminium to stainless steel
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Afrilaser has two Trumpf press brakes - TruBend 3120 machines with a
bending length of 3 110mm and a 120 ton force

The installation was intended to provide the high
cutting speed that the company just couldn’t get from
its CO2 laser.
“We needed the speed of the fiber laser to make
more components economically. The CO2 laser could
not keep up with demand needed on light-gauge sheet
metal, and its economic efficiency was limited to thick
metal work. We needed a third choice besides the two
Trumpf press brakes or our CO2 laser, and the fiber
laser was the answer.”
“The fiber laser cutting head, which doesn’t
contain the mirrors found in a CO2 cutting head, is

able to move 120mpm along a single axis, according to the
technical specifications. In materials around 10mm thick,
the fiber laser is believed to cut almost three times faster
than a slightly more powerful CO2 laser. That cutting speed
disparity is reduced when the fiber laser is programmed to
cut thicker material.”
“But when the fiber laser - so called because the laser
is created by diodes that are fed into fiber-optic cables
where the excitation process takes place and then is
delivered to the cutting head by another fiber-optic cable
similar to one used for data transfer - gets going with
cutting thin gauges, it needs to be constantly fed. That’s
why we included the ByLoader automated loading system
for both the fiber laser and its older CO2 machine. The
dual-pallet system always has a new sheet ready to be
loaded once a cutting job is completed.”
To prepare for the fiber laser’s arrival, Afrilaser
rearranged its entire shop. It moved its assembly,
packaging, and warehousing activities to a nearby building.
That freed up room for the new laser-cutting cell. Today the
company has a building dedicated to manufacturing.

Afrilaser can cut up to 25mm for mild steel and stainless
steel, up to 30mm for aluminium, up to 15mm for brass
and up to 12mm for copper

“You only get one shot at this. You have to take all of
the information that you can gather and try to make a good
choice.”
The fiber laser hasn’t stopped running since its
implementation. It is actually pushing downstream activities to
operate at a faster pace, according to Hughes.
To get the two Trumpf press brakes (TruBend 3120
machines with a bending length of 3 110mm and a 120 ton
force) up and running as quickly as possible, operators only
have to download the job programme, prep the machine,
and start the job. Manufacturing engineers prepare all job
programmes and work instructions in the production office.

Various components that Afrilaser have cut on the lasers
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Wide range of industries
“We offer production laser cutting and precision metal
forming to a wide range of industries, whether laser cutting
as a standalone service or employing our fabrication and
assembly department.”
“Besides CO2 and fiber laser cutting our key processes
include CNC press bending, welding and fabrication services
producing sub-assemblies and finished product, and a
comprehensive draughting service providing clients with a
design for manufacturing evaluation of their part design.”
“If a customer does not have drawings we provide
a reverse engineering service, and sometimes simple
dimensions are enough to get your job underway.”
“The maximum sheet size we can cut is 4 000 x 2 000mm
and we can cut up to 25mm for mild steel and stainless steel,
up to 30mm for aluminium, up to 15mm for brass and up to
12mm for copper.”
“We also offer MIG, TIG and spot welding of mild steel,
stainless steel and aluminium.”

“We do our fastest work when we receive an individual

Afrilaser is not shy to take on complex bending projects

DXF or a DWG ﬁle. These can be emailed to us or brought in
person on a USB. We also work with IGES and STEP ﬁles.”
Hughes said he is confident that the investment in
the new laser cutting capacity will pay off. The machine is
operating as promised, and the company’s preparation has
paid off, too, in that there were no major hiccups during
installation and early operation. Looking down the road, the
company thinks the machine will require less maintenance
as it doesn’t have the moving parts or mirrors found in its
CO2 equivalent.
“The lack of surprises has helped Afrilaser keep up with
the work and maintain a solid cash flow position. That feeds
the ability to invest in new equipment when it’s needed
to respond to changing customer demands or market
developments.”
“It’s part of the plan. You can’t stay relevant if you don’t
have the latest equipment, and you can’t buy the latest
equipment if you aren’t growing.”
For further details contact Afrilaser on
TEL: 031 705 1477 / 1482 or visit www.afrilaser.co.za

Through partners Afrilaser can
also offer plasma cutting, rolling,
powder coating and heavy
engineering

Afrilaser has a department that
is equipped to produce parts
that require sub-assemblies and
fnished product
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Sheetech SA

gets on with business
Skills training forms part of the company’s community upliftment.

I

t has always been difficult to
latest technologies, combined with
pigeonhole a metal fabricator. Does
improvement efforts and smart
a shop specialise in sheet metal
management can help shorten
or plate; light enclosures or heavy
manufacturing time and improve
fabrications; precision aerospace or
on-time delivery rates. Shortening
work that isn’t so precise; industrial
the order-to-cash cycle lowers costs,
work like vessels or piping skids;
which in turn gives shops the ability
architectural and ornamental
to lower prices and still make a profit.
work; structural fabrication or a
When you think about where
combination? There’s nothing new
manufacturing is headed, with new
about such diversity in the business
technology and increased use of
of sheet metal manipulation or
improvement techniques, world-class
fabrication. One thing that binds
quality and delivery theoretically
Sheetech SA owners Liston Chetty and Paul Alaraju
together these diverse brands of
could be commonplace one day. How
fabrication is a common challenge:
then does a shop continue to grow in
Standing apart in a competitive market. One such business is
such a competitive environment? To introduce another revenue
Sheetech SA.
stream and mitigate the pains of unpredictable contract work,
Although the owners, Paul Alaraju and Liston Chetty,
many job shops launch their own product line. Of course, a
had no real experience in running a business before they
product line comes with its own uncertainties, the biggest one
established their company in 1996 they have proven that
being the new products’ actual demand.
dedication and hard work will lead
Sheetech SA have differentiated
to a company being successful. Even
themselves from others by offering
though the company has reached
a wide range of metal fabrication
a milestone age of 21, the two
and metal pressing solutions,
partners continue to look to grow
hence offering customers a one
the business, while at the same time
stop solution. Sheetech SA is also
giving back to the community in the
contracted to a number of powder
form of a corporate social investment
coating companies and electroproject that entails training and
plating companies so that the
upskilling able bodied people and
customer’s choice of finishes are
those with disabilities, in the fields of
achieved and a complete product is
welding application and practice and
delivered to the customer.
engineering fabrication.
“When we moved to our present
“We met while working at the
location, not only were we limited
same company. We started off small
by space restrictions but also the
by offering a variety of sheet metal
services that we offered. This soon
services. There were only three of
changed after the move and has
us in the beginning and we had
continued to grow throughout the
three second hand machines at our
history of the company. Our staff
disposal. Relatively speaking the
compliment jumped to 12 from
company and client list grew rapidly
three, and we made sure that
and by 1998 we had to find a larger
the skill sets amongst the new
facility to operate from. This led us
employees went beyond just cutting
to the Queensmead Industrial Park
and bending,” continued Paul
located in the Queensburgh area of
Alaraju.
Durban, KwaZulu-Natal. We have
“The company has grown to the
remained in the same factory, which
extent that we now employ over 60
we now own, ever since and through
staff and we have 124 machines
growth over the years we have also
at our disposal. We also service a
One of the more recent investments that Sheetech
number of customers in numerous
purchased the factory next door.
SA have made on the equipment side is in a Coastone
industries including construction,
In total we now occupy an area of
Cone C9 servo electric press brake. Built in Finland,
automotive, visual and advertising
6000m²,” explained Paul Alaraju.
the servo electric press brakes are direct ball screw
displays, industrial and electrical
So what can a sheet metal
driven, and are equipped with linear guides. The
machine was been installed by Metal Chip Machinery’s enclosures, transport and rail,
fabricator do to set itself apart?
agent in Durban MAC CNC
shopfitting, electronics, mining and 
Investing in automation and the
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Sheetech SA have also recently purchased two Turkish manufactured
MVD press brakes. They have a force of 100 tons with a bending
length of 2 600mm whereas the company’s older MVD machine has
a force of 400 tons with a bending length of 5 200mm, and a material thickness up to 10mm can be bent

Surprisingly Sheetech SA is a recent convert to laser cutting.
Previously the company outsourced all its requirements but in
2015 made the decision to purchase its own machine – a Trumpf
Trumatic L3030. A second machine – a Trumpf Trumatic L4030
was soon thereafter part of the capital equipment purchases. Both
machines have a bed size of 4 x 2 metres

catering, among others.”
The company’s client list is also impressive including South
African Breweries, Merlin Gerin, Automotive Control Systems,
Autotronix, ABB South Africa, Honeywell, Omniflex, CI Shurlok,
Daimler Chrysler, Smiths Manufacturing, Siemens South Africa
and Visualworks.
“We have always believed in adding value where we can.
This is why we offer laser cutting, bending, punching, stamping,
welding, machining and finishing and assembly services. We
even go as far as making our own tools for the 22 presses
that we have in the stamping shop. Although we still outsource
powder coating and electroplating we are in the advanced
stages of planning to install our own powder coating plant.”
Surprisingly Sheetech SA is a recent convert to
laser cutting. Previously the company outsourced all its
requirements but in 2015 made the decision to purchase its
own machine – a Trumpf Trumatic L3030. A second machine
– a Trumpf Trumatic L4030 was soon thereafter part of the
capital equipment purchases. Both machines have a bed size
of 4 x 2 metres.
“Both machines are second hand CO2 laser cutting
machines but with relatively low ‘mileage’ on them. In time we
will look at the fiber route but it’s all about affordability. We
have been investing in equipment in other departments so
we will address the laser cutting department when the need
arises.”

“However, we have recently installed a Nitrogen converter
to operate the machines and are realising a 50% saving in
input costs. Traditionally, oxygen is most commonly used
when cutting steels. Thin steel does not require a significant
amount of power due to the burning process, which involves an
exothermic reaction – a chemical reaction of oxygen-burning
iron, which releases excess energy through heat and light.
Nitrogen is generally used when cutting stainless steel or
aluminium in order to achieve excellent quality. Unlike oxygen,
nitrogen serves as a shielding gas in light gauge material to
stop the burning process and allows the laser to vaporise the
material. This means that power is the determining factor in
cutting speed; more power equals more speed.”

Sheetech SA has its own machine shop where the company has
conventional lathes, milling machines, a surface grinder and drills

CoastOne Cone C9 servo electric press brake
“One of the more recent investments we have made on the
equipment side is in a Coastone Cone C9 servo electric press
brake. Built in Finland, the servo electric press brakes are
direct ball screw driven, and are equipped with linear guides.
The cornerstone of the Cone development has been ergonomic
design to provide an efficient working environment for the
operator and a user-friendly programming system. The userfriendly programming system makes tool set-ups fast and are
perfect for short runs and hot production requirements.”
“The CoastOne C series use no hydraulic oil and consume
very little electricity. And with no hydraulics to keep cool, the

Sheetech SA has 17 CNC press brakes, three CNC punching machines

and four guillotine machines at its disposal
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Sheetech SA cut, bend and punch mild steel and stainless steel
components for customers

Sheetech SA fabricate, assemble and finish products and
components for customers

“We find a way to do any job for any customer at a high standard of quality.
Having worked in the past with large-scale organisations the company sees
opportunities across a range of industries. There are major opportunities for sheet
metal fabrication in the various sectors of the automotive, locomotive, aviation and
catering industries. Our current quality and BBBEE ratings place us as an ideal
partner for collaboration with larger entities.”
heat generation is eliminated. The electrical
education centre. The company embarked
savings alone can result in up to a 50%
on a project with Merseta in 2008 to upskill
saving when compared to hydraulic press
people with disabilities, as part of social
brakes.”
investment in giving back to the community.”
“Additionally, we believe that a servo“The Education and Training Division
driven press brake provides better cycle
(ETD) is a Merseta accredited training
times and lower maintenance levels than
centre. The ETD was initially developed for
a hydraulic press brake, especially in this
staff training but has branched out into
domain of bending. In addition to the
doing learnerships and skills programmes for
fast acting ram, the X and R back gauge
the community and students from V.N. Naik
provides impressive production capabilities
School for the Deaf.”
in small lot sizes, something today’s
“Even the recruitment and selection
fabricators must take into account.”
process is geared towards helping local
“The machine has been installed by
students into the industry. We also choose
Metal Chip Machinery’s agent in Durban
promising school students for learnerships
MAC CNC.”
in the field of engineering fabrication.
“We have also recently purchased two
Students are given the opportunity to receive
Turkish manufactured MVD press brake.
proper on-the-job training in the sheet metal
They have a force of 100 tons with a
industry.”
bending length of 2 600mm whereas our
“On average we will train between 50
older MVD machine has a force of 400 tons
and 70 students a year, both able bodied
with a bending length of 5 200mm, and
and those with disabilities.”
a material thickness up to 10mm can be
“We find a way to do any job for any
The company’s client list is also impressive including South African Breweries,
bent.”
customer at a high standard of quality.
Merlin Gerin, Automotive Control
“This department now has 17 CNC
Having worked in the past with largeSystems, Autotronix, ABB South Africa,
press brakes, three CNC punching
scale organisations the company sees
Honeywell, Omniflex, CI Shurlok,
machines and four guillotine machines at
opportunities across a range of industries.
Daimler Chrysler, Smiths Manufacturing,
its disposal.”
There are major opportunities for sheet
Siemens South Africa and Visualworks
“Bending, welding and fettling are all
metal fabrication in the various sectors of the
done in the building that we relocated to in 1998. The second
automotive, locomotive, aviation and catering industries. Our
building, which we purchased in 2011 which is located next
current quality and BBBEE ratings place us as an ideal partner
door, houses our press department and is where the cutting,
for collaboration with larger entities.”
punching and assembly takes place. It also includes our
“We are ISO 9001:2008 accredited and have been so
machine shop where we have conventional lathes, milling
since 2001.”
machines, a surface grinder and drills.”
The growth in Sheetech SA isn’t coming from a product
line but instead the company offers a comprehensive sheet
Project with Merseta to upskill
metal manufacturing service. It’s not just about sheet metal
“The second building also houses our training and
anymore, though Sheetech SA has remained true to its custom
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Components ready for delivery

Sheetech SA has grown to the extent that they now employ over 60 staff and
have 124 machines at their disposal. Sheetech SA also services a number of
customers in numerous industries including construction, automotive, visual
and advertising displays, industrial and electrical enclosures, transport and rail,
shopfitting, electronics, mining and catering, among others

fabrication roots. It simply took value addition a step further. It hired
talent and combined the directors’ knowledge with existing expertise
in metal fabrication and assembly.
“At Sheetech SA all customers are treated with the same level of
importance. The products do differ in size and type from customer to
customer but the quality of manufacturing never changes.”
For further details contact Sheetech SA on TEL: 031 464 8015
or email info@sheetech.co.za

Sheetech SA have differentiated themselves from others
by offering a wide range of metal fabrication and metal
pressing solutions
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Foundry Solutions thrives on
non-ferrous bushes and liners
Now adding spin casting to its portfolio.

F

oundry Solutions might not be your modern
as possible. This decision led to me focusing the
casting facility with all the bells and
production on manufacturing bushes and
whistles often associated with
liners for the wear parts and spares
a foundry that is perhaps servicing
sections of industry.”
the OEM automotive market and
“Having no record to speak of
is required to have the latest
it was a real battle to convince
production equipment and
companies to order from me. It
is deploying the cutting-edge
is astounding to see how many
technologies. But if you are
companies, big and small, are not
producing quality castings and
prepared to stick their necks out
components on equipment that
and give someone a chance. There
you can afford and your clients are
are so many excuses that they
happy with that then does it really
come up with. I virtually had to beg
matter?
to get my first order and when I did
At the tender age of 25 Paul
I made sure that all the boxes were
Britz found himself in a sink or swim
ticked, from quality to delivery date.
position having already been part of
In fact, I delivered the components
the foundry industry for eight years.
before they were scheduled to be
During this time Paul worked in the
delivered.”
family foundry business learning
“I started off on the foundry floor
all aspects of sand casting, mainly
and I am still on the foundry floor
casting non-ferrous metals. This
today except that I am there for longer
experience stood him in good stead
periods these days and I have 14
and was a precursor to him opening
other people helping me get between
up his own foundry in Vereeniging,
10 and 15 tons of castings, depending
Gauteng.
on orders, out every month.”
“At that stage of my life I did not
“My client list has grown
have the capital to even contemplate
substantially relative to the size
purchasing new equipment but
business we are and we either supply
managed to get enough money
castings as cast, pre-machined or fully
together to buy two 300 kilogram second
machined.”
hand furnaces, a couple of second hand
“There is nothing fancy about the way we
A machined casting
conventional lathes and a bandsaw.”
cast our metals but we just make sure we do it
“I decided that I should concentrate on
correctly using premium metals and green sand.
casting non-ferrous metals and as few variations of castings
We use polystyrene patterns and quality consumables.”

The heaviest casting that Foundry Solutions has cast is 600 kilograms
and the largest casting is a bush that had a 1 600mm OD
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Paul Britz of Foundry Solutions



A bush being pre-machined

“The heaviest casting we have cast is 600 kilograms and
the largest casting is a bush that had a 1 600mm OD. One of
our biggest clients today is a national distributor of non-ferrous
metals with branches throughout South Africa. He has been
kind to us, after battling to get on his vendor list initially, but
we do provide the level of service that that they demand.”

cast tubing is designed and manufactured to withstand
the enormous pressure and exceedingly high temperatures
that come with the chemical processes associated with this
industry.”
“The two major benefits of casting tubes this way is that
they are virtually creep free because the centrifugal force
literally ‘squeezes’ molten metal into shrinkage voids as
they are formed, resulting in castings that are very dense,
especially when compared to static castings.”
“The second major benefit is that there is a secondary
refining process. When the centrifugal force spins the more
dense material - the metal - to the outside diameter of
the molten casting, the less dense material - the
non-metallics - spin preferentially to the centre of
the tube. These non-metallics can then be easily
removed in subsequent machining operations,
leaving a very clean, very dense end product.”
“When done via the sand casting method
there is too much opportunity to incur defects
and leave the product vulnerable to leaking,
which could have catastrophic consequences in the industries
where the product is mainly used.”
“The partial list of end products that can be manufactured
include cylinder liners, alloy steel tubes, bushings, bearings,

Copper hammers
“Another important client to us operates in the mining
industry. One of the main products that we supply to them
are copper hammers. We can supply up to 3 000 of these
a month in four different variations between 1,4 and 6,3
kilogram weights. I don’t know what happens to these
hammers on the mines but it is a high consumable if you look
at the numbers.”
Spin casting
“With the demise recently of one of the only spin
casters in the country we have decided to venture into this
area of casting as there is a call for this type of operation.
Understanding the competitive dynamics of an industry is a
critical part of any growth strategy effort.”
“For this reason we have now chosen the specialised
casting process of centrifugally cast or spun cast tubes as
there is no one else doing it.”
“Primarily used in the petrochemical industry, spun

Foundry Solutions ordered two spin casting machines from the
Turkey manufacturer Centrifugal Casting Machine Company.
The one machine will operate in the 100 to 200mm OD area and
the other one will cater for product between 300 and 500mm OD.
The machines were installed in November 2017

piston rings, ductile iron pipe, soil pipe, steel rolls and other
types of rolls, brake drums, sleeves and other non-ferrous
castings.”
“We ordered two machines from the Turkish
manufacturer Centrifugal Casting Machine
Company and they were installed in November
2017.”
“They are horizontal trunnion type machines.
The one machine will operate in the 100 to
200mm OD area and the other one will cater for
product between 300 and 500mm OD. Although
the process will be new to my company we do have
a synergy in that bushes are all cylindrical with
holes in the middle to put it simply.”
“We intend to spin cast all the types of material
that are possible. We are currently looking at our
melting capacity and could be adding equipment to
this department.”
For further details contact Paul Britz of Foundry
Solutions on TEL: 084 724 3333 or visit
Foundry Solutions casts between 10 and 15 tons of castings, depending
www.foundry-solutions.co.za
on orders, every month
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Inside the Foundry Solutions foundry

Foundry Solutions concentrates on casting non-ferrous metals
and as few variations of castings as possible
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BETTER

PRODUCTION

Laser blanking lines exceed expectations
N

ew systems from Schuler do
the job without dies producing
up to twice the number of
contracted blanks.
Laser blanking lines don't
require dies, but can't match
the productivity of conventional
blanking lines. This commonly
held assumption has now been
proven false based on real
production data collected by a
Schuler customer. Over the course
of the first year in production,
Schuler’s newly developed systems
outperformed the contractually
agreed upon yields by 20 to 100
per cent, depending on the specific part produced. This
means that, in some cases, output was double the contracted
amount.
A single shift was all it took to produce over 8 500 outer
body blanks, and there is still room to increase that figure
furthermore. It’s enough to supply a Schuler servo press
line with a production capacity of 18 strokes per minute.
Particularly where sensitive surfaces like those found on
aluminium blanks are involved, the laser blanking line

provides nearly the same
output as a conventional diebased press blanking line.
Cutting edges with
increased quality and less
burr.
Another benefit is that
since the blanking shape
can be changed at the push
of a button, customers save
money by eliminating the
costs of purchasing, storing,
maintaining and repairing
expensive dies and the
work required to equip their
machines. The laser blanking
technique also provides higher-quality blank edges. Aside
from these advantages, the first year of production showed
a significant reduction of contamination caused by detached
burrs (flitter) accumulating in the forming die.
A number of laser blanking lines featuring DynamicFlow
Technology are already in use in the automotive industry.
Customers have been impressed by the ability to save
material (thanks in part to flexible nesting), and by the fact
that costly building foundation work is no longer necessary.

The future of cars – 2040

T

he automotive future will be different, although with
some noticeable similarities, as the convergence of
disruptive technologies, government policies and new
business models usher in a new era of multidimensional
competition, says a new major research initiative by IHS
Markit, a specialist in critical information, analytics and
solutions.
A shift from buying cars to buying “mobility” will be a
driving force of change in the automotive future, the study
says. By 2040, vehicle miles travelled (VMT) will have grown
to an all-time high of around 11 billion miles per year (a 65
per cent increase since 2017) in China, Europe, India and the
United States - the key markets examined for the study - and
will keep growing. At the same time, sales growth of new lightduty vehicles will slow substantially.
The findings are part of ‘Reinventing the Wheel’, a major
new multi-client, scenarios-based research initiative by IHS
Markit. The project focuses on the world’s largest automotive
markets: The United States, Europe and China. It also covers
India, a large and fast-growing market.
The competition between the internal combustion engine
and electric vehicles, the disruptive force of “mobilityas-a-service” (MaaS), such as ride hailing, and the much
anticipated emergence of autonomous vehicles will lead
to more profound changes in personal transportation than
experienced over the past century combined, the study says.
“A great ‘automotive paradox’ where more travel via car
than ever, but fewer cars will be needed by individuals will be
a defining quality of the new automotive future,” said Daniel
Yergin, IHS Markit vice chairman, Pulitzer Prize-winner and
project chairman.
“The shift is just beginning. By 2040, the changes in
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transportation will be accelerating in a way that will be visible
on roads and highways around the world. The pace and
degree of this dynamic shift will have significant implications
for industry, for public transportation systems and for how
people get to work and live their lives and spend their money
on transport.”
“We could very well be on the cusp of the greatest
transformation in personal transportation since the dawn of
the automotive age,” added Jim Burkhard, Vice President,
Global Energy Markets and Mobility.
“Understanding the implications of such a transformation
requires a broad perspective that goes beyond any single
industry or market.”
The continued emergence of mobility-as-a-service (MaaS)
providers will be among the most important and disruptive
forces in the future, the study says. The MaaS industry is
expected to purchase more than 10 million cars in the study’s
key markets in 2040, compared to just 300 000 in 2017.
Oil’s monopoly as a transport fuel will erode, though it will
remain a major part of the automotive landscape, the study
says. Market share for cars primarily powered by gasoline and
diesel will still account for 62 per cent of new cars in 2040 in
the four major key markets (down from 98 per cent in 2016)
with a total of 54 million new vehicle sales in 2040, according
to the study’s baseline scenario. In this scenario, global oil
demand still rises from 98 mbd today to 115 mbd in 2040
(the study also explores a more radical scenario in which oil
demand in 2040 is less than it is today).
The dominance of the full internal combustion engine (ICE)
will slide away, the study says. ICE vehicles still comprise a
majority of new car sales in 2040 buoyed by sales of mild to
full hybrids, which still primarily rely on internal combustion 

engines. However,
cars powered solely
by gasoline or diesel
will have fallen
below 50 per cent
of new cars sales by
2031.
“Oil’s monopoly
as a transport
fuel will erode
as a new era of
multidimensional
In 2016 Ferrari held a competition crowdsourcing the best
competition takes
Jaguar’s vision for personal transport in 2040 designs for the Ferrari of 2040. The winner, created by six
hold but it will remain
the Jaguar Future-Type – was on display at the
students from the ISD-Rubika at Valenciennes, France,
2017 Frankfurt Motor Show
a major player. Many
went to this black beauty, "the Manifesto."
of its advantages as
a fuel, such as its
towards buying their own fleets as opposed to drivers providing
high energy density, will persist. And the size of the current
their own cars. The cheaper cost of electricity versus gasoline,
automotive ecosystem will moderate the pace of change,”
easier maintenance from fewer moving parts and the ability
Burkhard said.
to utilise centralised charging depots and networks for fleetElectric vehicles (EVs) will account for more than 30 per
based transportation are among the factors expected to
cent of new cars sold in key automotive markets examined
contribute to adoption of electric and autonomous vehicles for
for the study by 2040, up from just one per cent of new car
“mobility as a service.”
sales in 2016. A key tipping point will be battery pack costs,
Reinventing the Wheel also examines the impacts of
which are expected to decline to a price point in the 2030s
the
new automotive future on important industries such as
that will make EVs cost competitive with internal combustion
chemicals
and electric power. For chemicals, changes to the
engine vehicles, the study says. Autonomous vehicles are also
automotive ecosystem will deeply impact what is a major
expected to emerge as a significant share of new vehicle sales
market for the industry, affect the availability of feedstocks
after 2030, the study finds.
and have critical implications for investments and competitive
Mobility-as-a-service companies are expected to be among
strategy.
the key adopters of electric and driverless cars with a shift
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EuroBLECH 2018 -

The technological showcase for
the sheet metal working industry
Book your space on the EuroBLECH 2018 Trade Fair Travel
and Metalworking News travel package.

F

rom 23 to 26 October 2018
the international sheet
metal working industry
will meet again for its leading
industry exhibition EuroBLECH
2018 in Hannover, Germany.
A total of 60 636 visitors from
some 102 different countries
came to Hannover in 2016 to
get an overview of the latest
technological developments
in sheet metal processing
and invest in new production
equipment. 1 505 companies
from 41 countries displayed their
products and services on a record net exhibition space of 87
800m².
As the technological showcase and business barometer
of the sheet metal working industry, EuroBLECH offers
its audience a comprehensive overview of the prevailing
technological trends. For companies in sheet metal working
looking to find suitable machinery and smart solutions
for modern production, the exhibition is the key global
event. Visitors can find an extensive product range, from
conventional systems through to advanced, high-tech
processes and also gain an overview of what is available
worldwide.
Production processes in sheet metal working have, once
again, strongly advanced over the past two years. Solutions
offering more flexibility, higher precision and excellent quality
are high on the agenda of manufacturing companies. The use
of automation and robotics in sheet metal working continues
to grow. Lightweight construction and laser processing are
continuously creating innovation in the field of sheet metal
working.
The show profile of the 25th International Sheet Metal
Working Technology Exhibition represents the entire sheet
metal working technology chain: sheet metal, semi-finished
and finished products, handling, separation, forming,
flexible sheet metal working, joining, welding, tube /
section processing, surface treatment, processing of hybrid
structures, tools, quality control, CAD/CAM systems, factory
equipment and R&D.
Keep informed with social media
EuroBLECH 2018 is present on many social networks
including Twitter, Facebook, YouTube, Foursquare and
LinkedIn. Follow the social media pages and always keep
up-to-date with EuroBLECH 2018. The official hashtag for
Twitter is #euroblech.
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Visas for visitors
All visitors travelling on a
South African passport need a
Schengen visa. Since November
2009, the German consulates
based in South Africa have
implemented a new appointment
system to eliminate applicants
standing in queues. Please
book your appointment 6-8
weeks in advance of your trip to
avoid unnecessary stress and
disappointment. Although a visa
may currently take five working
days, or longer, to process, you
have to consider obtaining an appointment as well.
Please note that all Schengen visa applicants must appear
in person in order to fulfill the latest biometric requirements.
Appointments can be made online at www.visa-germany.co.za
or TEL: 0861 00 22 45. The appointment incurs a fee as does
the Schengen visa - please visit the website for the latest
prices.
The following link will refer you to the web link of the
German consulate closest to you: http://www.visa-germany.
co.za. Once you have made your selection, refer to the visa
section for the downloadable application form and information
on all other requirements.
Besides your passport (must contain at least two empty
pages), cash to pay for the visa and specific photographs, you
will require the following documents if you are applying for a
business visa. Don’t overlook these because you will be turned
away:
• Document confirming employment situation
• Document reflecting the nature or purpose of the trip
• Documents confirming sufficient funds are available for
the trip
• Flight-ticket
• Proof of accommodation
• International medical insurance
Important: Your trade show exhibitor stand confirmation
or visitor entrance ticket, along with the proof of payment/
invoice, serves as your invitation letter and these documents
must be submitted along with all other documentation
required by the consulate.
EuroBLECH 2018 Trade Fair Travel and Metalworking News
travel package
For details on the Trade Fair Travel and Metalworking News
tour contact Peter Stephenson on peter@tradefairtours.com or
visit www.tradefairtours.com

Mazak Partners with MachiningCloud
to provide easy access to machine tools
It is the first major machine tool manufacturer to partner with the organisation.

J

apanese machine tool manufacturer
Mazak has partnered with
MachiningCloud, a provider of product
data content for the machining industry.
The partnership will in future enable Mazak
customers to have direct access to complete
and up-to-date cutting tool product data from
cutting tool and workholding manufacturers.
Mazak is a global leader in machine tools,
turning centers, machining centers, CNC
technology, automation, and IoT solutions. MachiningCloud is
a product data provider for cutting tools, CNC machines and
workholding.
Mazak customers will now have direct access to complete
and up-to-date cutting tool product data from world-leading
cutting tool and workholding manufacturers, providing a simpler
way to find the right cutting tools. They will have direct access
to current and complete tooling data without searching through
printed catalogues and multiple websites to find ideal tooling.
This convenience and accuracy will save time and increase
accuracy on the shop floor.
With the completed Mazak MachiningCloud interface,
customers can enhance virtual machining experience through
the assurance of having the latest cutting tool data, converting
the assembly data downloaded from MachiningCloud to
Mazatrol tool data, tool model on Smooth CAM RS, and making
the best choice when searching for new cutting tools.
“We are excited about our collaboration with Mazak. The
mission of MachiningCloud is to bridge the gap between

physical cutting tools and digital shop software.
Our partnership with Mazak will streamline
the programming process to save time and
increase accuracy. By bringing together
valuable cutting tool data and knowledge into
one application, this simplifies the cutting tool
search process and gives Mazak customers
more options and helps them make better
tooling decisions,” says Chuck Mathews,
managing director for MachiningCloud.
Additional tooling companies added
MachiningCloud have also announced that products
from three additional tool companies are now available on
MachiningCloud.
M.A. Ford manufactures standard, high performance
and custom cutting tools with worldwide manufacturing and
distribution facilities.
Dapra Corp. has 1 600 indexable tools for milling available
on MachiningCloud. CAD data on most items is also accessible
to Dapra customers. Dapra is a manufacturer of highperformance indexable carbide milling tools, workholding, and
positioning equipment.
RedLine Tools, a brand of distributor Productivity Inc.,
manufactures specialty cutting tools, toolholders, and
metalworking lubricants and has more than 22 000 products in
its inventory.
For more information contact Hi-Tech Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 608 0088 or visit www.hitech.co.za

Mastercam and Widia

announce new fast and simple tooling data solution

C

NC Software, Inc., developers of Mastercam, have
collaborated with Widia, the original German tungsten
carbide tool developers, to provide a solution that enables
CAM users to quickly import tool assemblies from Widia Novo
directly into Mastercam 2018.
Mastercam developers worked closely with Widia to let users
import 3D tool assemblies directly into Mastercam, validate
them, and save them in their Mastercam file and/or Tool Library.
Features such as automated filtering ensure that the holders
and tools that are selected can work together for the particular
job. Users of Mastercam benefit from having the correct tooling
for the material and for the type of machining operation, plus
an accurate 3D model that can be used for visualisation and
collision checking, in addition to the time savings.
“We found that in the past, our customers complained of
having to search through big complicated catalogues to find
related parts, then having to request or build the assemblies
from scratch for use in systems such as Mastercam. With the
integration of Widia Novo and Mastercam, customers save
significant time searching for desired tools and building 3D tool
assemblies that can be brought directly into Mastercam for
easy use by most shops,” says Rich Taft, Product Owner, CNC

Software Inc.
“Accurate tool definitions are a critical factor in modern
CAM applications. Toolpath algorithms take advantage of these
definitions to provide safe and efficient motion. In addition, the
models that we import from Widia Novo help us to generate
accurate in-process stock models that can be leveraged in
subsequent operations. Customers can also make use of
these models in verification and machine simulation to catch
programming errors before the programme ever gets to the
machine tool.”
“One of the promises of digitalisation in manufacturing is
greater precision and speed through effective use of data; this
is where integration is a must. Users want their systems to work
together seamlessly, via simple solutions, without extra effort on
their part. By connecting Mastercam and Widia Novo, users can
effortlessly join cutting tool data with machining data. The 3D
models, drawings, and starting parameters are easily available
for validation and programming processes. All of this leads to
less misapplication of tooling solutions, more optimal machining
strategies, and increased productivity with better quality in the
manufacturing environment,” said Chris Merlin, Director of
Portfolio Commericialisation at Widia.
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Bystronic forms partnership
with TTM Laser

F

or many laser sheet metal processing companies, the
expansion of their production portfolio to include tube
processing is a logical step in to differentiate themselves
from their competitors, thanks to a wide production range.
Bystronic, based in Niederönz, Switzerland will support this
by entering a strategic partnership with laser-based tube and
profile processing specialist TTM Laser, based in Cazzago San
Martino, Italy.
Currently, Bystronic supports its customers with laser
cutting and bending systems, suitable automation solutions,
storage systems, and software solutions that integrate all these
process steps. Adding processing of tubes and profiles will
increase the value that customers will receive right across their
metal processing process chain.
Since 2001, TTM Laser, with approximately 40 employees,
has been developing 3D laser systems for cutting tubes and
profiles and welding large-format sheet metals, and offering a
wide spectrum of laser-based solutions. For example, users can

TTM Laser’s production facility in Cazzago San Martino, Italy

process tubes with diameters between 12 and 815mm.
The two companies plan to use this partnership to pool
know-how and drive forward innovative manufacturing
technologies. For the time being, it will consist of joint sales
activities, providing customers in the global target markets with
optimal access to the combined processing solutions.
For more information contact First Cut on
TEL: 011 614 1112, email: info@firstcut.co.za, or visit the
website www.firstcut.co.za

EU machine tool builders seek

T

coordinated AI policies

he European Association of Machine Tool Industries
(CECIMO) completed its recent annual General Assembly
with a statement committing its membership to helping
define and implement a programme for expanding the
adoption of artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning.
CECIMO is a Brussels-based union of trade associations
for over 1 500 companies across the European Union,
companies who are responsible for 97% of machine tool
production in the 28 nation region.
At the same time that it announced its new policy on
AI and machine learning, CECIMO offered an encouraging
economic outlook: It forecast that its machine tool building
members will report production volume of €24.4 billion in
2017, a 1.9% year/year increase on 2016. It added that its
machine tool producers have held more than 35% of the
global market for their industry over the last three years, and
will increase their production levels in 2018.
Germany remains the leading regional producer of
machine tools (46.4%), followed by Italy (21%) and Switzerland
(11%). Machine tool consumption in the EU is expected to rise
to €16.9 billion in 2017 (+5.6% over €16.3 billion for 2016).
“Given that the enhancement of production efficiency on
a continuous basis has been an everlasting commitment for
both our industry and our customers, artificial intelligence
and machine learning offer a tremendous opportunity for
automation, increased engineering efficiency and reduced
costs,” stated Luigi Galdabini, president of CECIMO.
Specifically, CECIMO called for better public sector/
private sector cooperation toward European development,
deployment, and use of artificial intelligence. The
association also endorsed “data driven solutions for process
optimisation,” including removing barriers to data sharing and
data mobility, and self-regulatory codes of conduct for data
portability.
CECIMO also renewed its call for a voluntary European
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certification and labelling scheme, toward a framework that
will increase data security “in the IoT era.”
“Artificial intelligence” (AI) describes the process by which
computer systems execute tasks that normally call for human
involvement, such as visual perception, speech recognition,
decision-making, and translation between languages.
By extension, “machine learning” is the process of
applying AI to guide systems to synthesise results from
decisions and tasks, and then incorporate those results as
“experience,” so that a machine can automatically learn and
improve from experience, without explicit programming to
achieve those results.
“Machine learning” also refers to the development of
programming functions that allow a machine or system to
access data and use it to learn.
Both AI and machine learning have wide application in
manufacturing technologies, and are critical functions for
the application and expansion of digital manufacturing and
Industry 4.0 protocols.
Advocating for coordinating policies on technological
issues like AI and machine learning is not surprising
for CECIMO. In recent years, the group has consistently
emphasised the need for the region’s public and private
authorities to define and support a competitive industrial
strategy, including financial incentives; argued for accelerating
commercial industrialisation of emerging technologies, like
additive manufacturing and argued for public support to train
individuals in skills for new manufacturing technologies.
Reinhard Bütikofer, a German Green Party representative
to the European Parliament, offered that, “advanced
manufacturing, digitisation, and resource (sic) are three major,
transformative challenges for the European manufacturing
industry. We must deal with them on the basis of a
comprehensive integrated European strategy. That’s the
context in which AI plays a crucial role.”

Yaskawa to increase production
capacity by 25 per cent in China

O

veractive Chinese
manufacturers of
smartphones and
computers have driven
Yaskawa to the point of
increasing production capacity
by 25 per cent.
Yaskawa says it will
increase its monthly output
from its current 1 200 units
per month to 1 500 units per
month to meet frenetically
increasing demand from
Chinese electronics
manufacturers, according to a
report on Nikkei.
The increase in capacity
will be achieved at Yaskawa’s
plant in Jiangsu Province, which is set for expansion towards
the end of next year.
The Chinese Institute of Electronics predicts that the
domestic market for smartphones, computers and other
electronics items will increase by 20 per cent this year and

reach approximately $6.3
billion.
Industrial robots, as a
category in its own right,
currently accounts for twothirds of the broader robots
market, and is expected to
increase by more than 10 per
cent a year through 2020.
Yaskawa is also said to
be preparing to launch an
industrial robot model that
“weighs just 7 kilograms”,
according to Nikkei.
This would probably be the
smallest, lightest industrial
robot on the market when

launched.
Yaskawa is said by some to be the largest industrial robot
company in the world.
For further details contact Yaskawa Southern Africa on
TEL: 011 608 3186 or visit www.yaskawa.eu.com

Chinese companies bought

80 per cent more robots from Japan in
2017, says report

C

hinese companies
bought 80 per cent
more industrial robots
in the period from July to
September 2017 than they
did in the same period last
year.
This is according to the
Japan Robot Association,
which released a range of
statistics which suggest
that Chinese manufacturers
of smartphones and
other electronics products
are turning to Japanese
companies for their
automation requirements.
JRA has yet to release
the full report for the period,
but Nikkei reports that the association’s members shipped
robots valued at a total of $1.72 billion.
This is an increase of almost 40 per cent since last year.
Nikkei adds that the JRA forecasts that total production in
Japan - by its members and by companies which are not its
members - will increase to approximately $6.6 billion worth of
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robotics and automation
systems.
Total exports of robots
from Japan, including but
not limited to China, for
the period increased by
more than 52 per cent to
$1.3 billion.
Shipments to China,
which as mentioned
increased 80 per cent,
were valued at almost
$600 million.
Meanwhile, shipments
to the US rose almost 14
per cent to $241 million; to
Germany by 47 per cent to
$115 million and to Taiwan
by another 80 per cent to

$45 billion.
It looks like all of the Japanese robot makers are doing well
in China, so are the companies from other parts of the world.
One company, which seems to be doing particularly well, is
Yaskawa. The company reported an increase in profits of 150
per cent in its most recent accounting period.

Robotics and automation

to replace 800 million human workers
by 2030, says new report

T

he global effects of robotics
and automation technologies
is forecast to include the
removal of as many as 800 million
people from their jobs by 2030,
according to a new report. Seventy
million of them will be in the US.
McKinsey, the consultancy
firm which conducted the
research, says the development
of automation technologies has
“sparked much public concern”.
In its report, Jobs Lost, Jobs
Gained: Workforce Transitions in
a Time of Automation, McKinsey
Global Institute says that, while automation is not a new
phenomenon and fears surrounding its effects date back
centuries, the situation seems different now.
“Rapid recent advances in automation technologies,
including artificial intelligence, autonomous systems, and

robotics are now raising the fears
anew – and with new urgency,”
says McKinsey.
The consultancy adds,
however, that many new types of
jobs will be created in the next few
decades.
“To achieve good outcomes,
policymakers and business
leaders will need to embrace
automation’s benefits and, at the
same time, address the worker
transitions brought about by these
technologies,” says McKinsey.
“These changes will challenge
current educational and workforce training models, as well as
business approaches to skill-building.”
McKinsey adds: “Another priority is rethinking and
strengthening transition and income support for workers
caught in the crosscurrents of automation.”

Trumpf presents ‘fastest 3D printer in the world’

T

rumpf presented what it says is the world’s fastest
and most productive medium-format 3D printing
system at the formnext trade fair in Frankfurt.
TruPrint 5000 works according to a so-called multilaser principle with three beam sources and is equipped
with optics specially designed by Trumpf. In combination
with the exposure strategies developed by Trumpf and the
optimally adjusted process parameters, the TruPrint 5000
cuts exposure time per job by a factor of three. Based on
Laser Metal Fusion (LMF) manufacturing technology, the
system uses laser power to generate complex metallic
components layer by layer in the powder bed.
Says Peter Leibinger, chief technology officer at Trumpf:
“All our new 3D printers are selling well, and we’re gaining
increasing market shares in various sectors. Accordingly,
we will most definitely be further investing in this highly
promising field.”
Trumpf now employs over 200 people in the field
of additive manufacturing. It is also one of the few
manufacturers to offer the second manufacturing
technique relevant for industrial 3D metal printing in
addition to LMF - namely, Laser Metal Deposition (LMD).
“If the market for 3D printers continues to develop in
line with current indications, then we see an opportunity for
our company to achieve additional revenues of half a billion
euros in a timescale of five to seven years. We want to gain
a leading role in the market and secure a market share of
around 20 per cent in the medium term,” adds Leibinger.
For more information contact Retecon Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 976 8600 or visit www.retecon.co.za
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Airbus, Rolls-Royce, Siemens
partner for electric flight

E-Fan X hybrid demonstrator featuring a 2MW electric motor is anticipated to fly in 2020.
systems, such as thermal effects, electric thrust management,
altitude, and dynamic effects on electric systems and
electromagnetic compatibility issues. The objective is to push
and mature the technology, performance, safety, and reliability
enabling quick progress on the hybrid electric technology. The
programme also aims at establishing the requirements for
future certification of electrically powered aircraft while training
a new generation of designers and engineers to bring hybridelectric commercial aircraft one step closer to reality.

A

irbus, Rolls-Royce, and Siemens have formed a
partnership which aims at developing a near-term flight
demonstrator which will be a significant step forward in
hybrid-electric propulsion for commercial aircraft.
The E-Fan X hybrid-electric technology demonstrator is
anticipated to fly in 2020 following a comprehensive ground
test campaign, provisionally on a BAe 146 flying testbed, with
one of the aircraft’s four gas turbine engines replaced by
a 2MW electric motor. Provisions will be made to replace a
second gas turbine with an electric motor once system maturity
has been proven.
“The E-Fan X is an important next step in our goal of making
electric flight a reality in the foreseeable future. The lessons
we learned from a long history of electric flight demonstrators
will pave the way to a hybrid single-aisle
commercial aircraft that is safe, efficient
and cost-effective. We see hybrid-electric
propulsion as a compelling technology for
the future of aviation,” said Paul Eremenko,
Airbus’ chief technology officer.
The E-Fan X demonstrator will explore
the challenges of high-power propulsion

As part of the E-Fan X programme:
• Airbus will be responsible for overall integration as well as
the control architecture of the hybrid-electric propulsion
system and batteries, and its integration with flight controls.
• Rolls-Royce will be responsible for the turbo-shaft engine,
2 MW generator, and power electronics. Along with Airbus,
Rolls-Royce will also work on the fan adaptation to the
existing nacelle and the Siemens electric motor.
• Siemens will deliver the 2MW electric motors and their
power electronic control unit, as well as the inverter, DC/
DC converter, and power distribution system. This comes on
top of the E-Aircraft Systems House collaboration between
Airbus and Siemens, launched in 2016, which aims at
development and maturation of various electric propulsion
system components and their terrestrial demonstration
across various power classes.
The partners are committed to meeting
the EU technical environmental goals of the
European Commission’s Flightpath 2050
Vision for Aviation (reduction of CO2 by
75%, reduction of NOx by 90%, and noise
reduction by 65%). Electric and hybrid-electric
propulsion are seen today as among the most
promising technologies for addressing these
challenges.

Sandvik Materials Technology
divests its welding wire business

S

andvik Materials Technology has signed an agreement
to divest the welding wire operations to ESAB, a global
leader in the welding industry and part of Colfax
Corporation. The agreement completes the main step in the
divestment plan for welding wire and stainless wire announced
in May 2017.
The deal includes the production units in Sandviken,
Sweden and Scranton, US as well as the global sales and
product management organisation; in total approximately 120
employees. Revenues for the welding wire business amounted
to 470 million SEK in 2016.
“We strongly believe that ESAB, with welding as its core
business, is the right owner. The divestment enables us to
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further focus on our core operations according to Sandvik’s
strategy,” says Björn Rosengren, Sandvik´s President and CEO.
“We are excited by the opportunity to better serve
customers with a broader and enhanced portfolio of stainless
steel and nickel filler metals,” says Shyam Kambeyanda,
President of ESAB.
The cash flow impact from the transaction is expected
to be positive. Closing of the divestment is estimated to be
completed within two to four months, following customary
closing conditions.
The process to exit the stainless wire business, with
about 270 million SEK in sales in 2016, is progressing
according to plan.

Tooling specialist Walter AG

acquires cloud platform firm Comara
German tooling specialist Walter AG has officially revealed that it has acquired
‘appCom’ cloud platform owner Comara.

T

he two companies have, in fact, been working together
since 2012. Upon the acquisition, an official statement
read: “Walter AG is expanding its expertise with Comara
and will therefore be able to connect tools with greater
sophistication and optimise them using real-time data in
future. Combined with the existing Walter ToolID, this will give
rise to the production of ‘Smart Tools’ in future.”
“With ‘appCom’, Comara offers machine manufacturers
and industrial companies their own platform for individual
apps - special software modules in the production
environment. In collaboration with Walter, the aim here is to
develop further solutions and make them available to other
machine and device manufacturers and to end-users. A new
business area for Walter with great future potential beyond
tool optimisation.”

In the latest release, Walter AG president Mirko Merlo
says: “This is a key strategic step towards expanding our
digital portfolio and further developing our company towards
Industry 4.0.”
Acquiring Comara constitutes the next logical step in
Walter’s development from product to process partner, he
says, and now to digital process partner, too.
The objective is to be able to enable Walter’s customers
to boost their productivity and efficiency across the entire
process chain.
Comara will remain an autonomous operation with
separate products and its own retail arm.
Walter AG is a member of the Sandvik Group's Machining
Solutions business, which also includes Sandvik Coromant,
Seco Tools and Dormer Pramet.
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DMG MORI ups its automation
game by establishing a new joint
venture company with German
company Heitec AG
Also announces joint lubrication development with Fuchs.

D

MG MORI has upped
its automation game
by founding a new
joint venture company with
German company Heitec
AG. DMG MORI Heitec
GmbH represents an extension to the two companies’
collaboration over recent
years.
One in four new
machines from DMG MORI
is already supplied with
an automation solution. In
future, every machine will
be fitted with automation
on the basis of a modular
system. Through these
modular-based compatible
solutions, DMG MORI
Heitec will supply small and
medium-sized companies
with an integrated
automation concept.
Based in Erlangen,
Bavaria, Germany DMG
MORI Heitec is aiming to reduce both project lead times
and system commissioning by use of digital twins. Project
lead times can be cut by around 20%, and commissioning
on site by up to 80%, while future additions or changes
can be planned and tested using the digital twin prior to
implementation.
“We are strengthening our automation expertise as two
equal partners in a joint venture. Thus, the development
of the digital twin is of key importance. It speeds up and
stabilises all the customer processes - from development
and setting up right through to service - and ensures flexible,
steady procedures,” says Christian Thönes, Chairman of the
executive board of DMG MORI AG.
“Through automation and digitalisation, we are making a
significant contribution towards increasing productivity and
efficiency. Supported by digital engineering, we are achieving
a considerably higher quality with shorter through-put times
in development and commissioning,” said Richard Heindl,
chairman of the executive board of Heitec.
Also planned are automation standards for a broad
range of customer sectors and the realisation of customised
projects specifically for medium-sized companies, that is, the
German ‘Mittelstand’.
DMG MORI AG and Fuchs Petrolub SE to jointly develop
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machine tool lubricants
DMG MORI AG and Fuchs Petrolub SE have signed
a collaboration agreement in which the pair intend to
set standards with innovative product developments for
lubricants for machine tools.
The goal of the technology partnership is to jointly
develop new lubricant solutions and services for machine
tool applications. The plan also includes further progress in
digitisation of production processes and condition monitoring
of machines and plants.
“Use of the correct lubricant is decisive for optimal
productivity when machine tools are used for intensive
processing of components. In Fuchs, we are pleased to have
acquired a globally-based technology partner, and together
we want to continue expanding our technology- and serviceexcellence,” says Christian Thönes, chairman of the executive
board of DMG MORI AG.
“DMG MORI has a high level of technological expertise,
great innovative force and global presence. I am certain that
customers and users, as well as the two companies, will
benefit from this partnership,” added Stefan Fuchs, CEO of
Fuchs Petrolub SE.
For more information contact Retecon Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 976 8600 or visit www.retecon.co.za

New AP&T metalforming process

slashes vehicle weight and production costs

I

n what could become an
important contribution to the
development of lighter, safer
and more energy-efficient cars,
AP&T has produced an entirely
new manufacturing method for
car body parts made of high
strength aluminium. Lower
production costs are also a
benefit of the new development.
AP&T’s solution recently
won the prestigious 2017 Altair
Enlighten Award competition
in the ‘Enabling Technology’
category. The competition
recognises important innovations that can contribute to
lighter and more energy-efficient cars. Among the 29 finalists,
FCA, Toyota and Faurecia were also named winners in other
categories.
A complete production line based on AP&T’s process
technology was unveiled to customers and other stakeholders
in Sweden in October 2017.
AP&T’s solution allows structural parts that have
previously been manufactured from sheet steel or cold-formed
aluminium to instead be produced from hot-formed highstrength aluminium. This means material thickness can be
reduced and component weight can be lowered by between
30 and 50%, while material and impact safety are improved.

“Our research and development
of new materials and production
processes helps our customers
produce increasingly lighter, safer
and more energy-efficient products.
This is an important aspect of the
transition towards sustainability
that is currently underway in the
car industry,” said AP&T CEO
and Managing Director Magnus
Baarman.
“Our process technology
considerably increases the
material’s formability, which means
we can also use high-strength
aluminium for complex-shaped parts and integrate more
functions and properties into one single component,” said
AP&T CTO, technology development, Christian Koroschetz.
“Among other things, this means that components that are
currently manufactured from several joined parts can now be
produced in far fewer steps, and a more rational process also
results in cost advantages.”
“Fewer parts, fewer manufacturing steps and fewer
required tools, combined with more efficient handling,
logistics and assembly result in a decidedly lower production
cost than the current level despite higher costs for production
equipment and materials.”

Fanuc Corporation produces its 500 000th robot
Robotic automation supplier Fanuc Corporation has just hit a
big milestone by building its 500 000th robot.

“A

utomation and robotics are
key drivers of manufacturing
competitiveness,” said
Mike Cicco, President & CEO, Fanuc
America.
“More companies are
using automation to overcome
inefficiencies, lower costs, increase
productivity, and gain market share.
Having sold a half million robots is a
key milestone for Fanuc, and we’re
looking forward to expanding our
capabilities to keep pace with the
growing demand for automation.”
In April 2017, Fanuc announced
plans to build a new factory scheduled
to open in August 2018. Fanuc’s new factory will increase its
robot capacity from 6 000 to 11 000 units per month.
“In addition to highly qualified employees, we offer the
most reliable automation products in the marketplace.
Everyone at Fanuc is very motivated and focused on designing
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the hardware and software that
make our products easy to learn and
use for all manufacturers, including
the practical application of IIoT
technologies.”
Recent examples of Fanuc’s
latest products include the R-30iB
Plus controller that features a new
iPendant with an enhanced screen
resolution and processing capability;
The Fanuc Intelligent Edge Link and
Drive (FIELD) system which provides
advanced analytics and deep learning
capabilities for Fanuc CNCs and robots,
peripheral devices and sensors used in
automation systems; Zero Down Time (iZDT), an application
that runs on the field system and MT-LINKi shop floor
connectivity suite of software.
For further details contact Fanuc South Africa on
TEL: 011 392 3610 or visit www.fanucsa.co.za

International Manufacturing
Technology Show (IMTS)
10 to 15 September, 2018
The Americas’ largest manufacturing show.

I

MTS 2018 will be the 32nd edition of the
premier manufacturing technology show
in North America. IMTS 2016 hosted the
highest number of exhibiting companies
ever (2 407) and was the third largest in
number of registrations (115 612) and in
net square feet of exhibit space (1 370
256) at the McCormick Place complex.
IMTS is held every even-numbered year in
Chicago and attracts buyers and sellers
from 120 countries.
The largest and longest running manufacturing technology
trade show in the United States is held every other year at
McCormick Place in Chicago, Ill. IMTS 2018 will run from 10
to 15 September 2018. IMTS is ranked among the largest
trade shows in the world. Recognised as one of the world’s
preeminent stages for introducing and selling manufacturing
equipment and technology, IMTS attracts more than 115 000

visitors from every level of industry and
more than 120 countries. IMTS is owned
and managed by AMT – The Association For
Manufacturing Technology.
To promote STEM studies and
careers in advanced technology IMTS
features a Smartforce Student Summit
where students can experience fun and
interactive challenges like Computer Aided
Design, 3D printing, robotic welding, water-jet assembly,
CNC measurement and more. This year more than 17 000
students, teachers and parents attended the summit.
Manufacturing industry professionals from all over the
world attend IMTS to see more than 15 000 new machine
tools, controls, computers, software, components, systems
and processes that can improve their efficiency.
To help guide visitors around the vast exhibits and find
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•

•

•

their areas of interest quickly and easily, IMTS is organised
into nine pavilions:
• The Abrasive Machining/Sawing/Finishing Pavilion
features technology for applications that require
high tolerance and precision surface finish including
grinding technology, as well as sawing and cutoff
machines and a variety of finishing technologies, such
as lapping, balancing, honing and polishing machines.
Additive manufacturing enables layer by layer processes
to fabricate three dimensional products. See the
continued improvements in materials and processes that
are producing more industrial additive solutions than ever.
• The Controls & CAD-CAM Pavilion offers the world of
custom automation and the latest software needed to
extract the maximum efficiency from machine tools to
optimise plant operations and cost efficiency.
• In the EDM Pavilion, everything from CNC wire EDM

•

•

•

equipment to die sinking machines can be found by
manufacturing professionals in the tool & die industry
and especially those who specialise in one-off or specialty
components.
The Fabricating and Laser Pavilion is devoted to
showcasing the latest technology in fabricating, metal
forming, laser, and waterjet-based machining and additive
manufacturing, along with displays of welding, metal
treating and marking equipment.
The Gear Generation Pavilion is devoted to gear cutting,
forming and finishing, as well as broaching, shaping
and slotting machines and will spotlight traditional
applications such as auto, construction, mining and ship
building, plus the emerging alternative energy and wind
power sectors.
Focusing on the myriad of goods needed to run a plant,
the Machine Components/Cleaning/Environmental
Pavilion will offer everything from the parts to service and
monitor machines, to the components necessary for safe
and environmentally responsible operations.
The Metal Cutting Pavilion is the center of the very
foundation of the machine tool industry. Here, visitors
will find the latest innovations in metal cutting equipment
including machining centers, turning centers and the
entire range of metal cutting technology.
The Quality Assurance Pavilion features metrology
equipment and systems that keep processes on track,
as well as the equipment that will check the accuracy of
machines.
The Tooling & Workholding Systems Pavilion offers all the
necessities and innovative solutions to tooling challenges.
Here, visitors can maximise the investment in their
machinery and equipment by finding the latest technology
that will allow for minimum setup and machining time,
give new capabilities to older equipment and explore the
latest in state-of-the-art workholding systems.

Additive Manufacturing Conference at IMTS 2018
As the first and only conference focused exclusively on
additive technologies for industrial part production, the
conference takes a practical, applications-based look at the
machines, materials and methodologies being used to grow
end-use tools and components. The conference is designed
for owners, executives, engineers at contract manufacturers
and OEMs involved in durable goods manufacturing.
The day and a half event will include technical sessions,
business networking, receptions and sponsor displays.
For further details visit www.IMTS.com
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GF buys machine connectivity
software developer

M

achine tool developer and manufacturer GF Machining
Solutions is buying Symmedia GmbH, a privately
owned software developer that specialises in machine
connectivity systems. Connecting machines with security is
“the basis of the future development of industrial processes,”
according to GF’s statement, in which it also described the
acquired company as “a key player in factory digitalisation.”
GF Machining Solutions CEO Yves Sera noted that
Symmedia will “allow us to speed up and widen the range of
the digital solutions we offer to our customers.”
The value of the purchase was not revealed.
GFMS is widely recognised for its high-performance
milling machines and electric discharge machines. Notably,
however, last year it acquired Microlution Inc., a Chicagobased developer of micromachining products incorporating

milling and laser technologies. Now it emphasises that adding
Symmedia is a move “in line with its strategy to digitalise its
offering.”
Symmedia has 60 employees, and it has developed
programme software for more than
15 000 machines over 20 years in business.
It will continue to support and develop connectivity
solutions for all types and all brands of machines and factory
equipment, and GF Machining Solutions will use Symmedia
technology to accelerate its digital transformation by offering
complete solutions for factory connectivity in industrial
environments.
Symmedia will retain its current management and
headquarters in Bielefeld, Germany.

Trumpf acquires majority stake
in Access Laser

Machine tool and laser systems developer Trumpf has acquired an
85 per cent stake in CO2 laser developer Access Laser Co.

A

ccess Laser Company (ALC) and Trumpf GmbH have
announced that they have entered into an agreement
where Trumpf will acquire an 85% share of ALC. Trumpf
is a global technology leader in lasers, with a reputation for
delivering world class manufacturing solutions. By acquiring
a majority stake in ALC, Trumpf has secured a key player in
Extreme UltraViolet (EUV) photolithography. Founder of ALC, Dr.
Yong Zhang, will retain a minority stake in the company while
remaining as CEO.
“Access Laser is a core partner in our EUV business and
a highly innovative laser company,” said Peter Leibinger,
Managing Partner and CTO of Trumpf.
“Together, we will be working even closer to further improve
EUV performance, as well as serving more applications and
customers looking for innovative, low-power CO2 lasers.”
“Joining Trumpf enables us to expand our reach as a truly
global organisation, without compromising our core values of
scientific curiosity and cultural
diversity. This partnership’s made
even more attractive due to the
synergy between our market
focuses; Trumpf’s strength in the
industrial market complementing
our strength in the scientific,”
said Dr Zhang.
Founded in 1999, ALC grew
from a handful of laser scientists
and optical engineers to over 60
employees in the US and China.
Originally focused on lasers for
scientific research, ALC built
a strong core of expertise in
custom lasers. In 2012, ALC drew
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upon this strength in developing highly specialised lasers to
become a key supplier for the EUV market. This innovative
product is joined by recent ventures into the autonomous
vehicle (AV), medical, and dental markets.
When asked for a proud memory, Dr. Zhang replied, “Our
decade long collaboration with LIGO (Laser Interferometer
Gravitational-Wave Observatory), and VIRGO, its European
counterpart, designing lasers to remove optical distortion from
their systems. These measurements confirmed the existence
of gravity waves, validating key aspects of Einstein’s theory of
general relativity.”
Trumpf and Access Laser Co. have agreed to not disclose
the purchase price.
With this acquisition, Trumpf aims to integrate a part
of the extreme ultraviolet (EUV) technology supply chain.
Access’ lasers are used to fabricate microchips in EUV
lithography, where the light generated by the low-power CO2
lasers serves as a beam source
deployed together with Trumpf laser
amplifiers in EUV systems.
Access Laser’s product portfolio
includes precision lasers with lowoutput powers between 100mW
and 50W, as well as lasers with
peak powers as high at 1kW.
Trumpf is a provider of machine
tools and lasers for industrial
production.
For more information contact
Retecon Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 976 8600 or visit
www.retecon.co.za

Molten aluminium 3D printing
penetrates commercial market

A

novel 3D printing process that
relies on melting aluminium
wire and manipulating it with
electromagnetism is no longer just
another lab project. Vader Systems, which
developed the process, has announced the
first commercial sale of its signature Mk1 3D
printer to Becker CAD-CAM-Cast, a tier-one supplier
of engineered aluminium automotive components.
Vader’s patented MagnetoJet technology melts metal wire
and uses electromagnetic propulsion to produce on-demand,
precision droplets of molten aluminium; the process allows
parts to be formed at unprecedented rates and with reduced
operational costs in comparison to powder bed processes.
This highly cost-effective technology will make additive
manufacturing affordable for an expanded market. Vader’s
liquid metal process also provides safer operation and
simplified material sourcing.
Because Vader’s MagnetoJet technology uses standard
aluminium wire, the Mk1 delivers a tenfold decrease in
material costs; MagnetoJet also produces a dense part without
the need for lengthy post-processing. Vader currently prints
with 4043 aluminium, while 6061 and 7075 aluminium alloys,
copper, and bronze are under development.

Zachary Vader, chief innovation officer and
co-founder of Vader Systems, is also the inventor
of MagnetoJet. He explains, “An important
part of my vision in developing
this technology was to impact the
automotive industry. I'm thrilled
that a company of Becker’s calibre
has recognised this potential and is
choosing to integrate the Mk1 into their
manufacturing process.”
Scott Vader, the company’s president
and co-founder, adds, “We are excited that our liquid metal 3D
printing process will be used to enhance the exceptional value
Becker already delivers to its customers, and we look forward
to a long and productive collaboration with the Becker team.”
According to Becker CEO Michael Becker, “Vader's printing
technology is a game-changer for cost-effective, low-volume
production of aluminium components. It aligns with our goal
to deliver shorter lead times and higher performance for our
customers.”
Becker will begin to integrate the Mk1 system into its
manufacturing process at the company’s new Wixom, Michigan,
plant in the first quarter of 2018, with plans to add a second
system at their Germany headquarters in late 2018.
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JIMTOF 2018 -

One of the world’s foremost
machine tool tradeshows
As a global leader in machine tool design and construction, Japan plays a key role in
developing and promoting new metalworking technology.

T

he Japan Machine Tool Builders’ Association and Tokyo
Big Sight Inc. will host JIMTOF2018, the 29th Japan
International Machine Tool Fair at the Tokyo Big Sight
international exhibition venue over six days from 1 November
2018 to 6 November 2018.
JIMTOF is one of the world’s largest international
technology shows that brings together the most cutting-edge
technologies and products. And this is also a comprehensive
trade fair of manufacturing representing machine tools and
every kind of accessory.
The theme for JIMTOF2018 will be Connect
As is customary the organisers of JIMTOF link the
exhibition to an appropriate theme in the engineering field.
The theme for JIMTOF2018 will be Connect. Currently, the
public and private sectors are proactively deploying various
measures to realise “Connected Industries” in which new
value is created through different kinds of connections. With

As a global leader in machine tool design and construction, Japan plays a
key role in developing and promoting new metalworking technology. The Japan
International Machine Tool Fair (JIMTOF) packs a lot of product introductions
and educational events into a compact, intense event at Tokyo’s eye-catching
Big Sight exhibition center
this in mind, JIMTOF2018 will be held under the theme of
“Connect” and will be providing various initiatives.
With this in mind the organisers are focusing on six main
features for JIMTOF2018. They include:
• Connecting cutting-edge technology with the visitors Enhance the appeal as an international technology trade
show
• Connecting the visitors with the exhibitors - Strengthen
support for business meetings
• Connecting the technology experience with the visitors Attractive joint programmes and special exhibits
• Connecting Japan with the world - Strengthen efforts to
attract overseas exhibitors and visitors
• Connecting students with the future - Develop projects to
secure and foster talent
• Connecting people with a
comfortable space - Provide highquality services to visitors
As a global leader in machine tool
design and construction, Japan plays
a key role in developing and promoting
new metalworking technology. The
Japan International Machine Tool
Fair (JIMTOF) packs a lot of product
introductions and educational events
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into a compact, intense event at Tokyo’s eye-catching Big
Sight exhibition center.
A specialised machine tools exhibition, JIMTOF has been
held biennially since 1962 making JIMTOF 2018 the 29th
edition of the exhibition. Products on display include machine
tools (metal cutting and metal-forming), machine tool
accessories, high speed steel tools, cemented carbide tools,
diamond and CBN tools, grinding wheels and abrasives, gears
and gear devices, oil and water hydraulic and pneumatic
machinery, precision measuring machines and instruments,
optical measuring instruments, testing machinery as well as
CNC controls and related CAD/CAM software.
JIMTOF is known as the exhibition at which the
latest information of various fields of
manufacturing becomes readily available.
By likening JIMTOF to a tree that keeps
growing over many months and years,
the key visual depicts the fair as an ever
expanding platform that continues to
showcase and present to the world the
most cutting-edge technology.
As is the case with the European
exhibition EMO, a visit to JIMTOF is a must.
For further details visit
www.jimtof.org/en

Strong interest for
Wire and Tube 2018

Both events will he held concurrently from
16 to 20 April 2018 at the fairgrounds in
Düsseldorf, Germany.

A

s before, the two number one trade fairs in their industries
will occupy 16 exhibition halls, mapping the entire spectrum.
They will cover manufacturing and finishing, process automation, measurement and control engineering, cable technologies,
tube manufacturing and processing, raw materials, the raw material trade, pipelines, OCTG technology, profiles, pre-used machinery
and plastic tubes.
Wire and Tube have grown steadily since the mid-1980s. Every
two years Düsseldorf becomes the meeting place for key players of
these industries. The demand for equipment, machinery and products from the cable, wire and tube industries is also growing.
As in the past, countries with particularly strong exhibitor participation are Italy, Belgium, France, Spain, Austria, the
Netherlands, Switzerland, Turkey, the UK, Sweden and Germany.
But a large number of registrations have also been received from
the US, South Korea, Taiwan, India, Japan and China for the 2018
exhibition.
Wire 2018
Halls 9 to 14 and part of Hall 16 will focus on wire and cable
machines, wire and cable production and trade and glass fiber
technologies.
Hall 13 will put the emphasis on mesh welding machines and
spring making technology. Hall 15 will feature connection and fastening technologies, and the adjacent Hall 16 will have a section
entitled “Meet China’s Expertise”.
Tube 2018
Tube manufacturing, profiles and the tube trade will feature in
Halls 3, 4, 7 and 16. Tube metal forming will be presented in Hall
5, and tube processing machines in Halls 6 and 7a. Plants and
machinery will be showcased in Hall 7a, whereas Halls 16 and 17
will be about tube accessories. Profiles will be presented in Halls 3
to 7a and Halls 16 and 17.
Up-to-date details of the two trade fairs can be found on their
respective web portals: www.wire.de and www.Tube.de
Trade Fair Travel and Metalworking News tour to Wire and Tube
2018
Travel with Metalworking News and Trade Fair Travel, in association with the Southern African German Chamber of Commerce
and Industry, to view the latest metalworking technology at these
internationally recognised metalworking related exhibitions.
Trade Fair Travel, a specialist travel agency for trade fairs internationally, has put together a very reasonable tour to visit this exhibition. The tour includes return airfare Johannesburg/ Düsseldorf,
airport taxes, airport/hotel transfer, accommodation, full breakfast
daily and medical and travel insurance.
For more details contact Trade Fair Travel’s Peter Stephenson
on peter@tradefairtours.com or visit www.tradefairtours.com

PRODUCT

REVIEW

Sandvik Coromant CoroDrill® 880 CVD

diamond-coated insert grades offer
superior aluminium drilling

I

n order to overcome the challenges of
chip formation and evacuation when
drilling non-ferrous metals, cutting
tool and tooling system specialist
Sandvik Coromant has
unveiled its CoroDrill® 880
CVD diamond-coated insert
grades, GCN124 and GCN134.
The super-hard properties of the
diamond coating provide long tool
life and combine with innovative chip
breaker and geometry designs to guarantee
superior performance when drilling materials such as
aluminium.
“Making holes in aluminium can be a challenging task,”
explains Patrik Pichler, Global Product Manager, Indexable
Drilling Tools at Sandvik Coromant. “Ductility and softness
cause the material to make constant and prolonged contact
with the insert’s cutting edges. As a consequence, the
aluminium adheres to the cutting edge and creates a builtup edge (BUE) that makes chip formation and evacuation
difficult.”
GCN124 and GCN134 diamond-coated insert grades
are designed to offer the lowest cost per hole in most ISO-N
materials thanks to long lasting insert tool life and/or greater
productivity. The increased productivity could be gained from
elevated cutting data as well as a result of less machine
downtime thanks to fewer insert changes. Further advantages
available to customers include easier handling in production
due to the reliability and longer
life of the inserts, and enhanced
surface finish inside the hole,
which results from the ability to
resist BUE and smearing effects.
Reduced insert consumption will
also help lower stock levels and
environmental impact.
Among those set to benefit
are automotive manufacturers
drilling and boring aluminium
components such as cylinder
blocks, cylinder heads, knuckles,
housings, brake calipers, control
arms, transmission cases,
steering-column covers and
yokes. However, the diamondcoated inserts will also offer
competitive gains to any company
producing ISO-N parts, as well as
those performing niche composite
applications such as drilling GFRP
rotors/blades for the wind turbine
industry.
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To highlight the potential of the new grades,
when drilling a 22mm diameter blind hole to a
depth of 84.1mm in a cylinder head made
from 6061-T6 aluminium (90-100
HB), CoroDrill 880 mounted with
the new N124 (peripheral)
and N134 (central) inserts
extended tool life from 700
to 3 024 pieces; an impressive
332% increase. The new insert
permitted increased cutting speed,
allowing productivity to increase
by 33%. In total, some 300 hours of
production time were saved, while overall
cost per hole was reduced by 23%.
Similar success was achieved when performing throughhole drilling (22.5mm diameter) in 20 mm thick automotive
front control arms made from AISi1Mg-T6 aluminium (150
HB). Here, the new CoroDrill 880 diamond-coated inserts
helped elevated tool life from 3 000 to 30 000 pieces.
Productivity also improved by 10% as a result of less machine
downtime for insert indexing, while cost per hole was reduced
by 17%.
GCN124 and GCN134 are now the first choice insert
grades for ISO-N materials. They complement the existing
H13A, uncoated insert from Sandvik Coromant, which remains
recommended in applications involving shorter production
runs and/or difficult interrupted cuts.
The standard CoroDrill 880 range features indexable
insert drills from 12 to 84mm
in diameter, with drill lengths
of 2, 3, 4 and 5xD. With
Sandvik Coromant’s Tailor
Made offering it is possible to
order intermediate diameter
and length combinations as
well as different connection
types and sizes such as
HSK, Coromant Capto®
or cylindrical shank. One
of the Tailor Made options
includes the ability to design
customised step and chamfer
drills for specific components.
For further details contact
Sandvik Coromant on TEL:
0860 101 008 or Mary-Ann
Haylett on TEL: 011 570
9615, or email: mary-ann.
haylett@sandvik.com or visit
www.sandvik.coromant.com

Hypertherm announces major overhaul of
its Design2Fab sheet metal layout software

H

ypertherm, a manufacturer of industrial cutting
systems and software, today announced the release
of Design2Fab 6, a major update of its popular sheet
metal layout software for HVAC duct, mechanical, kitchen,
industrial roofing, and other specialty fitting layouts.
This new version is the most significant Design2Fab
update since the software was acquired in 2004. It features
an entirely new interface and powerful tools like an advanced
modeling engine for its 3D geometric renderings. Better
graphics, fluid movement, and real-time updates are just a
few of the benefits end users will see. Other improvements
include easier dimension entry, an unlimited number of zones,
easy arrangement of fittings with drag and drop functionality,
ProNest® nesting software integration, and more.
“We devoted numerous development resources to design
and deliver a product unlike any other Design2Fab version in
the past. It’s powerful yet simple to use. The main screen is
clean and elegant so instead of having multiple screens with
a multitude of buttons, the new Design2Fab 6 offers a simple,
modern approach that will make it easier to get the job done
quickly,” explained product manager, Steve Bertken.
Engineered to dramatically reduce the time it takes to
develop and lay out flat patterns, Design2Fab is known for its
superb versatility. It allows users to create both HPGL and DXF
output formats. They can use a plotter to print an HPGL layout
for manual cutting or use a CNC cutting machine to produce

fittings from the DXF files. In addition, prior to CNC cutting,
users can export the DXF files to ProNest, ProNest LT or
ProNest LTS nesting software for optimal material utilisation.
Current Design2Fab users with an active Software
Subscription can upgrade to the new version at no additional
charge and continue to receive unlimited technical support,
and other benefits. More information is available at http://
kb.hyperthermcam.com.
For more information contact Craig Sterly of Hypertherm
on email craig.sterly@hypertherm.com or visit www.
hypertherm.com

New drive design:
Hurco improves lathe performance

H

urco has now optimised the
drives on its TMX 10MYi
lathe: the main spindle
drive has been changed from a
belt drive to a motor spindle. This
reduces braking and acceleration
times for the main spindle, and
also makes the risk of the drive
belt slipping a thing of the past.
The TMX 10MYi lathe is ideally
suited for processing workpieces
made from bar material and for
processing sawn workpieces in
the chuck.
Simple transition from
manual lathe-work
The CNC turning centers in Hurco’s TMi series were
designed for universal turning applications, and simplify the
transition from manual lathe-work.
“Its small footprint, large working area and efficient chip
management system make single piece and small series
production economical. The versatility of its processes –
driven tools, Y-axis, workpiece transfers and counter spindle
processing – shorten and simplify the machining process.
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Workpiece handover means
less reclamping. This reduces
the potential for errors caused
by reclamping inaccuracies,”
explained Michael Auer, Managing
Director of Hurco GmbH.
High output thanks to
intuitive control system
The machines’ integrated
CNC control systems are based
on Hurco’s own user-friendly
“WinMax” control software. Its
dialog-based operation guides the
user through the logical
sequence from machining step to machining step, and
makes the machine programming easy to learn and intuitive
to use. This reduces the necessary set-up and programming
times to a minimum while maximising the machine output.
Accordingly, it offers high cost-effectiveness for companies
that perform prototyping or single piece, small series or
contract manufacturing.
For further details contact Hurco South Africa on
TEL: 849 5600 or visit www.HURCO.co.za

The LOGIQ of machining intelligently

in the era of Industry 4.0 - Iscar

Iscar has launched the LOGIQ campaign to introduce a new standard in cutting tool excellence.

A

n industry leader and innovator in the world of metalworking, Iscar has taken the IQ concept of machining
intelligently even further by applying logical improvements to tool development. The result is the LOGIQ range of
tooling solutions that both predicts and fulfils customer needs.
LOGIQ represents a smart logical progression in a series of
strategic moves to implement Industry 4.0 standards while
ensuring continuity and stability.
Industry 4.0 directives - to integrate interoperability,
technical task assistance and decentralised decision making
into factory practices - challenge machining centers to
review their operations and adopt procedures to meet these
objectives. Machining logically responds to this need. Iscar
provides the tools to make it happen.
LOGIQ applications have created new tool families,
upgraded existing lines, and inspired innovative product
ranges to maximise equipment utilisation and optimise
performance. Listening to customer concerns and staying
ahead of market developments, Iscar’s product managers,
R&D engineers and designers have combined their expertise
and experience to develop highly effective and logical tool
solutions that meet today’s machining center demands.
In an industry where every second makes a difference
and every movement counts, logical strategic design and
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tactical enhancement of even the most basic cutting tool can
contribute to increased productivity, less wastage and lower
costs.
LOGIQ’s unrivalled, out of the box tool innovations include
new cutting geometries and locking mechanisms for stable,
vibration free machining with higher repeatability. The
indexable inserts are equipped with sophisticated chip formers
and contain geometries that facilitate soft cuts at high feed
rates.
Solid carbide tools are enriched with new designs that
feature substantially increased anti-vibration strength - a
key factor for boosting productivity in unfavourable cutting
conditions. The latest cemented carbide grades reflect
Iscar’s forward looking knowledge and know how in powder
metallurgy and coating technologies. The toolholding line
includes new heat-shrink-fit and vibration-dampening devices,
which significantly improve performance when tool rigidity is
critical.
The new LOGIQ milling solutions include strong, durable
inserts and milling heads with enhanced capabilities. The
LOGIQ turning applications offer new solutions to decrease
machining loads, produce thinner and wider chips, and resolve
vibration issues and coolant flow capabilities.

The LOGIQ drilling tool concepts provide advanced

LOGIQ3CAM

LOGIQ4FEED

LOGIQ4TURN

LOGIQ8TANG

productivity solutions for high accuracy and repeatability,
to reduce machine cycle
time and produce high-end
machined components.
The LOGIQ lines feature
LOGIQ3CAM to significantly
improve drilling productivity;
LOGIQ4TURN for enhanced
performance in general
duty turning operations;
LOGIQ4FEED, which
enables rough milling at
high metal removal rates;
LOGIQ8TANG, a new 90°
square milling shoulder;
LOGIQ5GRIP, a versatile
and high-efficiency solution
for parting and grooving,
and other tool families
comprising hundreds of new
products each designed
and developed to perform
essential tasks in the most
efficient possible method.

From concept to realisation, LOGIQ-inspired tools reflect
Iscar’s commitment to
create and deliver high
quality products that
contribute to increasing
productivity and profitability.
The fourth generation
of the Industrial Revolution
has unveiled new standards
and requirements for
machining metals.
Iscar is at the
forefront of this important
industry trend, developing
relevant technologies and
implementing methods
of effective machining to
reflect and respond to
the dynamic needs of the
metalworking industry.
For further details
contact Iscar South Africa
on TEL: 011 997 2700 or
LOGIQ5GRIP
visit www.iscar.com
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Kennametal expands the Mill 16 face mill
platform by introducing new cutter body styles, new insert
geometries and grades, and a split case design for large
diameter bodies that reduces spindle bearing loads

K

ennametal’s Mill 16 face mill is
designed to tackle tough cast iron
applications. The Mill 16 has a
fine-pitch and medium-pitch cutter body
equipped with a single-screw, wedgestyle clamping system. This reduces
setting time in the tool crib and ensures
rigid, no-fail tool placement, the company says. Each pocket on the cutter body
is numbered, as are each of the insert’s
cutting edges, promoting accuracy and
ease of use when indexing to a new cutting edge.
The heart of the Mill 16 is an
octagonal, double-sided insert with 16
effective cutting edges. The face of each
cutting edge contains an aggressive
chip-breaker for positive cutting action
and increased chip flow. The wedge
clamp on either side of the insert’s top
face is likewise chamfered to improve
chip evacuation.
The tool is available in diameters
ranging from 50 to 250mm.
Kennametal has rated the maximum
axial depth of cut (Ap1) at 5.5mm,
although depths to 9mm or greater are
possible. According to the company,
low cutting forces facilitate machining
at 100 per cent radial engagement.
All cutters have internal coolant supply
capability.
The carbide itself is Kennametal’s
KCK20 grade, which comprises a PVD
AlTiN/AlTiCrN multilayer coating bonded
to a wear-resistant substrate that’s said
to prolong tool life.
An assortment of insert edge preps,
geometries and corner radii as well
as several complementary grades are
available to ensure performance in a
variety of machining conditions, from
heavy roughing to semi-finishing and
fine finishing to Ra 3.2 microns or
better.

KCFM consistently achieves surface finishes
of Ra 0.8μm with peak to peak wave
heights of 10μm or less

cast iron face milling applications.
From fine pitch wedge style cutters for
highest productivity and very powerful
machines to medium and coarse pitch
cutters with screw-on inserts when
horsepower is limited. From machining
of small components to very large
components.
The Mill 16’s new split case design
meets truly massive machining needs,
with wedge-style cutter bodies ranging
from 300 to 500mm in diameter. And
for those worried about hanging such
humungous cutters off their machine
spindles, there’s good news: the largest
split case Mill 16 cutter body weighs
only 20.4kg, roughly one-third that of
competing designs, but still able to
rotate at up to 2 800 RPM.
And there is even more good news.
All cutters use the same innovative,
multi edged design insert. An insert
with 16 cutting edges that provides
lowest cost per cutting edge. The
Mill 16 product line is covering all
heavy roughing and semi finishing
applications.

Finishing up consistently with KCFM
To an engine manufacturer, flatness
and finish is everything. Without it, leaks
are sure to occur, leading to expensive
warranty claims and unhappy customers.
The same can be said for those
making transmissions, hydraulic
manifolds, pump bodies, and anywhere
a smooth sealing surface is needed.
Unfortunately, the material used to
make many of these components - cast
iron - can be challenging to machine.
The deterioration of the finishing
occurs as soon as the inserts show
slight wear. That causes an increase in
cutter pressure, resulting in vibration,
and feeding marks are observed. The
Wedge style and screw-on style cutters in fine,
result is down time due to frequent
medium and coarse pitch cover all cast iron
insert exchange.
Making a change
roughing and semi finishing applications
The super positive KCFM Kennametal is pleased to announce
Kennametal Cast Iron Finishing Milling
that it is building on that success by
- with the new KBK50 full top PCBN
expanding the Mill 16 platform by
(polycrystalline cubic boron nitride) grade was developed to
introducing new cutter body styles, new insert geometries and
address these issues.
grades, and a split case design for large diameter bodies that
Now customers can produce much more parts per edge in
reduces spindle bearing loads.
a reliable and consistent manner, so the cost per component
With these new additions the portfolio will fit any of your
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will decrease.
And keep in mind machining time reduces drastically
since PCBN can be applied with 3 times higher cutting
speeds compared to carbide inserts.
But there are more options with KCFM available than just
PCBN
Combining the semi finishing KY3500 silicon nitrate
ceramic with KBK50 finishing wiper inserts is also a very
productive, and cost effective solution for customers that
don’t want to have a full load PCBN inserts in the cutter.

The Mill 16 split case design is truly a clever
concept. The largest split case cutter body
weighs only 20.4kg

PCBN and ceramic grades are perfect for mass production
and stable conditions.
But in many cases there is also the need for fine finishing
on rather unstable conditions, such as weak workpiece
clamping, limited spindle speed, or long overhang.
The answer to that the carbide grade KC514M. A TiAlN
PVD coating that is both tough and wear resistant. Designed
for light to medium machining. KC514M can be applied with
or without cutting fluids.
For more information contact Kennametal South Africa on
TEL: 011 748 9300 or visit www.kennametal.com

KCFM consistently achieves surface finishes
of Ra 0.8μm with peak to peak wave heights
of 10μm or less

The Mill 16 split case design is truly a
clever concept. The largest split case
cutter body weighs only 20.4kg
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GF Machining Solutions Form E 350

die sink EDM has small footprint

G

F Machining Solutions’ compact FORM
E 350 machine is a die sinking EDM
solution for small shops. Even with
its small footprint, the machine still boasts
several design and performance features that
enhance a shop’s competitive advantage.
A sturdy C-axis construction, cross table,
and cast-iron frame offer high stability and
force reduction, which helps maintain a
precise spark gap between the part and
the electrode. Regardless of part weight
or dielectric volume, the machine delivers
consistent accuracy. Integrated glass scales
preserve long-term, repeatability and eliminate the need for
recalibration as well as any errors found in traditional screw
systems due to backlash and wear.
The latest-generation Intelligent Speed Power Generator
(ISPG) on the FORM E 350 excels at superior surface finishes
and precision applications in any conductive material. It
overcomes common process challenges for copper electrodes,
including electrode wear induced by electrical discharge. ISPG
improves machining speeds by 40% and reduces corner wear
by 50%.
Designed for high efficiency on the shop floor, the
machine features a programmable dielectric management

system with a 270L capacity integrated
inside the machine cabinet. This system
fills and empties the work tank without
human intervention to keep the machine in
production and is easy to access for routine
maintenance.
The machine console comes equipped
with the user-friendly AC FORM HMI
(human machine interface) that is based
on a standard Windows platform and offers
interactive graphical assistance so that
all operations, such as measurement and
machining cycles, are illustrated by graphics/
icons for fast operator understanding and ease of use. It
provides simple descriptions of machining targets, automatic
selection of optimal technology, and dynamic parameters
adaption.
With an XYZ travels of 350 x 250 x 250mm, the FORM E
350 handles workpieces up to 800 x 500 x 265mm. It also
has a four-position linear tool changer.
The FORM E 350 is automation ready and can easily
be paired with the System 3R WorkPartner 1+ robot to
implement unattended night and weekend operation.
For more information contact Retecon Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 976 8600 or visit www.retecon.co.za

Complete and versatile programme
of solid carbide end mills - Mitsubishi Materials
MSTAR range

T

he demands of today’s metal cutting world has ensured
that advances in materials, coatings and geometry of
end mills designed for specialist applications such as
hard material milling surpasses not just the performance
levels of the recent past, but the expectations of the
engineers at the sharp end of production.
It is this high-end technology that also benefits the sector
of tools entitled ‘for general applications’ by passing on the
successful high-end features. The wording ‘general’ is
somewhat a dis-service to tools that fall under
this category because most applications,
with the exception of a small
percentage of specialist
needs, are very successfully
machined with tools such
as those from the Mitsubishi
Materials MSTAR range.
Furthermore, the technology
now inherent in these end
mills allows them to remain
in the tool magazine and be
used for many consecutive and
differing jobs.
The MSTAR series contains 29
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different series and 1830 variants. The Miracle based
coating technology coupled with a reliable micro-grain carbide
substrate used across the whole range provides outstanding
tool life, is highly resistant to chipping and gives the
performance needed for high production levels.
The latest additions to the programme are two antivibration types, in short and medium cutting lengths. The
flutes are a varied pitch and the spiral angles also
differ at 42 degrees and 45 degrees to further benefit
the reduction of vibration during machining. The two
types, MSSHV and MSMHV are capable of full width
slotting and incorporate a larger than standard pocket
on the end face to facilitate quicker chip removal. Both are
available in diameters from 6 to 20mm and are suitable for
carbon, alloy and stainless steels through too difficult to cut
materials.
For further details contact Multitrade Distributors on
TEL: 011 87 803 2377 or visit www.multicarb.com

Okuma introduces new entry-level
vertical machining center for 5-axis operations

O

kuma adds the Genos M460V-5AX to its
ever-growing portfolio. With its simultaneous
5-axis machining capability, the affordable
machining center delivers swift and efficient
parts production for the tightest tolerances. When
manufacturing complex aerospace components
or performing one-chuck multi-sided operations,
operators benefit from the superior quality and
capability without having to compromise to reduce
costs.
Made in Japan and based on Okuma’s bestselling machining center MU-400VII, the new
next-generation vertical machining center Genos
M460V-5AX enables full 5-face machining for increased
geometrical accuracy, fewer set-ups and reduced lead-times.
If no 5-axis simultaneous machining is required, the machine
can be operated like a 3-axis machining center. Its high-speed
spindle offers maximum productivity at 15 000 min-1. With
rapid traverse speeds of 40m/min for the X and Y axes and
32m/min for the Z axis, the machining center effectively
reduces cycle times. This performance is further enhanced by
feedrates of 14 400 and 18 000 deg/min in the A and C axes,
respectively.
Constructed for uncompromised performance
With its innovative double-column structure, the sturdy
machining center offers an exceptionally small footprint of
2 160 x 2 810mm. With a full 5-axis simultaneous control
system and a thermally stable design, operators are granted
the ability to process even the most challenging materials and
geometries.
High-precision ball screws generate roller guide movement

to all three axes. They are directly coupled
to Okuma servomotors, which match the
electrical and mechanical prerequisites to meet
performance requirements with uncompromising
precision. Utilising a hypoid gear drive, the
first-rate trunnion construction offers excellent
positioning accuracy, rigidity and table rotation
speed.
The machine‘s thermo-friendly structure
allows it to maintain high dimensional
accuracy when the room temperature
changes. It stabilises thermal deformation
and automatically shortens warm-up time. The need for
dimensional correction during machine restart is reduced
significantly.
Versatile use in a wide range of applications
The Genos M460V-5AX meets a variety of application
requirements, as it is able to process a wide range of
materials including titanium, aluminium and light alloys.
Workpieces range from die/moulds to small precision parts.
The spindle motor design produces less vibration and power
loss at the tool tip, which yields excellent surface finishes and
impressive metal removal rates.
Okuma’s OSP suite allows for easy programming of 5-face
machining operations and grants access to the manufacturer’s
performance-enhancing Intelligent Technology applications,
such as the chatter-reducing Machining Navi and 5-Axis Auto
Tuning System for compensating geometrical errors.
For more information contact F & H Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 397 4050 or visit www.fhmt.co.za

Strong drive, careful handling –
Amada LC-2415 ALPHA V

W

hile the ALPHA series used
to emphasise process
safety and material protection anyway, the further development of the fifth generation takes
it up a notch. The powerful 3,5kW
oscillator comes together with the
user friendly controller AMNC3i, for
the digital interconnection of different manufacturing systems, such
as bending, welding and of course
laser systems in the sphere of IoT.
As a fast, compact laser cutting machine with semi-flying
optics, the LC-ALPHA series not only compels with extremely
short piercing times but also with its high travel and cutting
speeds. At any time, the adaptive optics precisely adjust the
beam properties to the corresponding material. Even at high
speeds or under plasma, the system always cuts reliably. The
nozzle and lens quick-change system permit considerable
setup time reductions since far fewer settings are required.
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ALPHA V - thin metal specialist for
high end quality
To serve highest demands in
process safe manufacturing, the LC
ALPHA series has been equipped
with a number of new features for
material protection. The new fullsurface brush table with its material
support is easy on the sheet even while
loading and unloading. In accordance
to the automation grade, even the lower surface can be
processed without scratching and manufactured completely
automatically, an enormous progression step speaking of
cost saving and work load reduction for the employees in the
production process. For the safe part removal, the opening
angle of the work chute has been increased, and a sensor
prevents possible damages through tilting parts.
For further details contact Amada JHB South Africa on
TEL: 011 453 5459 or www.amada.com

OSG VP(O)-DC-MT taps

T

aps are used to cut screw threads on the internal
surfaces of holes, creating the “female” half
(nut) of the screw. High precision is of vital
importance, particularly in areas such as automotive
engines, which require precision screws.
OSG offers a lineup of taps with diameters in
various sizes and with specifications suitable for a wide
variety of uses.
OSG’s VP(O)-DC-MT taps are one of the industry leading
taps for processing threads in cast iron, ductile iron and cast
aluminium. The combination of ultra-strong rake with OSG’s
VC10 powdered metal substrate makes this tap an ideal
solution for threading ductile castings.
The VP(O)-DC-MT series powdered metal straight fluted
taps for cast iron and aluminium die cast components,
synchro taps at cutting speeds > 30 m/min, are
manufactured of a highly wear resistant powder metal
substrate in a straight flute design for high rigidity. The taps
are also available with an oil hole.

When tapping M16 x 1.5 thread in GGG40 material
using emulsion on a vertical machining center with a
tapping length of 26mm (blind and through holes) the
tapping speed that can be achieved is 40m/min.
When tapping M10 x 1.5 in GG25 material without
emulsion, also on a vertical machining center, with a
tapping length of 18mm the tapping speed that can be
achieved is 49m/min.
When tapping M10 x 1.5 in ADC (aluminium die
cast alloys) material using emulsion on a vertical
machining center with a tapping length of 30mm
and the tapping speed that can be achieved is
30m/min.
OSG have released new sizes of the threading
taps in December 2017 and further products
of the VP(O)-DC-MT range will be released in
January and February 2018.
For further details contact Somta Tools on
TEL: 011 390 8700 or visit www.somta.co.za

Radan 2018 R1 focuses on
CAD/CAM and Industry 4.0

V

ero Software have released its Radan 2018 R1 software
that is geared to help sheet-metal manufacturers
implement Industry 4.0 smart factories.
The release includes a number of items of new and
enhanced functionality, focusing on the engineering of parts
processes. Developers are now working on separating Radan
into two distinct aspects: Traditionally creating NC code to
drive CNC machines and engineering of parts.
Radquote looks at all aspects that impact how much it
costs to bend a part, such as how many bends are required,
how many turns or flips the operation needs, and whether
it needs a second operator to provide an accurate cost
calculation. It calculates the cost of an entire 3D
assembly, allowing the user to see a full assembly
and the total cost.
Radan 2018 R1 features specific innovation
of optimising finger stops. To make fingerstops
safer, it provides improved part alignment in

Nesting
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the press brake and reduces the number of finger stop
movements required between bends.
In addition, an enhancement to the default views allows
designers to bring up a front view, side view, or isometric view
instantly in Radbend and Radan 3D.
There are six updates within the profiling function. For
hatching, laser users can create fine marks to identify parts.
These marks can be of any shape, such as a bar code design,
text, or number, and is hatched on to the metal with the laser.
Enhanced flycutting, where the machine doesn’t stop
during an entire operation, reduces cycle times and the lead-in
placement for tagging has been optimised. Additional support
for automatic filleting provides
users with greater placement
control, as they can be switched
on for one part and off for
another, and whether they are
on internal or external corners.
Radan developers have
worked closely with plasmacutter manufacturers on
Corner offcut
additional support for cutting
circular holes with higher
accuracy on plasma CNC
machines. Following the
contours of a part when creating
off-cuts saves more material,
further reducing waste.
For further details contact
Stillam CNC Programming
Solutions on TEL: 011 663 2600
or visit www.stillam.com

Mazak adds new machines and features
to its multi-tasking Integrex i range

A

t EMO 2017 Yamazaki Mazak debuted two machines
from its acclaimed Integrex series of Multi-Tasking
machines.
The first machine the Integrex i-500 is specifically
designed to further extend the capacity of its highly successful
i-series, and meet the growing demand for larger workpiece
sizes. The i-500 features a large machining envelope and
boasts increased X- and Y-axis capacity. Benefitting from
a new compact-designed 24kW 12 000rpm mill spindle,
complemented by a 37kW 2 500rpm main turning spindle,
the i-500 also delivers improved ergonomics which allows
the operator closer access to the workpiece. The machine
features a tailstock and optional second spindle, is controlled
by Mazak’s SmoothX.
Another machine shown for the first time on the global
Mazak Integrex i-400ST
stage, the
Integrex i-800V/8,
combines full
maintenance techniques to reduce
5-axis milling,
downtime. The machine can handle
powerful turning
workpieces up to 1 519mm in length
operations and
with a swing capacity of Ø658mm.
pallet-changing
The i-400S is ideally suited to the
capabilities, the
automotive market as evidenced by its
machine has the
second new function, Mazak’s Smooth
ability to quickly
process large,
Mazak Integrex i-500
highly complex
workpieces
on a vertical platform, such as marine propeller parts or
commercial jet engine components. Equipped with a tilting
high power 10 000rpm 37kW main spindle, capable of
machining a wide range of 5-axis applications. The i-800V/8
also benefits from a 45kW turning table powered by a direct
drive motor for a complete
DONE-IN-ONE solution and is
controlled by SmoothX CNC.
The Integrex i-800V/8 is
Mazak Integrex i-800V
equipped with Renishaw’s
Sprint™ on-machine contact
scanning system to further
Gear Cutting software, which combines advanced
increase the level of realmultitasking machines and Mazak’s latest
time data analysis available
developments in gear manufacturing processes,
to operators. With the ability
including Smooth Gear Skiving, Smooth Gear
to record a constant stream
Milling and Smooth Gear Hobbing. The software
of accurate 3D points across
allows the operator to develop complex gear
the part surface, and analyse
machining programmes easily by entering the
this data in real-time through
Mazak Integrex j-200S
gear data via a user-friendly dialogue on the CNC,
the SmoothX CNC controller,
further reducing set-up times.
it has the potential to provide a further
The
Integrex
j-200S is the perfect entry-level machine for
step-change in automated in-process control.
those looking to take their first steps in multi-tasking. The
The Integrex i-400S machining center has been enhanced
machine’s high rigidity fully-cast structure delivers outstanding
with two new specifications. Benefiting from Mazak’s
machining results thanks to the integral 5 000rpm, 11kW
SmoothX CNC, the i-400S features Mazak’s new Smooth
main and second turning spindles. The Integrex i-200S
Spindle Analytics, which provides instant spindle vibration
includes high-power coolant and a large capacity tool
analysis and feedback that can be quickly accessed via
magazine.
the control panel on the shop floor. Crucially, this increases
For more information contact Hi-Tech Machine Tools on
both accuracy and productivity, facilitating full traceability of
TEL: 011 608 0088 or visit www.hitech.co.za
component manufacture, while also incorporating preventative
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Reaming right - Widia’s new disc-style
carbide-tipped reamer offers modular
flexibility and top of the line performance

T

he three keys to hole quality are
forward. It’s really best in class.”
diametral accuracy, form and
Widia’s WU05PR advanced
position, and surface finish.
reaming grade was developed
Boring tools are the undisputed king
specifically for the demanding tool
in all of these areas, but they’re also
wear and surface finish requirements
one of the slowest methods of hole
encountered in most hole reaming
finishing, and in most cases are
operations. For example, tests
limited to 10:1 depth to diameter
performed over a total cut distance
ratios or less.
30m in length showed an ability to
Conventional carbide-tipped
consistently maintain surface finishes
reamers produce good hole quality,
of 0.8μm in 4 140 steel alloy and
are substantially faster than boring
1.6μm in grey cast iron, three times
and able to reach much deeper, but
that of TiAlN-coated tools.
they also have an Achilles heel. The
“The Top Ream covers hole
steel shank to which the carbide
diameters up to 42mm with the TRF
flutes are brazed has a thermal
shank-style starting at 14mm, and the
coefficient three times that of
TRM modular tool from 20mm and
carbide, and is subject to growth
up. This size range covers the lion’s
during machining operations.
share of requests from our customers.
Worse, sharpening of these tools
We also offer a wide variety of custom
Widia’s Top Ream platform covers the majority of
often leads to less than desirable
geometries, diameters, and edge
hole finishing needs, with diameters up to 42mm
results. The mixture of carbide and
preps, all available in three weeks or
and a range of edge preps and
steel wreaks havoc on grinding wheels,
less,” said Jerry Hanna, Widia Director
geometries available
providing a reground edge that is rarely
of Sales Operations.
as good as the original tool. Also, PVD
“If you’re worried about custom
and especially CVD coating of reground tools is problematic,
cutting tools, don’t be. With reaming, 98 per cent of the tools
because the temperature inside most coating vessels reaches
are custom. We encourage our customers to try standard
upwards of 530 degrees C, leading to micro-movement of the
sizes, but they should also ask us for advice. We have the
brazed carbide flutes.
ability to optimise solutions specifically for any application. If
Widia Products Group has addressed these problems and
you’re machining titanium, there are specific geometries and
more with its new Top Ream carbide reaming solution. Instead
coatings for that. Same with 316 stainless or Inconel. A slight
of four to eight (or more) individually brazed carbide tips, Top
tweak to the hone, or modifying the leading edge a little bit
Ream uses a single carbide disc and brazed joint, providing a
can make a huge difference in productivity and hole quality,”
strong connection that is virtually immune to thermal effects
explained Bobos.
during machining operations.
“One of the best features of the Top Ream is the TRM
“Steel-bodied reamers tend to get banged up on the ends.
series’ mounting mechanism, which makes simultaneous
The center can get nicked or distorted, preventing an accurate
contact on the cutting head’s face and taper. Twist the locking
regrind. With carbide, you always have a good center to locate
screw and the reamer head pops out, with no need for head
on.” The result is a minimum of four “like new” regrinds
to body orientation. This provides a strong, vibration-free, and,
vs. an average of three questionable ones,” says Widia’s
most importantly, extremely precise reamer interface. There’s
manufacturing engineer Tom Bobos.
virtually zero run out with the modular design. Once you have
“However, there’s more to Top Ream than its ability to hold
everything dialed in, you just put the head on and tighten it
an accurate edge. Overall it’s just a better design. A single
down. There’s never a need to re-indicate after a tool change,”
piece of carbide is inherently more stable and resistant
said Bobos.
to vibration. The through-hole style has an
“The Top Ream’s unique design is geared towards
18-degree left hand spiral that does a
anyone that needs fine hole finishes and high productivity
great job of pushing the chip
rates, whether it’s a Tier 1 automotive company or the
small job shop down the street. And as the use of additive
manufacturing and other near net-shape processes continue
to grow, so too will the need for accurate, cost-effective hole
finishing. That makes Top Ream an ideal reaming solution
for today’s manufacturers, as well as tomorrow’s. We’re very
pleased with the design,” said Hanna.
Give the locking screw a turn, pop in a new
For more information contact Widatech on
head, and you’re up and running, with no
TEL: 011 450 2108, email: info@widatech.co.za or visit
concerns over run out or rigidity
www.widia.com
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DMG MORI Lasertec Shape Unique products thanks to laser texturing

W

ith the innovative
example watch faces in the
Lasertec Shape
watch-making industry can
technology,
be equipped with finest
DMG MORI has set new
structures, but also lettering
standards in the mould
and engravings.
making sector. The laser
“Laser texturing provides
texturing of geometrically
almost limitless possibilities
defined surface structures
for the design of technical
is more environmentally
surfaces with absolute
friendly than conventional
reproducibility,” explains
etching and provides
Benjamin Krummenauer,
significant design freedom
Product Manager Shape at
with at the same time
SAUER Gmbh, a subsidiary
highest reproducibility.
of the DMG MORI Group.
Furthermore, the
surface properties can
Lasertec 75 Shape:
be influenced in this
state-of-the-art laser and
procedure in a targeted
future-oriented software
way. Tool and mould
DMG MORI is prepared
makers benefit from this
for this development and
in almost all industries,
has only recently integrated
where products also set
the compact Lasertec 75
themselves apart from
Shape in its portfolio for
the competition with
laser texturing, which is
individually designed
already fully equipped
surfaces: Fittings in the
for Industry 4.0. With a
With a footprint of < 8m², the Lasertec 75 Shape is the ideal
automotive industry, mobile
footprint of < 8m², it is the
complement even in tightest production environments
phone cases, jewellery or
ideal complement even in
drinks bottles. The Lasertec Shape series from DMG MORI
tightest production environments. Its ergonomic design with
provides suitable production solutions: With the Lasertec 45
a door opening of 1 310mm provides perfect access to the
Shape, the Lasertec 75 Shape as well as the large models
generously dimensioned work area. Workpieces weighing up
Lasertec 125 Shape and Lasertec 210 Shape, the machine
to 600kg (with the optional tandem drive up to 1 000kg) with
tool manufacturer covers practically all component sizes.
diameters of maximum ø840mm and heights of 520mm find
The introduction of the Lasertec Shape technology
sufficient space here. The traverse paths are 750 x 650 x
was a big step for tool and mould makers. Particularly in
560mm in the XYZ axes.
automotive engineering, there has since been a futureThe core elements of the Lasertec 75 Shape are the
oriented alternative to conventional etching. Other industries
powerfully pulsed 100 W fiber laser and the 3D processing
benefit from the significantly higher precision compared
optics. These are responsible for the material removal by 3D
to conventional milling. Blow moulds for PET bottles, or for
laser in layers and, in combination with the NC swivel rotary
table, provide contour-parallel
laser shaping. This enables fast
and smooth laser texturing also
for 3D free-forms.
When it comes to the control
system, DMG MORI relies on a
Siemens 840 D solutionline for
the Lasertec 75 Shape. Combined
with Celos, the machine can
also be optimally integrated into
the company organisation. Userfriendly and application-related
Lasersoft software features
ensure simple and productive
operation of the Lasertec 75
Shape.
For more information contact
Retecon Machine Tools on
The core of the Lasertec 75 Shape is the
With the Lasertec Shape technology
TEL: 011 976 8600 or visit
100-watt pulsed fiber laser and the 3D
DMG MORI has set new standards in the field of
www.retecon.co.za
processing optics with an F-Theta lens
die and mould
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Taegutec -

Making the hard easy
with HardMill end mills

R

ule number one
The HardMill is also available
when machining high
in a wide selection of neck
hardness materials
lengths covering a broad
is the harder the material,
range of applications for the
the greater the demands
mould and die, aerospace
placed on the cutting tool. To
and general machining
mitigate the negative effects
sectors.
on cutting tools brought
A further advantage of the
on by reduced cycle times,
HardMill is its precision and
TaeguTec’s HardMill, a solid
stability due to its improved
carbide end mill is dedicated
“R” accuracy and diameter
towards high-speed
tolerance.
machining of high hardness
The best solution for
materials.
high-speed machining of high
With tougher application
hardness steel is accentuated
requirements demanded
by the PVD coated TT5505
from the mould and die
grade, an ultrafine substrate
and aerospace industries,
with resistance properties
TaeguTec has applied an
Jaco Greef, Braam Annandale, Hendrik Lourens, Edmund Hearn and Toy that improves tool life and
advanced coating on the
offers excellent surface finish.
Coetzee, all from Kelvion Thermal Solutions
HardMill line grade, the
Real-world case studies
TT5505, in order to improve
against some of the biggest
on current offerings in the market right now. Its improved tool
competitors in the business have found that TaeguTec’s
life and coating is a direct result of the ultrafine grain size
HardMill series of flute, radius and ball nose types have
substrate, which in the end provides excellent surface finish.
substantially increased tool life, says TaeguTec.
While this is a dedicated cutting tool for high-speed
machining of hardened workpieces, the end mill’s optimised
End of year celebration
shape gives the user levels of resistance to wear and tear that
In November 2017 TaeguTec South Africa held its
increases productivity and offers greater performance while
traditional ‘End of Year’ get together for clients, suppliers
at the same time, its superior radius and shaft tolerances
and friends. Featured below are a selection of the over 300
enables for precise finishing operations.
attendees.
TaeguTec’s end mill is available in 645 standard items
For more information contact TaeguTec SA on
and comes in three types: Flat, radius and ball nose types.
TEL: 011 362 1500 or visit www.taegutec.com
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Justin Bloem, Pieter Smit, Bennie Roux, Rever Raath,
Shaun Zowitsky and Dean Smuts, all from Tankquip

Ean Viljoen and Stef Erasmus, both of Maxion Wheels
with Hans Rossouw of Taegutec South Africa

Pieter Swart, Louis Swart, Gerhard de Klerk and Jaco Bothma, all
of PSJ with Markus Vorster and Bennie van der Westhuizen,
both of R Maintenance

Martin Krugell of Taegutec, Piet du Plessies and Tiaan du Plessies,
both of Cowles Engineering, Reinart Bergh of Robb & Carter
and Stoffel Venter of Cowles Engineering

Jacques de Villiers of Taegutec South Africa, Willie Prinsloo of
UMA Africa, Savvas Pouroullis of Manhattan Corporation
and Marius Verwey of Lucchini SA

Ben de Beer of Ultragear, Andries Venter of S-Tech,
Richard Kumm and Eloise Pyper, both of Ultragear and
Anthony Myburgh of S-Tech
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Focus CNC linear way series CNC
lathes with Syntec controls

F

or close to 20 years Taiwanese machine tool manufacturer
Focus CNC has been building CNC multispindle bar automatics, multi-spindle
chucking automatics, single spindle bar
automatics, single spindle chucking automatics and turning centers. Among the
product range is the FCL linear way series
of CNC lathes that range between 290mm
and 700mm cutting lengths.
FCL-140
The FCL-140 features a high speed
and high-precision hydraulic CAM tool turret,
which holds 10 tools and has a 0.3 second
tool change with a repeatability accuracy
of up to 0.002mm. The machine also has
a MT4 hydraulic tailstock, a spindle with
ø90mm large diameter angular bearings
for heavy-duty high precision machining, a
chip removal outlet that may be arranged
at the rear or on the side of the machine.
The FCL-140 has a swing of 470mm, a
machining length of 290mm, a chuck size
6 inch, a bar capacity of 45mm, XZ travel
of 150 x 320mm, XZ traverse of 30m/min, a
spindle power of 7.5kW and turning diameter of 260mm.

FCL-200HT
The FCL-200HT offers drilling, milling, turning,
tapping as well as end milling capabilities
for high efficiency integrated machining.
The FCL-200HT’s powerful milling and turning system adopts the latest tool selection
systems, has a fast servo turret, a 3-disc
clutch gear positioning and fast hydraulic
locking. Tool-to-tool change is 0.2 second.
The machine has a hydraulic CAM tool turret, which holds 10 tools, and an accurate
CS indexing spindle system driven by a servo
motor and high resolution feedback device.
The FCL-200HT spindle system uses
100mm diameter angular contact ball bearings
coupled with a high rigidity socket structure to
suit high precision turning.
The machine has a swing of 470mm,
a machining length of 479mm, a chuck
size of 8 inch, a bar capacity of 52mm,
XZ travel of 176 x 520mm, XZ traverse of
30m/min, a spindle power of 11kW and a
turning diameter of 300mm.
Both machines are driven by with Syntec controls.
For further details contact Toolquip & Allied on
TEL: 011 370 2727 or visit www.toolquip.co.za

Bystronic gives emphasis
to remote maintenance

A

t Bystronic, servicing and customer service take top
priority. With the expansion of its range of services,
more efficient maintenance, and new digital solutions,
Bystronic is focusing even more clearly on customer
requirements.
Bystronic’s range of services is comprehensive and
includes consulting and support during the installation of new
or replacement machines, regular servicing and maintenance,
a helpline and rapid support using remote maintenance
solutions, updates and upgrades, but also instruction and
training for the customers’ operators and staff.
Approximately one quarter of Bystronic’s employees works
in service. Around the clock, 600 employees serve the needs
of the customers around the globe. The credo is: “We want to
be locally available for our customers and we will continue to
expand our maintenance services in the future.”
The possibilities of digitally assisted maintenance services
are increasing. Many service technicians are already using
tablet computers. The “ByExcellence” software enables technicians to gain an overview. They can see what machines the
customer has, which problems were reported, and the history
of the past weeks and months. They can also keep track of
when and why the customer called the hotline. This allows the
service technicians to thoroughly prepare for their service call.
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Digital service
Starting in 2018, selected fiber laser cutting systems
and bending machines will be equipped with so-called
“connectivity kits”. Bystronic will use the collected data to
offer a variety of maintenance services, which will increase
the efficiency and process quality of the customers’
production processes. With ByCockpit, it is already possible
to visualise the efficiency within the sheet metal processing
environment in real time. However, transparency regarding
machine performance, manufacturing efficiency, and the
raw materials warehouse is only a small part of the range of
digital services.
The augmented reality concept shows how Bystronic will
intelligently link digital services with data and know-how in the
future. Special glasses allow the user to see superimposed
information about how the machines should be adjusted.
This allows customers to carry out technical modifications
themselves without requiring a great deal of previous
knowledge. The operator is guided through the process step
by step, and because both hands are free, he can immediately
carry out any modifications that are required. Augmented
reality is opening up many opportunities for Bystronic in order
to develop new enhancements and added value.

Doosan Puma 2600SY Mk II offers
many benefits on previous range

T

he next-generation Y-axis,
sub-spindle 10-in chuck
Doosan Puma 2600SY Mk
II box guideway turning center
series is now available. This
series replaces the Puma 2600SY
(Mark 1) and features a whole
host of technology improvements
and enhancements - all designed
to make the machines more
accurate, more productive and
more reliable.
The new machines are
equipped with a 10-in chuck
but, unlike Puma 2600SY Mark 1
models, have a larger (81mm) bar
diameter capacity, increasing their versatility. They are
also supplied with built-in type spindles (as opposed to beltdriven spindles), which generate less vibration during cutting
operations and, as a consequence, deliver improved part
accuracies and process reliability, in addition to reduced tool
wear.
And ensuring accuracy are a number of technology
innovations:
• Six strategically positioned heat sensors that automatically
monitor and compensate for any thermal displacement
occurring during machining operations. Effects of thermal
displacement have been reduced by up to 70%, compared
to Mk I models.
• The built-in type spindles provided as standard on the new

Puma 2600SY Mk II machines feature a
reconfigured spindle bearing structure
comprising 2x angular contact bearings
and 2x taper roller bearings. The new
structure improves C-axis positional
accuracy and spindle run out (less
than 6 micron) and the addition of
taper roller bearings enable high
accuracy, heavy duty machining.
• High performance NTN
material (as opposed to Turcite)
on its box guideway axes
resulting in improved and more
responsive axes’ movement and
reduced axes wear.
Other performance improvements on the new Puma
2600SY Mk II include an improved milling turret design that
incorporates a curvic coupling piston structure that delivers
up to 12% more clamping force, improved durability of the
machine’s Y-axis carriageway and a spindle air-purge function
that helps prevent chip and coolant ingress.
Finally, the machines’ improved EOP (Easy Operation
Package) functionality now includes crash avoidance capability
and the OPRT machine status condition display screens ensure
that the new machines are amongst the most accurate and
reliable 10-in chuck lathes on the market.
For further details contact Puma Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 976 8600 or visit www.pumamachinetools.co.za

Durma’s AD-R series of press brakes

T

he AD-R series utilises the same frame as the Durma
top range models and offers greater daylight (530mm),
stroke (265mm) and throat depth
(410mm) than the previous models.
Bending lengths vary from 1 250mm
on the 1260 model to 6 050mm on
the 60400 model. Respective bending
forces are 60 and 400 tons. The
speed of movement through the axes
is also much improved and new
CNC control options complete
the upgraded package. There
are 18 models in the range.
Highlights of the AD-R range
include: long double guides for
easy and accurate moving of
the top beam; CNC operation
of the back gauge in the x-axis;
easily adjustable sliding front arms
for fingertip lateral adjustment; Eurostyle Multi-V toolholders with quick release
clamping; manual or motorised crowning on all machines.
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Control options comprise the
Durma Easy Bend, which offers
a simplified screen format
and a minimum of keys, along
with easy-to-follow bending
steps. An upgrade to the
Durma CNC Advantage is also
possible, offering automatic
bending sequences, offline
programming, motorised
crowning, tandem working and
up to 85 x 12 step programmes.
A DNC 880S control unit is also
available, featuring a 10 inch
TFT colour screen, 2D display
with multi-simulation capability
and Windows XPe for multitasking and file management.
For further details contact
Durma South Africa on
TEL: 011 865 4090 or visit
www.durma.co.za

BLM LS5 and LC5 for sheet and tube laser
cutting, with CO2 or fiber laser options

M

ultiple versions of the BLM LS5 and
LC5 for sheet cutting, from 1 500
by 3 000mm to 2 000 by 6 000mm,
are available with the possibility of fitting
longitudinal or transversal pallet changer
systems. A complete range of automation
systems, including loading/unloading
systems and/or tower pallet storage
systems, is available for all.
The LC5 implements the same concepts
successfully applied on BLM Group lasertube
machines to obtain the best cutting results
and performance. The LC5 works with tubes
of diameter up to 120mm. Starting from
tube bundles, the system automatically loads
and processes each piece and unloads the
finished parts.
The tube processing module and
the sheet processing part are mutually
autonomous. The two share just the laser
cutting head. The tube processing module
has its own operator panel, which controls
the entire system during tube processing.
Two panels mean very simple management
from the system point of view and extremely
fast change over from one job to the other.
A laser system capable of cutting tubes and sheets allows
manufacturers to gain a footing on two different and separate
markets with a single system.
The LS5 goes beyond the concept of a sheet cutting
system that can ‘also’ process tubes or vice versa, by
providing two physically separate, modular systems combined

in one, capable of operating at top level
for cutting metal sheets and tubes that
share a laser cutting focusing head,
controlling it as required.
CO2 laser sources of power to 4.5
kW or fiber laser sources of power
up to 6 kW are offered for the LS5
and the LC5. Process reliability and
cutting quality are guaranteed by a
comprehensive cutting parameter
database, which collects years of
practical field experience.
The 6 kW laser source is available
with a zoom head for adapting the
beam features to the needs of the
material and to exploit the potentialities
offered by high power to the fullest.
The fully automated nozzle changer
is a useful help when very high levels
of automation are needed and pallet
stores are used for unmanned cycle
operation. The centering assist function
is useful, simple and reliable. Operators
are relieved from the burden of approximation or inaccuracy
when checking nozzle centering, this being a crucial step for
good cutting quality.
For more information contact First Cut on
TEL: 011 614 1112, email: info@firstcut.co.za, or visit the
website on www.firstcut.co.za
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Sumitomo AC1030U turning insert
is for small part machining

S

umitomo Electric Hardmetal’s
AC1030U turning insert is targeted
at high precision small workpiece
machining that covers a wide range of
material types where improved levels of
surface finish are required.
AC1030U inserts can be used for
both turning and grooving of smaller
inner diameter bores on workpieces
produced from alloy, stainless and heat
resistant steels, pure iron, mild steels as
well as non-ferrous materials where chip
control is difficult to manage.
Inserts are available in triangular
negative plus GNDS grooving types
with cutting widths of 1.5, 2 and 3mm.
Positive inserts range across 80º, 55º
and 35º diamond, as well as square,
triangular and trigon types. All inserts
have a selection of different nose radii
available.
The inserts have a special
high precision grind at the cutting edge and incorporate
Sumitomo’s Absotech Bronze multi-layer coating, which not
only helps resist micro-chipping problems but contributes to
extended levels of consistent production.
The new turning insert grade combines Absotech Bronze
physical deposition coating (PVD) and Sumitomo’s latest
precision ground FYS, a narrow breaker width G-class
chipbreaker development to aid chip control and help to
ensure a stable operational strategy.

The advanced Absotech Bronze technology comprises five
alternating layers of TiAlSiN and AlTiSiN coatings, which are
applied to a special tough carbide substrate that has double
the fracture resistance of more conventional substrates. The
coating has excellent heat and oxidation resistance, plus high
orders of adhesion strength and resistance to peeling-off, as
it has improved boundary control between the coating and the
carbide substrate.
For more information contact Carbide Solutions and
Innovations on TEL: 392 2000

Heidenhain’s LIP 6000 linear
encoder system

H

eidenhain’s LIP 6000 is a miniature, exposed linear
encoder system capable of resolving to 2nm at high
traverse speeds up to 240m/min over long scale
lengths to a maximum of 3 040mm.
Consisting of a scanning unit and glass scale, the LIP 6000
was developed to have large mounting tolerances, automatic
signal adjustment, a small interpolation error of ± 3nm and
a very low noise level of 1 nm RMS. The encoder is ideal for
feedback applications where constant speed control is needed
or stability of position is important.
The scanning unit contains Heidenhain’s HSP 1.0 ASIC
signal processor, which is virtually unaffected by contamination
on the glass scale. Having an 8µm grating period, the scale is
secured to the machine using clamps or an adhesive and is
either of G8 glass or Zerodur G0 glass-ceramic. Homing and
end-of-travel limit functions are included.
The encoder system does not have to be paired and
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adjusted prior to shipment, which means that the head and
scale can be combined as desired by the user, assisted by the
mounting wizard in the software provided.
Weighing five grams and measuring just 26 by 12.7 by
6.8mm, the LIP 6000 is suitable for installation in machines
where space is limited and /or axis acceleration is high. 1
Volt peak-to-peak or TTL interfaces are available, with serial
interfaces to follow soon. Operating temperature range is -10°C
to 70°C and protection is to IP50.
For more information contact Mafema Sales Services on
TEL: 314 4416 or visit www.heidenhainsa.co.za

Renishaw’s four-laser additive
system improves productivity

R

enishaw is introducing its
new RenAM 500Q four-laser
additive manufacturing
system, designed for improved
productivity in a common
platform size. The system is
said to offer a reduction in cost
per part while maintaining the
quality and precision offered by
standard single-laser systems.
By speeding up the process,
the company hopes to broaden
the utilisation of metal additive
manufacturing into applications
that are presently uneconomic,
potentially into industries that have
not yet embraced AM in production
applications.
The company is also
introducing the InfiniAM processmonitoring technology, which enables
manufacturers to benefit from gathering
and analysing sensor data from AM systems to develop
consistent processing. The process monitoring system
combines a chamber camera with synchronous sensing of
laser power and galvo position, plus multi-spectral meltpool
sensing. The system is also a production planning tool, and

it provides feedback on the system
sensor data from the AM build.
Options include the InfiniAM
Central and Spectral, which give
users essential information to
understand the component build
process and monitoring melt pool
characteristics in high resolution.
“Multiple-laser technology
in a small footprint will
broaden the appeal of additive
manufacturing in new markets
and applications,” explains
Marketing Manager Robin
Weston of Renishaw’s Additive
Manufacturing Products Division.
Renishaw has also released
its High Temperature Build
Volume, a technology that enables
manufacturers to build components
from materials that are not currently feasible. The
technology enables the production of bulkier parts with less
risk of thermal stress effects, which can further expand the
capabilities of additive manufacturing and provide a platform
for research and development.
For further details contact WD Hearn on
TEL: 021 5345351 or visit www.wdhearn.co.za

Tongtai’s milling and tapping centers VTX series

T

ongtai says its VTX series is the fastest CNC milling and
tapping center in its class for high
volume, high precision machining
needs. The compact size consumes
very little valuable floor space while
the blazing speed will deliver more
parts per hour than the competition.
The machine is a fixed column/moving
table type design.
The series features a Meehanite
cast iron frame and roller type linear
slideways for rigidity and fast, precise
movement. The 25mm diameter
ballscrews are class 3 with a double
nut pre-loaded design allowing a
standard rapid traverse rate of 60
metres per minute in the all axes
with acceleration of 1.2G. The ABS
(Absolute Pulse Coder) servo system does not
require zero return. The machine can be started
anytime from any position, saving non-productive time. A
standard bed flushing system provides efficient chip removal.
The VTX is equipped with a 21 tool turret type ATC or a 20
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tool arm-type ATC system. The VTX’s standard
21-station turret style servo automatic
tool changer provides fast, reliable tool
selection. Complete tool change time
is only 1.4 seconds tool to tool
and 1.9 seconds chip to chip. The
20-station high-speed arm-type
ATC reduces tool change time to
0.8 seconds and 1.3 seconds chip
to chip.
The 5,6kW, 12 000rpm direct
drive spindle provide rigid tap speeds
up to 6 000rpm. An optional 24 000rpm
direct drive spindle delivers high rpm for
aluminium/magnesium parts machining
as well as an excellent choice for graphite.
A spindle chiller is standard. The BBT-30
(Big Plus dual contact) taper is standard for rigid
milling. Coolant through the spindle preparation is
also standard.
For further details contact PBS Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 914 3360 or visit www.pbsmt.co.za

